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MEDICAL DOCTORS QUESTIONING CORONAVIRUS (ongoing) 
 
Note: Director-General of WHO, Ethiopian Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus is the first WHO D-G 
who is not a medical doctor.  He holds an undergraduate degree in biology, a masters degree in 
immunology of infectious diseases and a PhD in community health. 
 
Anonymous doctor 
21.4.20 - Respiratory doctor blows whistle on fake virus pandemic: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZVe3PQ-dHwY&feature=youtu.be 
Any incoming patient is labelled a Covid patient. Most patients were never tested but were 
recorded as Covid deaths no matter what they died of. They’re showing the numbers like a football 
game to scare yo. I’ve never seen bodies loaded into a tractor trailer. I really don’t believe that they 
were bodies. All this stuff is fake. There is no shortage of ventilators. This is not invasive ventilation 

A single person who stops 
lying can bring down a 
tyranny" 

Alexander Solzenitsyn 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZVe3PQ-dHwY&feature=youtu.be
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– this CPAP of BiPAP* but we were not allowed to use them – they said it would cause the virus to 
spread.  You have to let the patient crash and go straight to a ventilator.  Everything that we would 
traditionally do, we’re not allowed to do.  They’re not testing for a virus. This Covid test is different. 
They’re testing for an RNA sequence for a reaction to the virus.  Then they put it in a PCR, which 
amplifies it, so if there is one little shred of that RNA sequence from a damaged cell in you lungs or 
in your nasal passage, you’re going to test positive.  That can come from cancer, radiation, from 
several things. And then you hear all this talk on the news about antibody therapy and people 
wanting to donate plasma but they’re not talking about the virus itself and that’s a big issue.  Is this 
as infectious as they’re telling us it is? If so, these machines would all be in use and people would 
be dying and we’re not seeing that. This is unbelievable. Every bit of this has been created. … . I 
truly believe it is something else causing all this. H1N1 was a million times more scary compared 
to Covid-19. You cannot vaccinate yourself for a sinus infection. I’m not sure that this is a virus. 
Does this warrant shutting down the country? For all you Trump supporters out there, we’re doing 
the same thing they’re doing in France, Italy, the UK so does that mean Trump is really in charge 
of this whole thing? Because I really don’t think he is.  I think he’s being told to do what he’s doing. 
I think this is Deep State. Illuminati stuff.  They’re shutting the world down.  The world. And they’re 
putting our kids and grandkids in severe debt for this scam that will never be paid off. Please ask 
questions, do your homework. Why are we having auto-manufacturers make ventilators? Who’s 
testing them? How much are we paying for them. Is this going to be another corporate bailout 
where they give themselves million-dollar bonuses while we starve? 
* The difference between CPAP, BiPAP and ventilators: https://aeroflowinc.com/need-ventilator-
instead-bipap-cpap/  
Atlas 
NEW – 26.4.20 - Former neuroradiology chief at Stanford Medical Center gives us the facts 
and the news is good: https://www.redstate.com/elizabeth-vaughn/2020/04/26/stanford-medical-
center-neuroradiology-chief-gives-us-the-stats-tells-americans-to-go-back-to-
work/?utm_source=rsmorningbriefing&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=nl&bcid=61d724a167f
ebce3dc451e400551e837 
[Ed. The inclusion of items in this Briefing does not imply endorsement of the stated opinions.] 
Dr. Scott Atlas, the former neuroradiology chief at Stanford University Medical Center, wrote an op-
ed at The Hill on Friday that every American should read. He lays out five key facts that no one is 
paying attention to. He calls on policymakers “to ignore the panic and rely on facts. Leaders must 
examine accumulated data to see what has actually happened, rather than keep emphasizing 
hypothetical projections; combine that empirical evidence with fundamental principles of biology 
established for decades; and then thoughtfully restore the country to function.” The bottom line is 
that the mortality rate for COVID is equivalent to the annual flu. 
Atlas makes the case that total isolation no longer makes sense and that it’s time for Americans to 
go back to work. 
Fact 1: 
The recent Stanford University antibody study concluded the death rate to be between 0.1 to 0.2 
percent, in other words, right in line with the seasonal flu. 
Initial projected death rates from the World Health Organization “were 20 to 30 times higher.” 
Please take a look at the following statistics from New York City: 
Death Rate: 
Under 18 years old:  zero and (0 per 100,000 in the population) 
18 to 45 years old:  0.01 percent (11 per 100,000 in the population) 
75 and over:  0.80 percent (death rate is 80 times that of 18 to 45 years old) 
Of all fatal cases in New York State: 
Over 70 years of age: 2/3 of all deaths 
Over 50 years of age: 95 percent 
Underlying illness: 90 percent 
Of 6,570 confirmed COVID-19 deaths fully investigated for underlying conditions to date: 
6,520, or 99.2 percent, had an underlying illness. 
Dr. Atlas concludes that “if you do not already have an underlying chronic condition, your chances 
of dying are small, regardless of age. And young adults and children in normal health have almost 
no risk of any serious illness from COVID-19.” 
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Fact 2: 
Hospitalizations in New York City as of Friday, April 24: 34,600 
Under 18 years old:  0.01 percent 
18-44 years old:  0.10 percent 
65 to 74 years old:  1.7 percent 
Dr. Leora Horwitz of NYU Medical Center concluded: “age is far and away the strongest risk factor 
for hospitalization.” Dr. Atlas notes that early on, even WHO reported that 80 percent of all cases 
were mild. It’s been said many times that 50 percent of all cases are asymptomatic. “The vast 
majority of younger, otherwise healthy people do not need significant medical care if they catch 
this infection,” Dr. Atlas said. 
Fact 3: 
The quarantines have prevented us from achieving herd immunity. This, Dr. Atlas points out is just 
“prolonging the problem.” In the last week or so, we’ve seen several studies showing that 30 
percent or more of groups tested are found to have developed antibodies. 
For most people who test positive for COVID, “medical care is not even necessary. In fact, infected 
people without severe illness are the immediately available vehicle for establishing widespread 
immunity. By transmitting the virus to others in the low-risk group who then generate antibodies, 
they block the network of pathways toward the most vulnerable people, ultimately ending the 
threat. Extending whole-population isolation would directly prevent that widespread immunity from 
developing.” 
Fact 4: 
“People are dying because other medical care is not getting done due to hypothetical projections.” 
This is something that we’re starting to hear about more and more. Due to COVID, people were 
asked to postpone elective surgeries and procedures. Not only that, many people have skipped 
appointments with their cardiologists and other doctors because they are afraid of contracting the 
virus in a medical facility. The fear factor has resulted in what could have been preventable deaths. 
Dr. Atlas writes: 
Critical health care for millions of Americans is being ignored and people are dying to 
accommodate “potential” COVID-19 patients and for fear of spreading the disease. Most states 
and many hospitals abruptly stopped “nonessential” procedures and surgery. That prevented 
diagnoses of life-threatening diseases, like cancer screening, biopsies of tumors now undiscovered 
and potentially deadly brain aneurysms. Treatments, including emergency care, for the most 
serious illnesses were also missed. Cancer patients deferred chemotherapy. An estimated 80 
percent of brain surgery cases were skipped. Acute stroke and heart attack patients missed their 
only chances for treatment, some dying and many now facing permanent disability. 
This is one of the unintended effects of the quarantine and it’s bigger than you might think. I’ll be 
expanding on this subject in a post later today. 
Fact 5: 
We know that the elderly and those with underlying health issues are the most vulnerable 
members of the population. And those who fall into this category should absolutely remain in 
quarantine. 
“Knowing that,” says Dr. Atlas, “it is a commonsense, achievable goal to target isolation policy to 
that group, including strictly monitoring those who interact with them. Nursing home residents, the 
highest risk, should be the most straightforward to systematically protect from infected people, 
given that they already live in confined places with highly restricted entry.” 
We must “strictly protect the known vulnerable, self-isolate the mildly sick and open most 
workplaces and small businesses with some prudent large-group precautions. This would allow the 
essential socializing to generate immunity among those with minimal risk of serious consequence, 
while saving lives, preventing overcrowding of hospitals and limiting the enormous harms 
compounded by continued total isolation. Let’s stop underemphasizing empirical evidence while 
instead doubling down on hypothetical models. Facts matter.” 
President Trump was right to call for a quarantine. With the information that was available at the 
time, he really had no other choice. If he had done nothing, and the coronavirus had turned out to 
be far more lethal than what had been expected by the experts, or even as lethal as they’d warned, 
inaction could have been catastrophic. 
Knowing what we know now, however, it’s time for us to go back to work. Because America has 
another problem to deal with – its economy. 
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Ayyadurai 
Dr. Shiva Ayyadurai ~ "Inventor Of Email! World Crisis & Political Power Structure" [Age Of Truth 
TV]: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RAE8C0iEoRQ 
(US) Dr.SHIVA LIVE: Time for Truth on Coronavirus: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dFczfwW99kU 
(US) Dr. Shiva Ayyadurai - Scientist with 4 Degrees from MIT Warns 'Deep State' Using 
Coronavirus Fear-Mongering To Suppress dissent: http://www.tathasta.com/2020/03/scientist-with-
4-degrees-from-mit-warns_19.html 
Bhattacharya 
Questioning Conventional Wisdom in the COVID-19 Crisis, with Dr. Jay Bhattacharya of the 
Hoover Institution: The official virus narrative is false: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-
UO3Wd5urg0&feature=emb_logo 
Dr. Jay Bhattacharya is a professor of medicine at Stanford University. He is a research associate 
at the National Bureau of Economic Research and a senior fellow at both the Stanford Institute for 
Economic Policy Research and the Stanford Freeman Spogli Institute. His March 24, 2020, article 
in the Wall Street Journal questions the premise that “coronavirus would kill millions without 
shelter-in-place orders and quarantines.” In the article he suggests that “there’s little evidence to 
confirm that premise—and projections of the death toll could plausibly be orders of magnitude too 
high.” In this edition of Uncommon Knowledge with Peter Robinson we asked Dr. Bhattacharya to 
defend that statement and describe to us how he arrived at this conclusion. We get into the details 
of his research, which used data collected from hotspots around the world and his background as 
a doctor, a medical researcher, and an economist. It’s not popular right now to question 
conventional wisdom on sheltering in place, but Dr. Bhattacharya makes a strong case for 
challenging it, based in economics and science. 
Berg 
(US) Dr. Eric Berg Important Lesson From the Spanish Flu Pandemic of 
1918: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZyrcYVH6qtU 
Bhakdi 
Dr. Sucharit Bhakdi — one of the most cited research scientists in German history — published a 
video where he reiterates that “Implementation of the current draconian measures that so 
extremely restrict fundamental rights can only be justified if there is reason to fear that a truly, 
exceptionally dangerous virus is threatening us. Do any scientifically sound data exist to 
support his contention for COVID-19? […] The answer is simply: NO!” [emphasis mine] 
Bukacek 
NEW - Montana physician Dr. Annie Bukacek discusses how COVID 19 death certificates 
are being manipulated: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_5wn1qs_bBk&feature=emb_logo 
Buttar (ranked as one of top 50 doctors in US; best-selling author) 
Dr. Rashid Buttar: Virus Engineered – Fake Pandemic: https://phibetaiota.net/2020/03/dr-rashid-
buttar-virus-engineered-fake-pandemic/ 
Renowned Microbiology Specialist On Why He Believes Coronavirus Measures Are “Draconian” 
(Video): https://www.collective-evolution.com/2020/03/30/renowned-microbiology-specialist-on-
why-he-believes-coronavirus-measures-are-draconian-video/ 
16.4.20 – EXCLUSIVE: Dr. Rashid Buttar BLASTS Gates, Fauci, EXPOSES Fake Pandemic 
Numbers As Economy Collapses: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WGbYHJcMbz8 
27.4.20 - LondonReal - Dr. Rashid Buttar - the coronavirus agenda - what the mainstream 
media don't want you to know: https://londonreal.tv/digital-freedom-platform-interview-1-dr-
rashid-buttar/ 
17.4.20 - True Earth , Another Truthful Doctor !! WOW ! it's spreading like a …: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6D853TA_Dls 
Coldwell 
Why You CANNOT And Will NEVER “Catch” Coronavirus: 
https://drleonardcoldwell.com/2020/04/01/why-you-cannot-and-will-never-catch-coronavirus-video/ 
Coleman 
(UK) Dr. Vernon Coleman: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vZ8sQQvqvrE&fbclid=IwAR3_9HibLMLoqLA2HjTjUwRMap-
GYKKoK1q_3TDbdo4Q2QM2kW1gS9zjQ3s 
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Cowan 
(US?) Dr. Thomas Cowan: CENSORED BY YOUTUBE 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=11&v=jh1T4c3wP8I&feature=emb_logo 
NOW AT BRIGHTEON: Covid-19/Coronavirus Caused By 5G? Dr Thomas Cowan, MD - Joshua 
Coleman: https://www.brighteon.com/c32af45d-175c-4880-8398-938fb3483122 
Doctor Thomas Cowan M.D. Claims 5G Radiation Poisoning Could Be Causing Coronavirus: 
https://www.brighteon.com/ede0dbf9-a4d4-4a1c-bfd0-ce4de7dc9872 
Dr. Thomas Cowan Covid19 fails Koch's postulates: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1&v=m3LgrcDAlJs&feature=emb_logo 
Coronavirus Fear, Germ Theory, Exosomes, and Resiliency - Thomas Cowan, MD, and Sayer Ji: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fvqNc4m5oOI&utm_campaign=Daily+Newsletter%3A+Coronav
irus+-+Cowdan+-
+Fixed+%28Ji2mSU%29&utm_medium=email&utm_source=Daily+Newsletter&_ke=eyJrbF9lbWF
pbCI6ICJhbGVjcmFtenVyYzMxMkBnbWFpbC5jb20iLCAia2xfY29tcGFueV9pZCI6ICJLMnZYQXkif
Q%3D%3D 
Dove 
18.4.20 - Dr Verné Dove BVSc Hons BAnimSc (Research: Veterinary Pathology) MVS (Veterinary 
Conservation Med.) MVS ( Veterinary Disease Surveillance) Dip. Conservation PhD candidate 
(Dolphin Health Assessment) Murdoch University, Australia Universidad de los Andes, Colombia 
18th April 2020 
I'm a Veterinary Surgeon who graduated from Melbourne University with a double degree ( 1st: 
Veterinary Science, 2nd: pathology/toxicology), I have two Masters degrees one of which is in 
disease surveillance (epidemiology), and I've been doing my PhD on epidemiology and risk 
assessment. I was also awarded a recent alumni achievement award from Melbourne University. 
I've been watching this outbreak since it started, and have correctly predicted its course. You are 
doing a fabulous job at slowing our curve, and I commend you on what you are doing as you have 
certainly bought us time. I have two urgent matters to bring to your attention. The first is it is 
unlikely a vaccination will work. Veterinarians are the only ones with a coronavirus vaccine, and 
what's been found in vaccinated animals that are subjected to infection with another coronavirus 
often results in worse pathology and they even have fatal consequences as demonstrated in a few 
studies. This makes prevention very difficult, and vaccine efficacy will be questionable. This means 
the focus will need to be on treatment/cure. 
The second matter is my current disease hypothesis that may result in successful treatment of 
critical cases. I have a crazy but very plausible hypothesis, and there's a toxicologist in the USA 
that has released a similar hypothesis this week, so that's at least 2 of us that believe this is 
plausible. My theory is that SARS-cov2 causes an increase in endogenous (produced in our body) 
carbon monoxide production in the body, resulting in carbon monoxide poisoning. Carbon 
monoxide toxicity fits with everything we are seeing. It fits with the high fatalities with comorbidities 
particularly diabetes, heart disease and obesity. 
It fits with cases overseas just dropping dead in the streets, it fits with the ground glass lung 
pathology seen. It fits with the symptoms, as carbon monoxide poisoning is often misdiagnosed as 
the flu, causes headaches, dizziness, fatigue, breathlessness. It fits with the lower than expected 
success with ventilated patients, as carbon monoxide actually increases in ventilated patients. It 
also explains the neurological signs seen in some patients, and it fits with the success seen with 
zinc. 
This is 100% a hypothesis, but I can't physically test it. It's simple though, doctors need to test for 
Carbon monoxide which is simple to do if they are looking for it. We aren't looking for it, so no one 
is testing for it. Up to now doctors have assumed this is a viral induced disease. I believe the virus 
does not mean to kill us, this is a mistake that has occurred in our bodies in response to the virus, 
causing a toxicity event. This is why most people are asymptomatic or have mild disease. 
So my theory in a nutshell is the virus causes our bodies to produce more carbon monoxide than 
usual, which inadvertently causes carbon monoxide toxicity. Treatment is relatively simple as its 
just in addition to what is already happening, with the addition of using a hyperbaric oxygen 
chamber. How I came up with this hypothesis. I lived in Bogota, Colombia for 3 years and suffered 
from altitude sickness. To me this sounds like and looks exactly the same as what I suffered. 
Carbon monoxide poisoning and altitude sickness present very similar. 
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Humans produce endogenous carbon monoxide, so I started looking for instances where this 
carbon monoxide production could be exaggerated, and it all started to make sense. In addition in 
Bogota, the young coped very well, and travellers new to the region suffered greatly the older they 
were, so the age fits too with what we are seeing in cases. 
Whilst I plan to publish this in a formal paper this will take a month or two, and I would like 
Australia to have access to this knowledge on the off chance I'm right and we can save lives. It's 
easy to test for, and if it is carbon monoxide toxicity, it's easy to treat. Carbon monoxide has been 
found to Increase in pathological conditions. It's not that hard a jump to think that somehow the 
virus induces certain people to get their carbon monoxide production into a slight overdrive. It 
doesn't take much to result in carbon monoxide toxicity. 
Erickson 
22.4.20 - NEW - Dr. Erickson COVID-19 briefing pt. 1: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xfLVxx_lBLU&fbclid=IwAR2ysHUBzaW8nCFTl_keORupApo2d
EoMqgZw1ujxLfDsTqWARfEMKkqCwLU 
22.4.20 - NEW - Dr. Erickson COVID-19 Briefing, Pt. 2: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zb6j7o1pLBw&fbclid=IwAR2Hr6UPwpy0AP6tlVZwCZlWE7zdu
Z__K8M22NHwpsVFgq2tMZgsOoSUVC8 
Ioannidis 
(US) Prof. Ioannidis from Stanford is featured in a long interview where he reiterates that the data 
we have is gravely insufficient, and that the interventions that are being taken might be doing more 
harm than good — we simply don’t know. He is the author of the controversial article “A fiasco in 
the making? As the coronavirus pandemic takes hold, we are making decisions without reliable 
data”. 
[Ed. The inclusion of items in this Briefing does not imply endorsement of the stated opinions.] 
NEW – 19.4.20 - In this video, a second Stanford University Medical Center doctor, Dr. John 
Ioannidis, urges America to open up the economy: Dr John Ioannidis announces results of 
COVID 19 serology study: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yVz7hTo1vkw&feature=emb_logo 
Jensen 
Minnesota Senator, Dr. Jensen said that he received a 7-page document from the MN Department 
of Health advising him to fill out death certificates with a diagnosis of #COVID-19 whether the 
person actually died from COVID-19 or not. Can we trust the death numbers we've been seeing?" 
https://www.valleynewslive.com/content/misc/Sen-Dr-Jensens-Shocking-Admission-About-
Coronavirus-569458361.html 
CDC's guidance for certifying Covid-19 deaths not accurate -- no virus testing, only "suspected" 
cause required: https://www.greenmedinfo.com/blog/cdcs-guidance-certifying-covid-19-deaths-not-
accurate-no-virus-testing-only-suspest 
Dr. Scott Jensen explains that the CDC's present guidelines for determining "COVID-19 deaths" 
are not evidence-based, and may even have to do with the greater profitability of doing so. His 
testimony runs directly counter Dr. Fauci, who labeled any criticism of their highly controversial 
policy "conspiracy theory." 
Kaufman 
Dr Andrew Kaufman exposing the 'Covid-19' magic trick - the sleight of hand that transformed 
societyDr Kaufman M.D. explains how this is all fake: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TXargSbVp7E&feature=emb_logo 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LZzIxnCHVDM 
Dr Andrew Kaufman: A Breakdown on Current Testing Procedures: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=3&v=Xr8Dy5mnYx8&feature=emb_logo 
Jaymie Icke Plandemic Podcast: Interview with a US Doctor: How Can You Make a Vaccine for 
Something Never Proven to Exist?: https://www.brighteon.com/f3a2113e-13cd-4dde-82fb-
f19291dfc3cb 
JI: “Do you believe there is a virus in the first place?”  Dr. K.: “No, I do not.” … Questions the idea 
that infections can be passed from person to person because no evidence for this has been 
provided. 
7.4.20 - Medical Doctor Blows CV19 Scamdemic Wide Open - Andrew Kaufman M.D.: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lHuL7HOC5MI&feature=emb_logo 
Kelly 
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Australasian Integrative Medicine Association (AIMA) – Dr. Robin Kelly: Webinar Covid19 5G and 
existing radio waves: https://www.aima.net.au/webinar-covid19-5g-and-existing-radio-waves/ 
Khelfaoui 
NEW - FRANCE - JE SUIS MEDECIN, PAS FLIC !: 
https://www.facebook.com/cerveauxnondisponibles/videos/1370715369802794/?q=cerveaux 
 « On nous demande contre quelques euros de vous fliquer » (Karim Khelfaoui, médecin révolté) 
55€ pour un patient covid avec les données de sa famille. 2€ en plus pour obtenir les contacts au 
delà de la cellule familiale et 4€ si les informations permettent de joindre ces contacts 
supplémentaires. Bienvenue dans le fichage à la tâche qui sera demandé aux médecins après le 
confinement !  
Mais cela n’est que la 1ère étape. Après, place aux brigades sanitaires : des salariés de 
l’Assurance Maladie qui auront accès à vos données médicales. Bye bye le secret médical ! Ces 
petits soldats seront chargés de faire la traque aux potentiels malades et d’enquêter en procédant 
par exemple à des interrogatoires téléphoniques.  
3e étape : les Big Data ! Deux fichiers nationaux sont prévus. Le « Sidep » recensera les données 
biologiques des personnes positives au covid. Tandis que le « contact tracing » listera les 
personnes ayant côtoyées le malade. Toutes les personnes figurant dans ces fichiers seront « 
invitées » par les brigades sanitaires à se confiner.  
Ces données sont prévues pour être gardées 1 an et seront disponibles à tout un tas de 
personnes en dehors du médecin. Une aubaine pour les GAFAM qui attendaient impatiemment de 
parfaire leur business du traçage grâce à la santé ! Ainsi, en France, Microsoft compte bien 
s’emparer d’une part du gâteau.  
La firme propose ainsi son Health Data Hub au gouvernement. Une interface entre producteurs de 
données : nous, et utilisateurs de données : par exemple des chercheurs. Et demain qui sait… des 
entreprises privées, des assurances ou des mutuelles ! Une bonne raison de penser qu’après un 
an, il y aura une suite à ce qui sera sans aucun doute devenu un marché. 
Nous voilà bien. Nous sommes la société qui aura inventé des applications de tracing dans la 
poche, qui aura transformé les médecins et l’assurance maladie en agent de la Stasi mais qui aura 
envoyé au front des soignants avec des masques périmés et laissé crever ses vieux loin des leurs 
dans des salles de réanimation ou dans des Ehpad moroses gérés par des fonds de pension cotés 
en bourse. 
Il va falloir reprendre les choses en main et aller les dégagez !  
Vidéo : Karim Khelfaoui (médecin généraliste et régulateur au Samu 13) 
ROUGH TRANSLATION 
I'M A DOCTOR, NOT A COP !: 
https://www.facebook.com/cerveauxnondisponibles/videos/1370715369802794/?q=cerveaux 
"We are asked for a few euros to screw you" (Karim Khelfaoui, doctor up in arms) 
55€ for a covid patient with family data. 2€ more to get contacts beyond the family unit and 4€ if 
the information allows to join these additional contacts. Welcome to the registration to the task that 
will be asked to the doctors after the confinement ! 
But this is only the 1st stage. Then, place to the health brigades: Health Insurance employees who 
will have access to your medical data. Bye bye the medical secrecy ! These Small Soldiers will be 
responsible for tracking down potential patients and investigating, for example, by conducting 
telephone interviews. 
Step 3: Big Data ! Two national files are planned. The "Sidep" will record the biological data of 
people positive to covid. While the "contact tracing" will list the people who have been with the 
patient. All persons in these files will be "invited" by the health brigades to confine themselves. 
These data are planned to be kept for 1 year and will be available to a whole bunch of people 
outside the doctor. A boon for GAFAM who were looking forward to perfecting their tracing 
business thanks to health ! Thus, in France, Microsoft plans to take a share of the cake. 
The firm thus offers its Health Data Hub to the government. An interface between data producers: 
us, and data users: e.g. researchers. And tomorrow who knows ... private companies, insurance or 
mutuals ! A good reason to think that after a year there will be a continuation of what will 
undoubtedly become a market. 
Here we are. We are the company that invented tracing apps in the pocket, that turned doctors and 
health insurance into a Stasi agent but that sent caregivers to the front with outdated masks and let 
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their old people die away from their own in resuscitation rooms or in gloomy Ehpads managed by 
publicly traded pension funds. 
We're gonna have to take things back and get them out of the way ! 
Video: Karim Khelfaoui (general practitioner and regulator at Samu 13) 
Klinghardt 
(INT) Dr. Klinghardt: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fgj-VT5iVh0&feature=youtu.be 
Kyle-Siddell 
COVID-19 is a condition of oxygen deprivation, not pneumonia… VENTILATORS may be causing 
the lung damage, not the virus: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k9GYTc53r2o&feature=emb_logo AND 
https://thecommonsenseshow.com/conspiracy-economics-education/bombshell-plea-nyc-icu-
doctor-covid-19-condition-oxygen-deprivation-not-pneumonia-ventilators-
may?fbclid=IwAR2eN51oPdv5ns7232FKVg64n7_C2G179G8jtMiC014lJd8jsr6GaNNU2nk 
COVID-19 is not a pneumonia-like disease at all. It’s an oxygen deprivation condition, and the 
use of ventilators may be doing more harm than good with some patients. The ventilators 
themselves, due to the high-pressure methods they are running, may be damaging the lungs and 
leading to widespread harm of patients. “In these nine days I have seen things I have never seen 
before,” he says.  
[See appendix for fuller summary of Kyle-Siddell’s observations and see below Joe Imbriano on 60 
GHz] 
17.4.20 - For the medical community!!! Could COVID-19 be causing DIFFUSION 
hypoxemia?? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NmRlvX3VrAQ 
Lee 
(UK) Dr. John Lee, retired professor of pathology and a former consultant pathologist for UK’s 
National Health Service, reiterates in an article that “Covid-19 deaths are a substantial over-
estimate”, and that “the measured increase in numbers of deaths is not necessarily a cause 
for alarm, unless it demonstrates excess deaths [emphasis mine] – 340 deaths out of 46,000 
shows we are not near this at present.” 
Levitan 
Coronavirus Patients - This is what I learned during 10 days of treating Covid pneumonia at 
Bellevue Hospital. … I realized that we are not detecting the deadly pneumonia the virus causes 
early enough and that we could be doing more to keep patients off ventilators — and alive. … Nick 
Caputo, an emergency physician in the Bronx. “Rich,” he said, “it’s like nothing I’ve ever seen 
before.” … During my recent time at Bellevue, though, almost all the E.R. patients had Covid 
pneumonia. … During my recent time at Bellevue, though, almost all the E.R. patients had Covid 
pneumonia. … Even patients without respiratory complaints had Covid pneumonia. … And here is 
what really surprised us: These patients did not report any sensation of breathing problems, even 
though their chest X-rays showed diffuse pneumonia and their oxygen was below normal. How 
could this be? 
We are just beginning to recognize that Covid pneumonia initially causes a form of oxygen 
deprivation we call “silent hypoxia” — “silent” because of its insidious, hard-to-detect nature. … 
Pneumonia is an infection of the lungs in which the air sacs fill with fluid or pus. Normally, patients 
develop chest discomfort, pain with breathing and other breathing problems. But when Covid 
pneumonia first strikes, patients don’t feel short of breath, even as their oxygen levels fall. And by 
the time they do, they have alarmingly low oxygen levels and moderate-to-severe pneumonia (as 
seen on chest X-rays). Normal oxygen saturation for most persons at sea level is 94 percent to 
100 percent; Covid pneumonia patients I saw had oxygen saturations as low as 50 percent. … 
Their pneumonia had clearly been going on for days, but by the time they felt they had to go to the 
hospital, they were often already in critical condition. 
In emergency departments we insert breathing tubes in critically ill patients for a variety of reasons. 
In my 30 years of practice, however, most patients requiring emergency intubation are in shock, 
have altered mental status or are grunting to breathe. Patients requiring intubation because of 
acute hypoxia are often unconscious or using every muscle they can to take a breath. They are in 
extreme duress. Covid pneumonia cases are very different. 
A vast majority of Covid pneumonia patients I met had remarkably low oxygen saturations at triage 
— seemingly incompatible with life — but they were using their cellphones as we put them on 
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monitors. Although breathing fast, they had relatively minimal apparent distress, despite 
dangerously low oxygen levels and terrible pneumonia on chest X-rays. … 
Levitt 
19.4.20 - 'No evidence that Covid-19 is causing huge loss of life': 
https://www.rnz.co.nz/national/programmes/sunday/audio/2018743210/no-evidence-that-covid-19-
is-causing-huge-loss-of-life 
Radio interview (downloadable) 
Professor Michael Levitt, a Nobel laureate and Stanford biophysicist, says there is no clear 
evidence that Covid-19 is causing massive loss of life, despite evidence to the contrary in places 
like Europe and New York City. In fact, Levitt says it has not been a particularly bad year for flu 
deaths. And the people who are dying from coronavirus are those who are at risk of death anyway. 
Professor Levitt believes we're been 'primed for Covid-19 panic.' “What you’re saying here is the 
case/fatality ratio. It’s the first time that the diagnosis has been by the presence of viral RNA on the 
person. There’s now lots of evidence that, for every symptomatic case, there might be as many as 
10 asymptomatic cases. So I think that using the case/fatality ratio is a very, very dangerous thing. 
If you look at Germany, for example, they have a much lower ratio. 
Certainly my estimates very early on were that, the most well-defined epidemic so far has been in 
China, excluding Hubei, the province where it all happened. There were about 120 deaths in China 
from people who had left Hubei. And they were all very heavily controlled. And there the death rate 
is 0.84%. 
But I still think it depends how you define a case. I think there’s evidence now that if you check for 
coronavirus in places like New York or Germany, 15% of the population have coronavirus.  So if 
you, instead of thinking about cases, think about population fatality rates, they are either five times 
less than flu or three times higher than flu. 
So in some ways we don’t yet know that. No one really knows enough about the virus to know 
what level of infection you need to have herd immunity. I’ve been looking at this whole question.  
Let’s imagine we have to let this thing burn itself out, we don’t have a vaccine. How many people 
would die until we had something like enough herd immunity to protect us? In some ways, Covid is 
a little bit nicer than influenza. Not as a disease – it’s an awful disease, as is influenza. But 
influenza tends to kill younger people. I think something like 25% of the influenza deaths are 
people under 70. Whereas for Covid it looks like only 10% are.  
So we don’t know yet. I think the answers will be coming very soon with the antibody testing.  It will 
be very interesting to look back on this six months or a year from now. And we’ll probably say: how 
can we have been so fooled? Because there’s been a lot of very, very irresponsible reporting. 
Even in so-called high-quality journals like the New York Times.  I saw an article there where they 
basically said that coronavirus was going to kill as many people as had been killed in Vietnam, the 
Korean war and something else. And of course, the number might be the same, but a person dying 
over the age of 80 is not the same as a soldier dying at the age of 20. 
Statisticians know this.  Economists know this. There’s a very simple measure called “years of life 
lost”, where basically, if you die after the life expectancy for your country, that doesn’t count.  And 
let’s say your life expectancy is 80 and you die at the age of 75, that costs five years.  If you die at 
the age of 20, it costs 60 years.  But it seems to me that, just out of a sense of fairness, we have to 
rank the unfulfilled life as being worth more than a very full life.  Otherwise we will have no 
progress. The key question is going to be, in the 12 months, say from six weeks from now, let’s 
say 1 June.  If we go back 12 months and ask, what are the total number of deaths in the world in 
that period?  Is it significantly larger than it was in previous years?  And I don’t know, but I would 
not be surprised if the excess was very, very small. 
It could be that I’m wrong, but not having immunity to Coronavirus is not a good thing.  Let’s just 
see. It’s been very gratifying, for example… I was actually born in South Africa. And in South Africa 
there’s actually been a negative death rate from Coronavirus because of all the murders that didn’t 
happen.  Just simply counting deaths is not the way to do this. You need to think about exactly 
who is dying ...” 
“So far, we don’t yet know. It’s not clear to me that total lockdown is needed or even desirable. I’m 
not saying that it’s not desirable. There’s no doubt that if you had total, complete lockdown and 
nobody was allowed to move, you would get rid of the virus. Maybe health professionals will 
recommend that. But you’re also doing a huge amount of psychological damage. Children – panic 
attacks are enormously common now. I have family members who are suffering from this. And 
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then, of course, the economic toll. And again, if your country’s wealth drops by 1%, then the poor 
people feel 10%. The rich people feel nothing. 
Lohse 
“The director of the University Medical Center Hamburg, Dr. Ansgar Lohse, demands a quick end 
to curfews and contact bans. He argues that more people should be infected with corona. Kitas 
and schools should be reopened as soon as possible so that children and their parents can 
become immune through infection with the corona virus. The continuation of the strict 
measures would lead to an economic crisis, which would also cost lives, [emphasis mine] 
said the physician.’ (Via SPG) 
Mercola 
Surveillance: Dr Mercola - New App Requires Reporting of People Sneezing or Coughing: 
https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2020/04/01/live-coronavirus-
map.aspx?cid_source=dnl&cid_medium=email&cid_content=art1HL&cid=20200401Z1&et_cid=DM
495106&et_rid=841780283 
NEW – 6.5.20 - Ventilators may increase risk of death from COVID-19: 
https://www.wakingtimes.com/2020/05/06/ventilators-may-increase-risk-of-death-from-covid-
19/?utm_source=Waking+Times+Newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=570104c42e-
RSS_EMAIL_CAMPAIGN&utm_term=0_25f1e048c1-570104c42e-54797653 
In recent weeks, several doctors and published papers have noted that COVID-19 patients who 
are put on ventilators have an increased risk of death. April 9, 2020, Business Insider reported that 
80% of COVID-19 patients in New York City who are placed on ventilators die, causing some 
doctors to question their use. 
According to The Associated Press, “Similar reports have emerged from China and the United 
Kingdom. One U.K. report put the figure at 66%. A very small study in Wuhan … said 86% died.” 
Updated New York City Statistics 
An April 22, 2020, study published in JAMA describing the outcomes for 5,700 patients 
hospitalized with COVID-19 in the New York City area reported: 
“Mortality rates for those who received mechanical ventilation in the 18-to-65 and older-than-65 
age groups were 76.4% and 97.2%, respectively. Mortality rates for those in the 18-to-65 and 
older-than-65 age groups who did not receive mechanical ventilation were 19.8% and 26.6%, 
respectively. There were no deaths in the younger-than-18 age group.” 
These numbers were amended shortly thereafter, though. April 26, 2020, CNN Health reported 
that an average of 24.5% of patients placed on ventilators died, compared to about 20% of those 
who were not ventilated. 
Karina Davidson, senior vice president of research at Northwell Health, told CNN her team had 
decided to “clarify the wording of the report,” and that the figures are being updated to reflect “how 
many [patients] we know have had an outcome and how many remain in the hospital.” CNN 
explained: 
“The original report in JAMA stated that 12% of patients required ventilation and of them 88% died 
— but those numbers only represented a minority of patients whose outcome was known, not the 
entire body of patients. The updated numbers include all of the patients, including those who 
remained in the hospital at the time the data was gathered on April 4.” 
In an April 8, 2020, article, STAT News reported: 
“What’s driving this reassessment is a baffling observation about COVID-19: Many patients have 
blood oxygen levels so low they should be dead. But they’re not gasping for air, their hearts aren’t 
racing, and their brains show no signs of blinking off from lack of oxygen. 
That is making critical care physicians suspect that blood levels of oxygen, which for decades have 
driven decisions about breathing support for patients with pneumonia and acute respiratory 
distress, might be misleading them about how to care for those with COVID-19. 
In particular, more and more are concerned about the use of intubation and mechanical ventilators. 
They argue that more patients could receive simpler, noninvasive respiratory support, such as the 
breathing masks used in sleep apnea, at least to start with and maybe for the duration of the 
illness.” 
Oxygen Is Needed but Ventilation May Be Inadvisable 
Dr. Cameron Kyle-Sidell, whose video is featured at the top of this article, has noted their patients’ 
symptoms have more in common with altitude sickness than pneumonia. Similarly, a recent paper 
by Drs. Luciano Gattinone and John Marini describes two different types of COVID-19 
presentations, which they refer to as Type L and Type H. 
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While one benefits from mechanical ventilation, the other does not. Dr. Roger Seheult discusses 
this paper, as well as the comparison of COVID-19 to high altitude pulmonary edema or HAPE, in 
the MedCram video above. 
In the final analysis, it may turn out that ventilators are inappropriate for a majority of patients, and 
doctors at UChicago Medicine report “truly remarkable” results using high-flow nasal cannulas in 
lieu of ventilators. As noted in a press release: 
“High-flow nasal cannulas, or HFNCs, are non-invasive nasal prongs that sit below the nostrils and 
blow large volumes of warm, humidified oxygen into the nose and lungs. 
A team from UChicago Medicine’s emergency room took 24 COVID-19 patients who were in 
respiratory distress and gave them HFNCs instead of putting them on ventilators. The patients all 
fared extremely well, and only one of them required intubation after 10 days … 
The HFNCs are often combined with prone positioning, a technique where patients lay on their 
stomachs to aid breathing. Together, they’ve helped UChicago Medicine doctors avoid dozens of 
intubations and have decreased the chances of bad outcomes for COVID-19 patients, said 
Thomas Spiegel, MD, Medical Director of UChicago Medicine’s Emergency Department. 
‘The proning and the high-flow nasal cannulas combined have brought patient oxygen levels from 
around 40% to 80% and 90%, so it’s been fascinating and wonderful to see,’ Spiegel said … 
‘Avoiding intubation is key,’ Spiegel said. ‘Most of our colleagues around the city are not doing this, 
but I sure wish other ERs would take a look at this technique closely.’” 
Extracorporeal Membrane Oxygenation Technique 
Another less available and more complicated treatment strategy that’s showing promise is known 
as extracorporeal membrane oxygenation or ECMO. The system involves a complex circuit of 
tubes, filters and pumps that oxygenate the patient’s blood and remove waste products outside the 
body before pumping it back into circulation. 
Guidance for the use of ECMO in COVID-19 treatment was published March 30, 2020, in the 
ASAIO Journal. As a general rule, ECMO is recommended for relatively young patients with few 
comorbidities who are failing to respond to ventilator treatment. According to an April 24, 2020 
press release by the University of Michigan: 
“As of April 21 … more than 470 patients with suspected or confirmed cases of COVID-19 have 
been treated at the ECMO centers that are sharing their data. Most were men in their 40s and 
early 50s. Nearly half had obesity and one-fifth had diabetes. 
Most of those placed on ECMO for COVID-19 are still on the treatment, which can take weeks to 
allow the body to recover enough for the patient to function on their own. Every moment of that 
time, patients must be under the care of teams of trained nurses, respiratory therapists, 
technicians and physicians … 
Patients must get evaluated by an ECMO center and transferred before their condition worsens too 
much. They should not have been on a ventilator more than seven days before starting ECMO, 
which means that they should be considered for ECMO soon after the decision to intubate them is 
made. 
‘Despite the substantial resources required to care for patients on ECMO, we believe this is an 
appropriate strategy for selected patients that are otherwise at imminent risk of death,’ says 
Jonathan Haft, M.D., medical director of U-M’s ECMO program.” 
Hyperbaric Oxygen Therapy 
Sadly missing from the conventional conversation is the use of hyperbaric oxygen therapy (HBOT) 
which I believe might be an excellent treatment method. As noted by Dr. Andrew Saul, editor-in-
chief of the Orthomolecular Medicine News Service, in “A Review of Helpful Antiviral Strategies”: 
“Making the oxygen available in a way that’s appropriate to the severity of the patient is the 
answer. We have to remember that our body is singularly good at taking in oxygen or we wouldn’t 
be here. And our lungs have a huge amount of absorptive space. I mean, that’s what they do. It’s 
just an extraordinary system that we have. 
Oxygen goes in by diffusion. You don’t push it in; the body sucks it in because if you have more 
oxygen outside than you do inside, it just goes through. All you do is give a lot of absorptive 
surface. And if you flattened out all the little alveoli in the lungs, you’d have an enormous area … 
So, by providing the oxygen and then see if the body will take it up, you’ve made the first step. 
That can be done preventively by fresh air and exercise and going out and playing … 
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If somebody needs more oxygen, and you want to give them a little pressure, if that makes the 
patient better, then you do it. But the idea that you’ve got to ram this oxygen like a supercharger on 
a Mustang is, I think, a little bit, shall we say, industry friendly … 
[The alveoli] are tiny, tiny little sacks. They have some of the thinnest little membranes you’ve ever 
seen. Look at them under a microscope. They’re very delicate. So, the last thing you want to do is 
add injury to insult.” 
Mechanical ventilation can easily damage the lungs for the fact that it’s pushing air into the lungs 
with force. During HBOT, on the other hand, you’re simply breathing air or oxygen in a pressurized 
chamber, which allows your body to absorb a higher percentage of oxygen. 
There’s no airflow being forced directly into the lungs. HBOT also improves mitochondrial function, 
helps with detoxification, inhibits and controls inflammation and optimizes your body’s innate 
healing capacity. You can learn more about this in “Hyperbaric Oxygen Therapy as an Adjunct 
Healing Modality.” 
HBOT Trials for COVID-19 
We may eventually hear more about this, however, as NYU Langone Health is currently recruiting 
COVID-19 patients for a study using HBOT. The study was posted April 2, 2020. As detailed on 
ClinicalTrials.gov: 
“This is a single center prospective pilot cohort study to evaluate the safety and efficacy of 
hyperbaric oxygen therapy (HBOT) as an emergency investigational device for treating patients 
with a novel coronavirus, disease, COVID-19 … 
The patient will receive 90 minutes of hyperbaric oxygen at 2.0 ATA with or without air breaks per 
the hyperbaric physician. Upon completion of the treatment the patient will then return to the 
medical unit and continue all standard of care … 
After the intervention portion of this study, a chart review will be performed to compare the 
outcomes of intervention patients versus patients who received standard of care.” 
Chinese doctors also report “promising results” after treating five COVID-19 patients with HBOT. 
Two were in critical condition and five were severe. As reported by the International Hyperbarics 
Association: 
“Hyperbaric oxygen was added to the current comprehensive treatments being performed at the 
hospital for COVID-19 affected patients, with a dose of 90-120 minutes at treatment pressures of 
1.4 to 1 fi.ATA. 
The results were very encouraging as these five patients received significant therapeutic benefits, 
including rapid relief of symptoms after the first session. 
The rationale for adding this procedure is to help combat the progressive hypoxemia (low blood 
oxygen levels) that COVID-19 can cause. Hyperbaric oxygen has the ability to add a substantial 
supply of extra oxygen into the bloodstream …” 
Hospitals Are Major Transmission Sites of SARS-CoV-2 
In this video, taped April 17, 2020, Dr. John Ioannidis discusses results from three preliminary 
studies. Importantly, he points out that nosocomial infections — infections that occur in hospital 
settings — appear to be part and parcel of why the COVID-19 mortality rate is so much higher in 
certain areas, such as Italy, Spain and the New York metropolitan area. 
A common denominator between these areas is a massive number of hospital personnel who are 
infected with SARS-CoV-2 and spread it to patients who are already in an immune-compromised 
state. 
“Hospitals are the worst place to fight the battle with COVID-19,” he says. “We should have done 
our best to keep people away from the hospitals if they had COVID-19 symptoms, unless they had 
really severe symptoms.” 
In essence, by having so many people unnecessarily going to the hospital out of fear, a hospital-
chain of infectious transmission was allowed to develop. Many could simply have been treated at 
home. 
These findings highlight the need for very stringent infection control measures in hospitals, to avoid 
transmission from asymptomatic personnel to patients. They also highlight the need to more 
carefully assess your need for medical care. 
Ioannidis stresses that people experiencing mild to moderate symptoms of COVID-19 should not 
rush to the hospital, as they simply increase the risk of infectious transmission to personnel and 
other more vulnerable patients. 
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He also cites data showing hospital personnel have an estimated 0.3% chance of death from 
COVID-19, which is significantly lower than the 3.5% originally cited by the World Health 
Organization. He also points out that this and other data point to COVID-19 having a fatality rate 
very close to that of seasonal influenza. 
This, he says, is good news for hospital personnel who have been working under very distressing 
conditions, many fearing for their lives. As it turns out, such fears appear to be vastly exaggerated 
and uncalled for. 
Sepsis Is a Common Complication in COVID-19 
While treating mild to moderate symptoms at home may be advisable, it’s important to stay vigilant 
to signs of sepsis. If COVID-19 symptoms worsen and signs of sepsis develop — described in 
“Recognizing the Signs and Symptoms of Sepsis” — immediate medical care is required. 
Unless promptly diagnosed and treated, sepsis can rapidly progress to multiple-organ failure and 
death. Sepsis is responsible for 20% of deaths worldwide each year, and the cytokine storm 
response associated with sepsis also appears to be a primary way by which COVID-19 claims the 
lives of those who are immunocompromised and/or elderly. 
According to a March 11, 2020, paper in The Lancet, 59% of the 191 Chinese COVID-19 patients 
in the study developed sepsis, and sepsis was present in 100% of those who died. It was the most 
commonly observed complication, followed by respiratory failure, ARDS and heart failure. 
You can learn more about sepsis and its treatment in “Melatonin for Sepsis,” “Vitamin C Lowers 
Mortality in Severe Sepsis” and “Vitamin C Works for Sepsis. Will It Work for Coronavirus?” 
Montagnier 
(France) Dr Montagnier on COVID19 and Oxidative Stress: (short) https://vimeo.com/397261221 
(and long/full) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A4fC9dBo6uQ&feature=youtu.be 
Nobel-prize-winner Dr. Luc Montagnier On Coronavirus: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=roYcVHcKGzY 
Dr Montagnier - "Par accident, un chercheur aurait pu faire sortir le Covid-19 de ce labo !" Luc 
Montagnier, prix Nobel de Médecine en 2008 revient sur les origines du Covid 19 au micro d'André 
Bercoff sur Sud Radio 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hECevTKmwRk 
27.4.20 – Nobel prize-winning scientist who discovered HIV says coronavirus was created in 
laboratory: https://www.dr-rath-foundation.org/2020/04/nobel-prize-winning-scientist-who-
discovered-hiv-says-coronavirus-was-created-in-laboratory/ 
n a highly significant development, Professor Luc Montagnier, the French scientist who shared the 
2008 Nobel Prize in Medicine for discovery of the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), has added 
his voice to those who believe the new coronavirus was created in a laboratory. Interviewed on the 
CNews channel in France, Montagnier asserted that the virus had been designed by molecular 
biologists. Stating that it contains genetic elements of HIV, he insisted its characteristics could not 
have arisen naturally. 
Asked by the CNews interviewer what the goal of these molecular biologists was, Montagnier said 
it wasn’t clear. “My job,” he said, “is to expose the facts.” While stressing that he didn’t know who 
had done it, or why, Montagnier suggested that possibly the goal had been to make an AIDS 
vaccine. Labeling the virus as “a professional job…a very meticulous job,” he described its genome 
as being a “clockwork of sequences.” 
“There’s a part which is obviously the classic virus, and there’s another mainly coming from the 
bat, but that part has added sequences, particularly from HIV – the AIDS virus,” he said. 
Growing evidence that the virus was ‘designed’ 
Montagnier also pointed out that he wasn’t the first scientist to assert that the coronavirus was 
created in a laboratory. Previously, on 31 January 2020, a research group from India had 
published a paper suggesting that aspects of the virus bore an “uncanny similarity” to HIV. Taken 
together, the researchers said their findings suggested the virus had an “unconventional evolution” 
and that further investigation was warranted. While the researchers subsequently retracted their 
paper, Montagnier said they had been “forced” to do so. 
In February 2020, a separate research paper published by scientists from South China University 
of Technology suggested the virus “probably” came from a laboratory in Wuhan, the city where it 
was first identified. Significantly, one of the research facilities cited in this paper, the Wuhan 
National Biosafety Laboratory, is said to be the only lab in China that is designated for the study of 
highly dangerous pathogens such as Ebola and SARS. Prior to the opening of this laboratory in 
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2018, biosafety experts and scientists from the United States had expressed concerns that a virus 
could escape from it. As with the paper published by the Indian researchers, however, the Chinese 
scientists’ paper has similarly been withdrawn. 
Involvement of the pharma industry 
Professor Montagnier has long demonstrated that he is not afraid to challenge the prevailing views 
of the scientific establishment. Previously, in an interview recorded for the 2009 AIDS documentary 
‘House of Numbers’, he had spoken out in favor of nutrition and antioxidants in the fight against 
HIV/AIDS. As the co-discoverer of HIV and a Nobel prize winner, Montagnier’s statements in this 
interview gave valuable support to Dr. Rath and other scientists who, for years beforehand, had 
been warning the world about the pharmaceutical business with the AIDS epidemic. 
In a similar way, his assertion today that the coronavirus was designed by molecular biologists 
raises serious questions about the possible involvement of the pharmaceutical industry. As 
Montagnier infers, a manmade virus whose genome consists of a “clockwork of sequences” and 
includes elements of HIV could not have been assembled by amateurs. With estimates of the total 
global economic cost of the coronavirus varying from $4.1 trillion to $20 trillion or more, the 
ongoing questions about its origins are unlikely to disappear anytime soon. 
Neputi 
Frank Hahnel A real Doctor telling truth about #corona. It's all Fake: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j-1n9FVC6ro&feature=youtu.be 
He recommends quinine and zinc preventatively.  If you can’t find quinine, he recommends 3-4 
ounces Schweppes tonic water, which he says contains quinine.  Dose for zinc: 50-100 mg zinc 
(for short time only).  [Warning: Always consult your own physician] 
Pall 
Dr. Martin Pall, Professor Emeritus of Biochemistry and Basic Medical Sciences at Washington 
State University 
(US) NEW 22.3.20 - Argument for a 5G – COVID-19 Epidemic Causation Mechanism by 
Martin Pall, PhD: https://electromagnetichealth.org/electromagnetic-health-blog/5g-covid-19-
epidemic/ 
Prof. Em. Pall offers the theory that the suppression of the immune system by exposure to 5G 
towers could weaken the body and increase the detrimental effect of CoViD-19. 
“The question that is being raised here is not whether 5G is responsible for the virus, but rather 
whether 5G radiation, acting via VGCC activation may be exacerbating the viral replication or the 
spread or lethality of the disease.  Let’s backtrack and look at the recent history of 5G in Wuhan in 
order to get some perspective on those questions.  An Asia Times article, dated Feb. 12, 2019 
(https://www.asiatimes.com/2019/02/article/china-to-launch-first-5g-smart-highway) stated that 
there were 31 different 5G base stations (that is antennae) in Wuhan at the end of 2018. There 
were plans developed later such that approximately 10,000 5G antennae would be in place at the 
end of 2019, with most of those being on 5G LED smart street lamps.  The first such smart street 
lamp was put in place on May 14, 2019 (www.china.org.cn/china/2019-
05/14/content_74783676.htm), but large numbers only started being put in place in October, 2019, 
such that there was a furious pace of such placement in the last 2 ½ months of 2019.  These 
findings show that the rapid pace of the coronavirus epidemic developed at least roughly as the 
number of 5G antennae became extraordinarily high.  So we have this finding that China’s 1st 5G 
smart city and smart highway is the epicenter of this epidemic and this finding that the epidemic 
only became rapidly more severe as the numbers of 5G antennae skyrocketed.  
… “It is my opinion, therefore, that 5G radiation is greatly stimulating the coronavirus 
(COVID-19) pandemic and also the major cause of death, pneumonia and therefore, an 
important public health measure would be to shut down the 5G antennae.” 
Raoult 
(France) Professeur Didier Raoult, Directeur de l'Institut Méditerranée Infection et spécialiste des 
maladies infectieuses: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j37S3fuF3w8 
NEW: Interview with Professor Didier Raoult in the Parisien newspaper 22 March 2020: 
https://thesaker.is/interview-with-professor-didier-raoult-in-the-parisien-newspaper-22-march-2020/ 
…The problem in this country is that the people that talk are abysmally ignorant. I did a scientific 
study of Chloroquine and viruses, which was published, thirteen years ago. Since then four other 
studies by other authors have shown that Coronavirus responds to Chloroquine. None of that is 
new. 
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That the group of decision makers do not even know about the latest science takes my breath away. 
We knew about the potential effect of Chloroquine on cultured viral samples. It was known that it was 
an effective antiviral. 
We decided in our experiments to add a course of treatment of azithromicyne (an antibiotic used 
against bacterial pneumonia – ed). 
When we added azithromycine to hydrochloroquine, in treating patients suffering from Covid-19, the 
results were spectacular. … 
Sircus 
(US) Dr. Sircus: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=trmW7zE4SPg&feature=youtu.be 
27.4.20 - 5G didn’t cause the coronavirus pandemic but it probably made it worse: 
https://drsircus.com/coronavirus/5g-didnt-cause-the-coronavirus-pandemic-but-it-probably-made-it-
worse/ 
There are many frightening aspects to the pandemic but none speaks of more trouble than the 
synchronic occurrence of a new virus and the rapid installation of 5G. One could even stretch the 
imagine and see the virus running cover for 5G.  
The good news is it looks like the beginning of the end for the global lockdown. Doctors in 
California and many others are showing its time to dial down the fear and free the population back out 
into the sunshine to enjoy its anti-pathogenic rays. The data is in — stop the panic and end the total 
isolation. However, the bad news is that the 5G crisis is just beginning and Bill Gates is lusting for all to 
have the vaccine that will be developed, to tag us all.  
A global study published in Israel by Professor Isaac Ben-Israel, chairman of the Israeli Space Agency 
and Council on Research and Development, shows that “the spread of the coronavirus declines to 
almost zero after 70 days—no matter where it strikes, and no matter what measures governments 
impose  to try to thwart it.” …  
Solaimanzadeh 
Dr. Isaac Solaimanzadeh, practitioner of Internal Medicine at the Interfaith Medical Center in Brooklyn, 
is supporting what Dr. Kyle-Sidell is saying in the video about coronavirus being something more like 
high altitude high altitude pulmonary edema than a viral driven pneumonia: 
https://drsircus.com/coronavirus/medical-gas-coronavirus-therapy/ 
Stilmann 
Dr. Stilmann on the connection between 5G and "coronavirus": 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vbd0R1-
pXxs&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR16eP6NXYZ8ld8sn3SnfuanhVzlwqvbTlYFFu8GqIIwyNZKI3Xkv9a
WvAo 
Wittkowski 
Epidemiologist: Coronavirus could be ‘exterminated’ if lockdowns were lifted: 
https://www.thecollegefix.com/epidemiologist-coronavirus-could-be-exterminated-if-lockdowns-were-
lifted/?fbclid=IwAR1UpPUdi14xHkEZcel6bLJ-71kcL4fVPb9JeJFWQ8xk9298gorpI2DIa1c 
“Going outdoors is what stops every respiratory disease” 
Transcript: https://ratical.org/PerspectivesOnPandemic-II.html 
Wodarg 
(Germany) Dr. Wolfgang Wodarg: https://www.armstrongeconomics.com/international-news/disease/dr-
wolfgang-wodarg-confirms-this-is-an-insane-panic/ 
Medical testimony by Dr. Wodarg on the "Corona Panic": https://www.greenmedinfo.com/blog/medical-
testimony-by-dr-wodarg-on-the-corona-
panic?utm_campaign=Daily%20Newsletter%3A%20Touching%20Base%202%20%28Jj32hS%29&utm
_medium=email&utm_source=Daily%20Newsletter&_ke=eyJrbF9lbWFpbCI6ICJzdG9wNWdhcHBlYWx
AcHJvdG9ubWFpbC5jb20iLCAia2xfY29tcGFueV9pZCI6ICJLMnZYQXkifQ%3D%3D 
Wolfe 
Dr. Darrell Wolfe: #236 - CORONAVIRUS PT. 1 - LIAR LIAR PANTS ON FIRE: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eZWEZsWo1Gg&feature=youtu.be 
Young 
Coronavirus And Health Dr Robert O Young: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZswSYwnR724&fbclid=IwAR13Mi5cmJyd-
FHRXYagtfhAydZHpj_ki6AktYlMDpuIkLk-kIPm6P7cKpg 
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ACTION 

Crowd-funding: (UK) 5G Judicial Review 2020: https://www.crowdjustice.com/case/5g-judicial-
review-2020/ 
Note from initiator: There are 30 days to reach £50,000 otherwise I cannot start at all but 
ultimately we need to reach £150,000. 
[Ed. It doesn’t really matter in which country a court case is taking place. This is a global agenda 
and a win in one country is a win for all of us everywhere so please support this initiative.] 
Jessica Learmond-Criqui  
Case Owner  
I am a solicitor. I became involved in understanding the harmful health impact of 5G when a 
member of my community alerted me to an application to put a mast on the building opposite her 
apartment.  
If you believe that 5G caused COVID-19, this page is not for you.  This page is against 
wireless 5G, radiofrequency radiation (“RFR”) and electromagnetic fields (“EMFs”) generally due to 
their impact on the health of humans, animals and plants.  
Many people are sensitive to RFR and EMFs and suffer illness, distress and financial loss due to 
inability to work.  The balance of scientific evidence is now clear that RFR/EMFs are harmful to 
humans.  
The UK government insist on using ICNIRP’s guidelines to set limits of radiation for public 
health.  ICNIRP’s guidelines are not fit for purpose as, among other things, they only recognise 
harm from heating of the body and are set for short term exposure – 6 minutes in fact.  Many 
people suffer harm without any heating of their bodies. 
5G is the fifth generation of RFR technology used in the mobile telecoms industry and follows 1G – 
4G.  It dwarfs RFR from 1G – 4G because millions more masts, antennae, small cells, picocells etc 
have to be placed at short distances apart all around the country in order to develop the 
infrastructure to deliver the data speed promised by 5G. 
The current electrosmog from 1G – 4G will become significantly worse and it is likely to result in 
more harm to humans, animals, trees and pollinators. 
Many people have tried to engage with the government and its agencies, including Public Health 
England, over the last few years in an attempt to persuade them that their existing policies are 
harmful to human, animal and plant health.  The government rejects such approaches and insists 
on its adherence to ICNIRP’s guidelines.  It has removed health concerns from the National 
Planning Policy Framework, thereby removing the ability of its citizens from raising such concerns 
at local council level.  Its Electronic Communications Code has limited the rights of its citizens to 
object to equipment being put on their land.  It has permitted the proliferation of RFR gadgets used 
by babies and children without constraint.  
These policies are likely to result in harm to UK residents.  There are likely to be many breaches of 
English law but a few may be breaches to duties to safeguard public health, breaches of the 
environmental legislation, breaches of human rights and breaches of the public sector equality 
duty.  The public sector equality duty is relevant because the government, in promoting these 
harmful policies, is likely to be doing so without considering people who are electrohypersensitive 
and who are, thereby, disabled under the terms of the Equality Act. 
What are we trying to achieve? 
I am trying: 

 to obtain a change of government policy to stop the harm to UK residents, which would 
include: 

o an immediate halt to the roll out of 5G infrastructure until it is proven to be safe; 
o Direct all such businesses and persons to turn off all equipment which propagate 

wireless 5G signals including without limitation masts, antennae, wifi (including in 
schools), small cells; 

o Direct all products which use 5G wireless technology to be recalled as they are not 
safe; 

o Direct that the manufacture of all products using 5G wireless technology be halted. 
 Require the government to ensure that the industry lays cabling for the purposes of 

upgrades in technology rather than relying on wireless technology generating RFR and 
EMFs; 

http://toxi.com/5g
https://www.crowdjustice.com/case/5g-judicial-review-2020/
https://www.crowdjustice.com/case/5g-judicial-review-2020/
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 Require the government to examine all equipment and gadgets generating RFR and to take 
steps to ensure that such equipment does not cause harm to humans. 

What's at stake? 
The government and media state that there is no harm to humans from 5G.  This is wrong.  The 
majority of scientific evidence show that there is harm.  The burden for illnesses which may result 
from 5G and other RFR will fall on the NHS and ultimately on the taxpayer.  This too is wrong.  The 
government are tasked with safeguarding the health of the nation and they are now being called to 
account for their failure to honour their duty to do so. 
Many people who are electrohypersensitive have a limited involvement in public life or are 
excluded from public life because RFR in public spaces is so prevalent that they feel ill in such 
environments.  Some are prisoners in their own homes, unable to go out and they struggle to live a 
normal life.  A change in policy will, at the very least, see safe corridors being formed for such 
persons so that they too can participate in public life by enjoying public spaces and public venues. 
UK residents are unaware of the harm that is being caused to themselves, their children and 
babies who are exposed to RFR to the extent that they are in today’s world.  This case will, 
hopefully, change the government’s stance and ensure that they are aware of the potential harm 
so that they can either agree to participate in an RFR environment or they can live in their homes 
and public spaces free from RFR. 
More about this important case: 
Who am I?  
I am a solicitor.  I became involved in understanding the harmful health impact of 5G when a 
member of my community alerted me to an application to put a mast on the building opposite her 
apartment.  She was electrohypersensitive.  
I started to investigate the nature of 5G including reading articles, scientific literature, the appeal by 
240 scientists from around the world to pause the rollout of 5G pending proper health studies into 
its impact and discussed the position with various scientists, doctors and weapons experts.  I 
spoke to many others who have written to their MPs, local councils, government departments, the 
Prime Minister, telecoms and infrastructure companies, Ofcom and others about the harm to 
humans, animals, trees, pollinators etc with no success. 
I have come to the conclusion that taking legal action is the only way to bring this issue into a 
public forum and to examine the government and Public Health England’s stance on this matter.  
I may be a claimant in this matter but if there are others who are more suited to be claimants in 
these claims, then they will proceed as claimants using the funds which I have raised on this page. 
What is the next step in the case? 
With the help of Tim Buley QC of Landmark Chambers, as a first step, the High Court will be asked 
to review the stance taken by the Secretary of State for the Department of Health and Social Care 
and Public Health England.  The claim will be for judicial review of their policy of using ICNIRP’s 
guidelines to set the limits of public exposure which I and many other scientists say is too high, 
thereby, causing harm to humans. 
I need Tim Buley QC to review the case, draft the application for judicial review, appear at any 
hearing relating to the application, prepare the case for a hearing and appear in court to present 
our case.  I will be the solicitor acting in the case through LCS Practice Ltd and will charge just less 
than half of my normal hourly rate for work done.  My normal hourly rate is £450 per hour plus VAT 
and I will charge £200 plus VAT per hour. 
How much are we raising and why? 
I am raising £150,000 to cover the legal and other costs and contingencies mentioned above 
including costs for the other side in the event of failure of the judicial review application - the 
Aarhus Convention cap of up to £10,000 will be claimed.  I need your support: please contribute 
and share this page now. 
Under the terms of this fundraising platform, if you give over £1,000, if there are unused funds after 
litigation, some of your pledge will be returned on a pro rata basis.  If you give less than £1,000, 
unused funds will not be returned to you but used in accordance with the platform's terms on 
unused funds.  Please review the other terms of the platform to be sure that you understand their 
policy regarding pledges. 
You will see an initial target of £50,000 which should get to the end of any hearing relating to the 
application for judicial review and it includes the court fee and the Aarhus Convention cap of up to 
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£10,000 for the other side's costs if the application is unsuccessful.  Any unused funds and the 
balance to £150,000 (the stretch target) will be used as necessary for this litigation. 
Thanks so much for supporting this endeavour. Please donate what you can and share this page 
on social media, via WhatsApp and email to spread the word! 
 
3.5.20 - The Truth about 5G: Worldwide Call to Action: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E_DAdYodk0g 
Sayer Ji and Josh Del Sol discuss why 5G has become the most censored topic in the world, and 
how you can join the movement to raise awareness about it's real dangers to health and civil 
liberties, and how to turn the tide against this highly unethical agenda. Get access to the upcoming 
event on June 1st: https://tinyurl.com/5gaction2020 

LondonReal page on everything to do with the plandemic: https://londonreal.tv/1000000-
fighting-for-freedom/ 

Josh del Sol and Sayer Ji - The Truth about 5G: Worldwide Call to Action: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E_DAdYodk0g 
Sayer Ji and Josh Del Sol discuss why 5G has become the most censored topic in the world, and 
how you can join the movement to raise awareness about it's real dangers to health and civil 
liberties, and how to turn the tide against this highly unethical agenda. Get access to the upcoming 
5G Summit 2020 on June 1st: https://tinyurl.com/5gaction2020 
 
UK: Crowdfund legal challenge to government lockdown (article here): 
https://www.crowdjustice.com/case/lockdownlegalchallenge/?utm_reference=b096124fee1f804da2
5c8982a5b5504f 
 
AUSTRIA: Petition to the government to end the lockdown and return life to normal from 
one of the political parties (FPO): https://www.coronawahnsinn.at/jetzt-
reichts/?gclid=EAIaIQobChMI_O-j5PqV6QIVBgUZCh2R1wVeEAEYASAAEgJgfPD_BwE 
 
AUSTRIA/GERMANY 
Grundrechte in Gefahr!!! Demos für unsere Grundrechte - gegen Zwangsimpfung; 
Vogelsterben bei Funk; Best WiFi most Corona... 
Siehe den vollständigen newsletter in Anhang 2: klicken Sie hier 
- überall in DE finden diesen Samstag, 9.5., Demos zur Rettung unserer Grundrechte statt 
Hier überall sind die Demos mit Vorträgen für unsere Grundrechte - könnt Ihr bitte weiterleiten 
in bzw. nach DE!!! - 
 Penzberg, Landsberg, München, Weilheim, Murnau, Schongau... 
 (siehe ganz unten am Ende des Mails). 
See the full newsletter in Appendix 2 below: click here 
Fundamental rights in danger!!! Demos for our basic rights - against forced vaccination; 
bird deaths by Radio; best WiFi most Corona... 
Demos all over Germany on 9 May 2020. 
 
The Free People’s Alliance (UK): An open letter to the prime minister: 
https://sites.google.com/view/freepeoplealliance/home?fbclid=IwAR09989aD3fvGLGGQBTF93wxv
uOLnvHftuHAwdQ8n34PjUqyALQmPA2R2BE 
[Ed. There is zero information about whose initative this is so I would be wary about signing up.  It 
could be another globalist scam like stop5ginternational.] 
30.4.20 - Widerstand2020   Resistance2020 (55 mins): 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UVZx88YCZJY&feature=em-lbcastemail 
In einer Woche 59 000 Mitglieder, Reaktion der Medien: Null ! 
 59,000 members in one week, media response: zero ! 
 Die Deutschen haben die Nase voll, keine Zwangs-Maske, keine Zwangsimpfung, keine Handy-
app, Schluss mit der Überwachung ! 

http://toxi.com/5g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E_DAdYodk0g
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https://londonreal.tv/1000000-fighting-for-freedom/
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E_DAdYodk0g
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 The Germans are fed up, no compulsive mask, no compulsory vaccination, no handy-app,  
 no more surveillance ! 
 Merkel hat verloren, Merkel has lost! 
Call to Action - Time to Take Back the Law on 5-1-2020: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=axt9O_GOEtY&feature=youtu.be 

10.4.20 – Petition to White House: We Call For Investigations Into The "Bill & Melinda Gates 
Foundation" For Medical Malpractice & Crimes Against Humanity: 
https://petitions.whitehouse.gov/petition/we-call-investigations-bill-melinda-gates-foundation-
medical-malpractice-crimes-against-humanity 

___________________ BACK TO CONTENTS ___________________ 

AI / MIND CONTROL 
 

****************A MUST, MUST, MUST MUST, MUST, MUST WATCH**************** 
15.4.20 - 5G, The rise of the machines, extinction codes set, world dominance: Cyrus Parsa: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=2&v=ZGQ2lhtzc_M&feature=emb_logo 

___________________ BACK TO CONTENTS ___________________ 

ANALYSIS 
 
7.5.20  - [US] Map shows religious bias in quarantine: 

https://finance.townhall.com/columnists/jerrybowyer/2020/05/07/map-shows-
religious-bias-in-quarantine-

n2568377?bcid=61d724a167febce3dc451e400551e837&utm_campaign=nl&u
tm_medium=email&utm_source=thdaily 

… “According to a Pew Research Center analysisof 
recent state-level regulations, in-person religious 
services and gatherings are still continuing in many U.S. 
states. In fact, only 10 states have forbidden such 
gatherings in any form and California is one of them. 
That prompted legal action against Gov. Gavin Newsom 
by a group of churches who claim their First Amendment 
right to free exercise of religion is being infringed upon. 
"Other states, including South Carolina and Florida, have 
deemed religious services essential alongside 
supermarkets and healthcare infrastructure. A total of 15 
states have allowed religious gatherings to continue 

without any restrictions on their size while another 22 have said that they can go ahead if they are 
limited to 10 people or less. The CDC has recommended the cancellation of gatherings of 10 
people or more and that if they do occur, a distance of at least 6 feet should be maintained 
between participants." … 
 
21.4.20 - MUST SEE On CV: COVID Action Platform - 'TELL ALL' Site Re: NWO (Mirrored 
From Rooster's House): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8JbyeV-_5Lo&fbclid=IwAR11ZeO-
fcNQK98D_jpbhYv9H2qfw2PwJZ02NlX0IJ_um4kwlLdo6dKwYx8 
 
26.4.20 - G. EDWARD GRIFFIN: IT'S NEVER BEEN THIS BAD - ELITES HIJACKED 
STAGGERING WEALTH: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dCIpb6qShhA&feature=emb_logo 
 
23.4.20 – QUATERNARY WEAPON SYSTEM Activated Before Each Coronavirus Cluster 
Explosion: http://stateofthenation.co/?p=9709 
 
27.4.20 - CORONAVIRUS SYNDROME: The Ultimate Genocidal Bioweapon System: 
https://prepareforchange.net/2020/04/27/coronavirus-syndrome-the-ultimate-genocidal-bioweapon-
system/?utm_source=rss&utm_medium=rss&utm_campaign=coronavirus-syndrome-the-ultimate-
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https://petitions.whitehouse.gov/petition/we-call-investigations-bill-melinda-gates-foundation-medical-malpractice-crimes-against-humanity
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=2&v=ZGQ2lhtzc_M&feature=emb_logo
https://finance.townhall.com/columnists/jerrybowyer/2020/05/07/map-shows-religious-bias-in-quarantine-n2568377?bcid=61d724a167febce3dc451e400551e837&utm_campaign=nl&utm_medium=email&utm_source=thdaily
https://finance.townhall.com/columnists/jerrybowyer/2020/05/07/map-shows-religious-bias-in-quarantine-n2568377?bcid=61d724a167febce3dc451e400551e837&utm_campaign=nl&utm_medium=email&utm_source=thdaily
https://finance.townhall.com/columnists/jerrybowyer/2020/05/07/map-shows-religious-bias-in-quarantine-n2568377?bcid=61d724a167febce3dc451e400551e837&utm_campaign=nl&utm_medium=email&utm_source=thdaily
https://finance.townhall.com/columnists/jerrybowyer/2020/05/07/map-shows-religious-bias-in-quarantine-n2568377?bcid=61d724a167febce3dc451e400551e837&utm_campaign=nl&utm_medium=email&utm_source=thdaily
https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2020/04/27/most-states-have-religious-exemptions-to-covid-19-social-distancing-rules/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8JbyeV-_5Lo&fbclid=IwAR11ZeO-fcNQK98D_jpbhYv9H2qfw2PwJZ02NlX0IJ_um4kwlLdo6dKwYx8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8JbyeV-_5Lo&fbclid=IwAR11ZeO-fcNQK98D_jpbhYv9H2qfw2PwJZ02NlX0IJ_um4kwlLdo6dKwYx8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dCIpb6qShhA&feature=emb_logo
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genocidal-bioweapon-system 
The disease process caused by COVID-19 is best described by the following new disease name: 
COVID-5G-Hypertoxicity Syndrome 
… 5G & IoT 
The three greatest clusters of Coronavirus Syndrome on each continent were located in 3 major 
cities which had already experienced what was essentially a military deployment of a 5G power 
grid.  As follows: 
“This is also why three of the most serious coronavirus outbreaks on 3 continents — Asia, Europe 
and North America — took place in major metro areas that had undergone advanced 5G roll-
outs—Wuhan, China; Milan, Italy; and Seattle, Washington, respectively.  Each of these three “5G 
demonstration zones” have produced the highest COVID-19 infection rates and mortality rates in 
the world today.”)  
Update: The greater New York City area is now experiencing several coronavirus clusters, as 
expected, because of the particularly intensive 5G roll-out there throughout 2019.  The United 
States now exceeds China for new COVID-19 cases and is on track to see more deaths as well 
(American cities with 5G will contribute substantially to that increasing mortality rate).  The rapidly 
expanding NYC 5G power grid represents the fourth major metropolitan area in the world where 
5G zones exploded into massive coronavirus infection sites practically overnight.   
There is undoubtedly a direct correlation between the intensive deployment of 5G and the 
incidence of Coronavirus Syndrome.  All the science has proven that the exceedingly powerful and 
harmful energies associated with a fully operational 5G system significantly weaken the human 
immune system.  Therefore, people living in “5G Demonstration Zones” will inevitably be much 
more vulnerable to all the seasonal influenzas, and especially to the highly opportunistic and 
virulent COVID-19. … 

 
27.4.20 - The Farce and Diabolical Agenda of A “Universal Lockdown”: 
https://www.globalresearch.ca/covid-19-cruelty-universal-lockdown/5710798 
 
19.2.20 - Youtube-Kanal Odysseus gelöscht. Zuviel Info über 5G? / Bäume weg !: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=2
&v=sA5n2au3pWU&feature=emb_logo 
Ordnance Survey: Spatial Considerations: 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/governme
nt/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/6
84420/OS_Final_report__5g-planning-geospatial-
considerations.pdf 
The taller the tree, the greater the problem! 
 
 

 
13.3.29 - 5G: Digitalisierung – das andere Virus: https://www.gigaherz.ch/5g-digitalisierung-das-
andere-virus/ 
Neben dem Corona-Virus grassiert noch ein anderes Virus in der Schweiz. Es wird Digitalisierung 
oder auch 5G genannt. In den EU-Staaten sollen damit jährlich 2 Millionen Arbeitsplätze 
abgeschafft werden. In der Schweiz etwa 100’000. Wir haben deshalb heute nachstehenden Brief 
an alle Mitglieder des National- und Ständerates verschickt. 
 
27.4.20 - The Coronavirus COVID-19 Pandemic: The Real Danger is “Agenda ID2020” by 
Peter Koenig: http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/55109.htm 
The Jesuit Agenda COV-ID2020: 
https://www.reddit.com/r/Jesuitworldorder/comments/g9sj3f/the_jesuit_agenda_covid2020/ 
 
5.5.20 - Most meters are blind to high frequency radiation including 5G & satellites: 
https://theemfguy.com/metercrisis/ 
Engineer Cyril Bourke explains how we’re facing an EMF Meter Crisis: Important Note (5/5/2020): 
We are in communication with engineers and scientists to determine the exact source of the very 
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high levels of background radiation detected by Cyril, which might arguably be from non-satellite 
sources. More updates will follow. 
We are actively working on a solution to fix this glaring EMF Meter Crisis. If you want to be kept in 
the loop, please click the button: https://theemfguy.com/metercrisis/# 
 
30.4.20 - "Is this coronavirus a sign of the end of the world" Rev. Danny Jones of Northlake 
Baptist Church – a MUST-VIEW: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SQ6fmmXva0o 
 
1.5.20 – Video - Study of the correlation between cases of coronavirus and the presence of 
5G networks: http://wake-up.acordem.com/blog/33441// 
In this video, the Spanish author explains his study (English translation below).  Video has English 
subtitles and is a MUST-WATCH. 
24.4.20 - Study shows direct correlation between 5G networks and “coronavirus” 
outbreaks: http://www.radiationdangers.com/5g/study-shows-direct-correlation-between-5g-
networks-and-coronavirus-outbreaks-2/ 
 
6.5.20 - Coronavirus gives a dangerous boost to DARPA’s darkest agenda:  
https://stillnessinthestorm.com/2020/05/coronavirus-gives-a-dangerous-boost-to-darpas-darkest-
agenda/ 
… Given this foreknowledge and the numerous simulations conducted in the United States last 
year regarding global viral pandemic outbreaks, at least six of varying scope and size, it has often 
been asked – Why did the government not act or prepare if an imminent global pandemic and the 
shortcomings of any response to such an event were known? Though the answer to this question 
has frequently been written off as mere “incompetence” in mainstream media circles, it is worth 
entertaining the possibility that a crisis was allowed to unfold. 
Why would the intelligence community or another faction of the U.S. government knowingly allow a 
crisis such as this to occur? The answer is clear if one looks at history, as times of crisis have often 
been used by the U.S. government to implement policies that would normally be rejected by the 
American public, ranging from censorship of the press to mass surveillance networks. Though the 
government response to the September 11 attacks, like the Patriot Act, may be the most 
accessible example to many Americans, U.S. government efforts to limit the flow of “dangerous” 
journalism and surveil the population go back to as early as the First World War. Many of these 
policies, whether the Patriot Act after 9/11 or WWI-era civilian “spy” networks, did little if anything 
to protect the homeland, but instead led to increased surveillance and control that persisted long 
after the crisis that spurred them had ended. 
Using this history as a lens, it is possible to look at the current coronavirus crisis to see how the 
long-standing agendas of ever-expanding mass surveillance and media censorship are again 
getting a dramatic boost thanks to the chaos unleashed by the coronavirus pandemic. Yet, this 
crisis is unique because it also has given a boost to a newer yet complimentary agenda that — if 
fulfilled – would render most, if not all, other government efforts at controlling and subduing their 
populations obsolete. 
DARPA Dystopia 
For years, the Pentagon’s Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) has remained 
largely out of sight and out of mind for most Americans, as their research projects are rarely 
covered by the mainstream media and, when they are, their projects are often praised as “bringing 
science fiction movies to life.” However, there have been recent events that have marred DARPA’s 
often positive portrayal by media outlets, which paint the agency as a beacon of scientific 
“progress” that has “changed the world” for the better. 
For instance, in 2018, a group of European scientists accused the DARPA’s “Insect Allies” 
program of actually being a dystopian bioweapons program that would see insects introduce 
genetically modified viruses into plants to attack and devastate a targeted nation’s food supply. 
DARPA, of course, maintained that its intent to use these insects to genetically modify plants was 
instead about “protecting” the food supply. … 
 
5.5.20 - Ellen Brown: Crushing the states, saving the banks — Is Donald Trump’s Federal 
Reserve still serving the deep state?: https://www.counterpunch.org/2020/05/04/crushing-the-
states-saving-the-banks-the-feds-generous-new-rules/ 
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Congress seems to be at war with the states. Only $150 billion of its nearly $3 trillion coronavirus 
relief package – a mere 5% – has been allocated to the 50 states; and they are not allowed to use 
it where they need it most, to plug the holes in their budgets caused by the mandatory shutdown. 
On April 22, Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell said he was opposed to additional federal 
aid to the states, and that his preference was to allow states to go bankrupt. 
No such threat looms over the banks, which have made out extremely well in this crisis. The 
Federal Reserve has dropped interest rates to 0.25%, eliminated reserve requirements, and 
relaxed capital requirements. Banks can now borrow effectively for free, without restrictions on the 
money’s use. Following the playbook of the 2008-09 bailout, they can make the funds available to 
their Wall Street cronies to buy up distressed Main Street assets at fire sale prices, while 
continuing to lend to credit cardholders at 21%. 
If there is a silver lining to all this, it is that the Fed’s relaxed liquidity rules have made it easier for 
state and local governments to set up their own publicly-owned banks, something they should do 
post haste to take advantage of the Fed’s very generous new accommodations for banks. These 
public banks can then lend to local businesses, municipal agencies, and local citizens at 
substantially reduced rates while replenishing the local government’s coffers, recharging the Main 
Street economy and the government’s revenue base. 
The Covert War on the States 
Payments going to state and local governments from the Coronavirus Relief Fund under the 
CARES Act may be used only for coronavirus-related expenses. They may not be used to cover 
expenses that were accounted for in their most recently approved budgets as of March 2020. The 
problem is that nearly everything local governments do is funded through their most recently 
approved budgets, and that funding will come up painfully short for all of the states due to 
increased costs and lost revenues forced by the coronavirus shutdown. Unlike the federal 
government, which can add a trillion dollars to the federal debt every year without fear of 
retribution, states and cities are required to balance their budgets. The Fed has opened a 
Municipal Liquidity Facility that may buy their municipal bonds, but this is still short-term debt, 
which must be repaid when due. Selling bonds will not fend off bankruptcy for states and cities that 
must balance their books. 
States are not legally allowed to declare bankruptcy, but Sen. McConnell contended that “there’s 
no good reason for it not to be available.” He said, “we’ll certainly insist that anything we borrow to 
send down to the states is not spent on solving problems that they created for themselves over the 
years with their pension programs.” And that is evidently the real motive behind the bankruptcy 
push. McConnell wants states put through a bankruptcy reorganization to get rid of all those pesky 
pension agreements and the unions that negotiated them. But these are the safety nets against old 
age for which teachers, nurses, police and firefighters have worked for 30 or 40 years. It’s their 
money. 
It has long been a goal of conservatives to privatize public pensions, forcing seniors into the riskier 
stock market. Lured in by market booms, their savings can then be raided by the periodic busts of 
the “business cycle,” while the more savvy insiders collect the spoils. Today political opportunists 
are using a crushing emergency that is devastating local economies to downsize the public sector 
and privatize everything. 
Free Money for Banks: The Fed’s Very Liberal New Rules 
Unlike the states, the banks were not facing bankruptcy from the economic shutdown; but their 
stocks were sinking fast. The Fed’s accommodations were said to be to encourage banks to “help 
meet demand for credit from households and businesses.” But while the banks’ own borrowing 
rates were dropped on March 15 from an already-low 1.5% to 0.25%, average credit card rates 
dropped in the following month only by 0.5% to 20.71%, still unconscionably high for out-of-work 
wage earners. 
Although the Fed’s accommodations were allegedly to serve Main Street during the shutdown, 
Wall Street had a serious liquidity problem long before the pandemic hit. Troubles surfaced in 
September 2019, when repo market rates suddenly shot up to 10%. Before 2008, banks borrowed 
from each other in the fed funds market; but after 2008 they were afraid to lend to each other for 
fear the borrowing banks might be insolvent and might not pay the loans back. Instead the lenders 
turned to the repo market, where loans were supposedly secured with collateral. The problem was 
that the collateral could be “rehypothecated” or used for several loans at once; and by September 
2019, the borrower side of the repo market had been taken over by hedge funds, which were 
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notorious for risky rehypothecation. The lenders therefore again pulled out, forcing the Fed to step 
in to save the banks that are its true constituents. But that meant the Fed was backstopping the 
whole repo market, including the hedge funds, an untenable situation. So it flung the doors wide 
open to its discount window, where only banks could borrow. 
The discount window is the Fed’s direct lending facility meant to help commercial banks manage 
short-term liquidity needs. In the past, banks have been reluctant to borrow there because its 
higher interest rate implied that the bank was on shaky ground and that no one else would lend to 
it. But the Fed has now eliminated that barrier. It said in a press release on March 15: 
The Federal Reserve encourages depository institutions to turn to the discount window to help 
meet demands for credit from households and businesses at this time. In support of this goal, the 
Board today announced that it will lower the primary credit rate by 150 basis points to 0.25% …. To 
further enhance the role of the discount window as a tool for banks in addressing potential funding 
pressures, the Board also today announced that depository institutions may borrow from the 
discount window for periods as long as 90 days, prepayable and renewable by the borrower on a 
daily basis. 
Banks can get virtually free loans from the discount window that can be rolled over from day to day 
as necessary. The press release said that the Fed had also eliminated the reserve requirement – 
the requirement that banks retain reserves equal to 10% of their deposits – and that it is 
“encouraging banks to use their capital and liquidity buffers as they lend to households and 
businesses who are affected by the coronavirus.” It seems that banks no longer need to worry 
about having deposits sufficient to back their loans. They can just borrow the needed liquidity at 
0.25%, “renewable on a daily basis.” They don’t need to worry about “liquidity mismatches,” where 
they have borrowed short to lend long and the depositors have suddenly come for their money, 
leaving them without the funds to cover their loans. The Fed now has their backs, providing 
“primary credit” at its discount window to all banks in good standing on very easy terms. The Fed’s 
website states: 
Generally, there are no restrictions on borrowers’ use of primary credit….Notably, eligible 
depository institutions may obtain primary credit without exhausting or even seeking funds from 
alternative sources. Minimal administration of and restrictions on the use of primary credit makes it 
a reliable funding source. 
What State and Local Governments Can Do: Form Their Own Banks 
On the positive side, these new easy terms make it much easier for local governments to own and 
operate their own banks, on the stellar model of the century-old Bank of North Dakota. To fast-
track the process, a state could buy a bank that was for sale locally, which would already have 
FDIC insurance and a master account with the central bank (something needed to conduct 
business with other banks and the Fed). The state could then move its existing revenues and 
those it gets from the CARES Act Relief Fund into the bank as deposits. Since there is no longer a 
deposit requirement, it need not worry if these revenues get withdrawn and spent. Any shortfall can 
be covered by borrowing at 0.25% from the Fed’s discount window. The bank would need to make 
prudent loans to keep its books in balance, but if its capital base gets depleted from a few non-
performing loans, that too apparently need not be a problem, since the Fed is “encouraging banks 
to use their capital and liquidity buffers.” The buffers were there for an emergency, said the Fed, 
and this is that emergency. 
To cover startup costs and capitalization, the state might be able to use a portion of its CARES 
Relief Fund allotment. Its budget before March would not have included a public bank, which could 
serve as a critical source of funding for local businesses crushed by the shutdown and passed 
over by the bailout. Among the examples given of allowable uses for the relief funds are such 
things as “expenditures related to the provision of grants to small businesses to reimburse the 
costs of business interruption caused by required closures.” Providing below-market loans to small 
businesses would fall in that general category. 
By using some of its CARES Act funds to capitalize a bank, the local government can leverage the 
money by 10 to 1. One hundred million dollars in equity can capitalize $1 billion in loans. With the 
state bank’s own borrowing costs effectively at 0%, its operating costs will be very low. It can make 
below-market loans to creditworthy local borrowers while still turning a profit, which can be used 
either to build up the bank’s capital base for more loans or to supplement the state’s revenues. The 
bank can also lend to its own government agencies short of funds due to the mandatory shutdown. 
The salubrious effect will be to jumpstart the local economy by putting new money into it. People 
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can be put back to work, local infrastructure can be restored and expanded, and the local tax base 
can be replenished. 
The coronavirus pandemic has demonstrated not only that the US needs to free itself from 
dependence on foreign markets by rebuilding its manufacturing base but that state and local 
governments need to free themselves from dependence on the federal government. Some state 
economies are larger than those of entire countries. Gov. Gavin Newsom, whose state ranks as 
the world’s fifth largest economy, has called California a “nation-state.” A sovereign nation-state 
needs its own bank. 
 
2.5.20 – Health workers call for caution over 5G roll-out: https://www.brusselstimes.com/all-
news/belgium-all-news/109231/health-workers-call-for-caution-over-5g-roll-out/ 
Some 400 doctors and 900 health care workers have signed an open letter to the government, 
urging them to exercise caution regarding the roll-out by Proximus of a forerunner of the next 
generation of mobile data, known as 5G.  
The six-page letter goes out under the name of the Hippocrates Electrosmog Appeal.  
Last week, Proximus began to test its “5G Light” version of the new generation in 30 communes 
around Belgium, the timing of which the organisation criticises.  
“Even though it could be a simple coincidence, this seems indecent to us at a time when the 
people are fighting to overcome a human drama which concerns us all. At the same time, 
consumer organisations have been quick to publish articles claiming that the technology is not 
dangerous,” the authors write. 
The population has been increasingly exposed to electromagnetic radiation over recent decades, 
from cordless telephones in the home to the current saturation of high-speed internet, mobile 
phones, wifi in the metro and the growing Internet of Things, the letter says.  
Now along comes 5G – or for the time being at least, a sort of 4G+ – which promises to be many 
times more powerful.  
“However, the safety of this exposure has never been demonstrated,” the authors say. “On the 
contrary, evidence of its harmfulness is accumulating. Since 2011, moreover, electromagnetic 
radiation from wireless technologies has been considered by the WHO as possibly carcinogenic, 
largely because of the increased risks of gliomas and acoustic neuromas in long-term users.” 
The letter decries the way the precautionary principle has been ignored so far in the deployment of 
these technologies.  
The precautionary principle is a recognised strategy for approaching issues of potential harm when 
extensive scientific knowledge is lacking. It calls for caution and review before leaping into new 
innovations that may prove dangerous. Critics argue that it is unscientific and an obstacle to 
progress. 
“When serious and possibly irreversible risks have been identified, the lack of certainty should not 
be used as a pretext to postpone measures to protect the environment and health.” 
The group behind the letter concludes by calling on the government to apply the precautionary 
principle in order to protect the population, especially children, pregnant women and the elderly; 
introduce a moratorium on the deployment of 5G pending health impact studies; to raise 
awareness among citizens, in particular parents, adolescents and pregnant women, about the 
responsible use of wireless connected objects; to establish truly protective exposure standards; 
and to create a vigilance centre or a symptom inventory organisation relating to this type of 
exposure. 
“Recent events make the situation even more worrying, but let us agree together that they can also 
be the occasion for new awakenings and advances in the field of prevention, which must today, 
more than ever, be the object of all our attention.” 
 
5.5.20 – Re-Engineering Society: Technocrats Rule, Politicians Drool: 
https://www.davidicke.com/article/569539/re-engineering-society-technocrats-rule-politicians-drool-2 
As the pandemic winds down, the U.S. economic system is about to spring back to life. So, it’s 
back to business as usual, right?  
Wrong!  
Thanks to ignorant politicians, Technocrats have skilfully used the coronavirus panic to wedge 
themselves between citizens and their duly-elected representative government leaders.  
Having dictated policies that resulted in the shuttering of the entire global economic system, a feat 
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of epic magnitude, Technocrats are now refusing to step away and simply let the world return to 
normal. 
One taste of power leads to another and another and another.  
Starting at the Federal level, Technocrats from agencies like the Center for Disease Control will be 
handing down detailed ‘guidance’ documents to micromanage the economic restart. These 
documents will then trickle down to eagerly awaiting Technocrats at the state and local levels.  
The Washington Post revealed a portion of a document leaked from the Center for Disease 
Control,  which is “finalizing expanded guidelines to allow the phased reopening of child care 
programs, schools and day camps, communities of faith, employers with vulnerable workers, 
restaurants and bars, and mass transit administrators.” 
If you think that life was grim under total shutdown, just wait until you try to start up again. (Read 
the document here.)  
 First, the CDC calls for a three-phased plan. For Interim Guidance for Restaurants and 
Bars, for instance, the “guidance” will be:  

 In all Phases:  
 

o Establish and continue communication with State and local authorities to 
determine current mitigation levels in your community. 

 

o Consider assigning vulnerable workers duties that minimize their contact with 
customers and other employees (e.g., managing inventory rather than working as a 
cashier, managing administrative needs through telework). 

 

o Provide employees from higher transmission areas (earlier Phase areas) telework 
and other options as feasible to eliminate travel to workplaces in lower 
transmission (later Phase) areas and vice versa. 

 
 

 Phase 1: Bars remain closed and restaurant service should remain limited to drive-
through, curbside take out, or delivery with strict social distancing. 
 

 Phase 2: Bars may open with limited capacity; restaurants may open dining rooms 
with limited seating capacity that allows for social distancing. 
 

 Phase 3: Bars may open with increased standing room occupancy that allows for 
social distancing; restaurants may operate while maintaining social 
distancing. [emphasis added] 
 

 Since most privately-owned bars and restaurants are already hanging by a thread, there is 
no way most will survive with things like permanent social distancing in place. 

 

5.5.20 – Corbett Report - How Bill Gates monopolized global health: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wQSYdAX_9JY&feature=emb_logo 
Who is Bill Gates? A software developer? A businessman? A philanthropist? A global health 
expert? This question, once merely academic, is becoming a very real question for those who are 
beginning to realize that Gates' unimaginable wealth has been used to gain control over every 
corner of the fields of public health, medical research and vaccine development. And now that we 
are presented with the very problem that Gates has been talking about for years, we will soon find 
that this software developer with no medical training is going to leverage that wealth into control 
over the fates of billions of people. 
 

2.5.20 - 216- Electromagnetic vampires fear magnets, the human bio-field: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mkYMqm0l6HE 
Flu could be described as alectromagnetic vampirism. 
 

28.4.20 - Perspectives on the Pandemic | Professor Knut Wittkowski Update Interview | 
Episode 5: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k0Q4naYOYDw&feature=emb_rel_pause 

___________________ BACK TO CONTENTS ___________________ 
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BIG PICTURE – OVERVIEW 
 
Essential insights: 
 

 13.4.20 - Ernst Wolff - Coronavirus & the orchestrated financial fascist coup: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TQf852vwp6E 

 COVID Action Platform - 'TELL ALL' Site Re: NWO: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8JbyeV-_5Lo&fbclid=IwAR11ZeO-
fcNQK98D_jpbhYv9H2qfw2PwJZ02NlX0IJ_um4kwlLdo6dKwYx8 

 A Russian view on the fake pandemic (11 mins): https://phibetaiota.net/2020/04/defdog-a-
russian-view-on-fake-pandemic/ - there are four main purposes: 

o Depopulation 
o Political control over the remaining population 
o Deflation of the current financial bubble 
o Liquidation of geo-economic competitors 

 Here is where the whole conspiracy comes together: Black Nobility / Rothschilds / 
Rockefellers / Cecil Rhodes / colonisation / Round Table / Fabianism / Zionism / 
Bolshevism / Socialism / Communism / Federal Reserve / Great Depression / Council on 
Foreign Relations / Tri-Lateral Commission / Atlantic Council / NATO / Bilderberg / Aspen 
Institute / Bohemian Grove / Media control / League of Nations / UN / World Bank / IMF / 
eugenics / depopulation / radio / electromagnetic radiation / wireless technology / Tesla / 
5G / space satellites / Deep State / vaccines / Bill Gates / “Coronavirus” / patents / Pirbright 
Institute / Qinetiq / Crown Agents / etc. (39 mins): 
https://aim4truthblog.files.wordpress.com/2020/03/2020-02-29-her-royal-bioweapon-
exposed-by-gabriel-mckibben-american-intelligence-media-americans-for-innovation-feb-
29-2020.mp4 Accompanying article: 
https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2020/02/coronavirus-uncovers-rothschild-
lord.html#return 

 5G, The rise of the machines, extinction codes set, world dominance: Cyrus Parsa: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=2&v=ZGQ2lhtzc_M&feature=emb_logo 

 AI: The Plan To Invade Humanity - documentary With Cyrus Parsa: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hzg7Rw-mX4k&feature=emb_logo (message from 
David icke: “AI: The Plan To Invade Humanity Face, Fiction or Hidden Messages to Protect 
the Worlds People? How did I know the virus and lockdown was coming months before and 
published these stages in my books? This is a movie production, yet, it favours no class, 
race, gender, sexual orientation, religion, company or political party. However, it is showing 
that we, as a human race, need to come together, that potential grave dangers face the 
world, if you don't open our hearts and minds to be better, rational, calm, cautious, and 
supportive of each other.” 

 David Icke censored interview with LondonReal: for full links, transcript etc. click HERE and 
HERE 

 David Icke with Brian Rose of London Real (3rd interview, 3 May – biggest livestream ever – 
1.3 million people watched the livestream): https://londonreal.tv/1000000-fighting-for-
freedom/ 

 Nich Begich - space/HAARP: Dark Journalist And Dr. Nick Begich COVID-19 5G DARPA 
AI Surveillance State!: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=niYUPV0LF0w 

 Ernst Wolff: #Corona: The Collapse of the System: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=share&fbclid=IwAR3AKLyrBbW_t0s40Xun0bpzrU
KIjNMHRXoDEtDyEpgx3fheD6L1ARN_pXw&v=8LYjOEib9iI&app=desktop 

 Der AEB sendet Ihnen den Link zu einem Video-Interview mit dem Wirtschaftsexperten 
Ernst Wolff.  Herr Wolff erklärt auch für wirtschaftliche Laien gut verständlich, warum 
Hedgefonds und Aktien-Leerverkäufe so schädlich für die die Wirtschaft sind und die 
Reichen dadurch immer reicher werden. Er erklärt auch, warum die Corona Krise als 
Ursache für die kommende Wirtschafts- und Finanzcrash dient!  Absolut sehenswert !!! – 
NEW - Bitte unbedingt anhören: - Ernst Wolff – Coronakrise - 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WWf_wujQF6c 
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https://phibetaiota.net/2020/04/defdog-a-russian-view-on-fake-pandemic/
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=2&v=ZGQ2lhtzc_M&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hzg7Rw-mX4k&feature=emb_logo
http://mirkokulig.com/david-icke-interview-on-covid-19/
https://londonreal.tv/1000000-fighting-for-freedom/
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 Anthony Patch: Please listen to what Anthony Patch said in 2014 about the Corona Virus 
and the vaccine: 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RpdxTRpHSYQ&fbclid=IwAR1jxfdmTPpkCLadSGCDTe
RwcdkC0ZxI9IIlnsFx1Jkp59RuCfNqRkyiF8 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nk33GlYxY14 
Part 1: Apocalypse and the End Times - Anthony Patch - 1: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5OYf87iMxD8 
Part 2: Apocalypse and the End Times 2016 - Anthony Patch - 2: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OlqZlQySO9s 
Part 3: Apocalypse and the End Times - Anthony Patch – 3: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IK147OJO2k8 

___________________ BACK TO CONTENTS ___________________ 

CENSORSHIP 
 
How to download something from Youtube. It's easy: 
1. You open this website: https://www.y2mate.com/en11/convert-youtube. 
2. You paste the youtube link you wish to download. 
3. You press download (bar starts to pre-download). 
4. You press download again. 
5. Ready to watch and store on your PC. 
 
5.5.20 - YouTube CEO vows to censor anyone speaking against WHO: 
https://www.wakingtimes.com/2020/05/05/youtube-ceo-vows-to-censor-anyone-speaking-against-
who/?utm_source=Waking+Times+Newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=249dbe85a3-
RSS_EMAIL_CAMPAIGN&utm_term=0_25f1e048c1-249dbe85a3-54797653 
 
5.5.20 - 52 years ago, a pandemic flu killed 100,000 in the us and nothing shut down—not 
even Woodstock: https://www.wakingtimes.com/2020/05/05/52-years-ago-a-pandemic-flu-killed-
100000-in-the-us-and-nothing-shut-down-not-even-
woodstock/?utm_source=Waking+Times+Newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=249db
e85a3-RSS_EMAIL_CAMPAIGN&utm_term=0_25f1e048c1-249dbe85a3-54797653 

___________________ BACK TO CONTENTS ___________________ 

COMMENT 
 

23.3.20 – QUATERNARY WEAPON SYSTEM 
Activated Before Each Coronavirus Cluster 
Explosion - COVID-19 Bioweapon, 5G energy 
weapon, chemtrail chemical weapon & flu 
vaccine hybrid weapon all fully integrated into a 
quaternary weapon system to depopulate and 
lock down planet Earth: 
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=9709 
One who repeatedly gets the Wuhan coronavirus 
(or 5G Flu), as many Chinese sufferers have to 

date, will exhibit a greater likelihood of developing 5G Syndrome; that is, if they don’t already have 
a case of it. The extraordinary re-infection rates for COVID-19, also known as the 
coronavirus bioweapon triggering 5G Flu, offer compelling circumstantial evidence that it’s 
really an electromagnetic radiation-driven disease more than a bioengineered coronavirus; 
although, it’s really both co-factors working in tandem to turbo-charge each other. 
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2.3.20 - CORONAVIRUS HOAX: Fake Virus Pandemic Fabricated to Cover-Up Global 
Outbreak of 5G Syndrome - 5G syndrome goes global: 
http://themillenniumreport.com/2020/03/coronavirus-hoax-fake-virus-pandemic-fabricated-to-cover-
up-global-outbreak-of-5g-syndrome/ 
… Perhaps it took all of humanity to get freaked out by a scary frankenvirus — COVID-19 — in 
order to wake up to this extreme and growing danger in our midst—5G technology and the 
slowly emerging IoT. 
With this crucial understanding, at least now we know what we’re really dealing with. So, the best 
thing informed people can do is pass the word around: It’s really 5G and your smartphone that 
is causing the current pandemic, not necessarily the coronavirus or even any of the many other 
flu bugs circulating around the planet in 2020. … 
 
FROM A CORRESPONDENT 
Being a senior-housing resident, I received your bulletin about allowing no non-residents (with 
special exceptions) into Housing Authority buildings. 
I do understand that in your position, despite any opposing view even, you are bound to 
follow medical diktats and official procedures regarding public health issues. And I imagine you are 
bound not to contradict any part of the informational programming coming from same. 
But I urge you to watch this 60 Minutes report from 1976 - c. 16 minutes - about the Swine 
Flu “world killer,” with Kissinger-managed President Ford regurgitating MedicoPharma dogma on 
TV that this was the same virus as Spanish Flu. 
Not that it wasn’t H1N1 (who really knows, though), but I’ve pointed out previously that Spanish Flu 
was actually bacterial pneumonia, not flu at all. Official stats still don’t reflect this. And there's still 
mystery - despite  'explanations’ - as to how it spread so far and wide. 
Despite knowledge, the official line persists that the butlervirus did it. WHY? The question might 
puzzle if one faithfully believes that NIH is autonomous. Otherwise, it’s obvious: Gotta keep up that 
FEAR — manipulation and control become much easier. Anthony Fauci, for example, is a smiling 
Pharma-owned criminal. This isn’t opinion, but based on history. 
Here's another report. You can call it error if you want, but a similar thing happened again in 2009-
10. Another promised world killer Swine Flu outbreak - "Duck and Cover!” Allegedly killed an 
average-estimate 212,000, out of an average-estimate 1.05 billion alleged cases, with a mortality 
rate of .03% A wild one, eh? Just another example of how much more infectious (spreading) is flu 
than ‘CronyVirus,’ as displayed in its first 3 months of tracked, pre-lockdown existence. 
That 1976 vaccine created brain-damaged kids in UK, to the tune of billions of pounds. [In the US], 
we can’t sue Government for pushing, or Pharma for manufacturing, harmful vaccines anymore. 
The only way vaccine manufacturers are connected to immunity, other than disrupting and 
weakening it, is immunity they enjoy against legal action for the serious harm they cause. Since 
the 1980's, when the litigation-wracked industry was 'vaccinated' by the National Vaccine Injury 
Compensation Program, this burden has fallen on taxpayers. 
With VIOXX, there was just a fine for knowingly killing people for profit. 
The COVID “testing/confirmed” aspect/illusion bears repeating. First: Ribonucleic acid (RNA) is 
a molecule essential in various biological roles — coding, decoding, regulation and expression of 
genes — for all known forms of life. Not that a virus lives, exactly. But I’ve looked around 
extensively and have not found that “viral RNA” is different chemically from any other.  
The test recommended by CDC for COVID “confirmation" is the 'RT-PCR'. It was developed by 
Nobel Laureate Kary Mullis as a research tool, not a diagnostic tool. He has said as much in 
interviews (RIP). PCR ‘multiplies’ - even a single strand - of RNA or DNA for study. It’s qualitative, 
not quantitative, thus can’t suggest the ’titer,’ or viral load, in the subject. 
Moreover, it’s quite possible that the RNA in an extracted sample comes from another source, 
which could be the subject’s cells, bacteria, fungi etc. There might be an association with elevated 
levels of RNA and illness, but that's not proof that the RNA is from a virus. Without isolation and 
characterization of virus particles, it’s impossible to prove cause. I’m sure YOU know Koch’s 
Postulates. This is not being done. 
Yes, it does stretch belief. 
“What the heck are they testing for?” Dr. Sherri Tenpenney 
https://www.activistpost.com/2020/05/dr-tenpenny-this-is-the-biggest-scam-ever-perpetrated-on-
the-human-race.html 
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The truth is that CDC/WHO officials have little reliable information about incidence and death in 
viral respiratory infections, including this one. It’s mostly guesswork with huge high and low ranges. 
This is blatantly obvious in the chart on this page. 
Hardly anyone dies of the flu - or CronyVirus. The key is that in most cases involving high risk (as 
in elderly with pre-existing conditions), almost any other new, major ‘insult’ could finish off the 
same vulnerable profile as flu (including medical practice itself), but you won’t see it 
announced. Absent flu/Crony, a fatal pre-existing condition(s) become cause. They 
disappear statistically otherwise. 
Flu is actually good for you. The fever and all the goo that comes out is the body's 
antibiotic/cleansing ‘crisis’ to rescue itself from the mass of crapfood, such as pizza and festival 
dairy, sugar and toxic white-flour fare we love to slam down the gullet for entertainment. But don’t 
worry folks - the poison needle awaits to confer health upon you. 
People are not being told and taught how to become resistant (nor are enough even bothering to 
look into it). Because: This is all hyped to sell the poison needle. According to the world renowned 
Cochrane group: 
Injected influenza vaccines probably have a small protective effect against influenza and 
[influenza-like illness] (moderate-certainty evidence), as 71 people would need to be vaccinated to 
avoid one influenza case, and 29 would need to be vaccinated to avoid one case of ILI.” 
https://www.cochrane.org/CD001269/ARI_vaccines-prevent-influenza-healthy-adults 
I wouldn’t even give it “small". Vaccines act in contravention to the physiological realities of 
immune function. In fact, no controlled study has been, or even can be, done to prove efficacy. 
There is no data point, meaning it’s impossible to know who would or would not have gotten in 
anyway. 
When they talk about efficacy, they talk about assessing the production of antibodies. Not only 
does antibody presence not guarantee immunity, but in the 6-8 weeks it takes to produce them, a 
virus can mutate. 
There was no analysis of circumstances in China at the outset to get at least a sense of the 
vulnerability profile. It was coordinated media-borne drama out of the gate, and wildly 
disproportionate to the known threat. This is called fear-building. But officials knew prior to 
the onset of lockdown insanity it was a flu-like profile: 
Dr. Duchin: “We are very concerned about an outbreak in a setting where there are many older 
people, as we would be wherever people who are susceptible might be gathering. For that reason, 
you know, we really want to emphasize that older adults, adults with chronic underlying health 
conditions — and I’m talking about the same conditions that we’re used to hearing about with 
seasonal influenza, chronic cardiac disease, lung disease, diabetes and other conditions that 
might weaken the immune system…" 
Here’s a great example of official rhetoric for media repeaters from the 3/12/20 Transcript – CDC 
Media Telebriefing: Update on COVID-19: 
This virus is capable of spreading easily and sustainably from person to person based on the 
available data. The report of the World Health Organization mission to China describes the virus as 
being highly contagious. And there’s essentially no immunity against this virus in the population 
because it’s a new virus. https://goodmenproject.com/featured-content/transcript-cdc-media-
telebriefing-update-on-covid-19-lbkr/ 
Contagion does not mean virulence (nor does “infectious”). Perfectly harmless things can be highly 
contagious. They just use the word for effect. Going by that model (which is suspect), there is 
essentially no immunity against any flu virus, new or not, from one year to the next, or why would 
we need a new vaccine each season? 
As I’ve noted previously, according to two official online trackers (Johns Hopkins and U.VA) Crony 
couldn’t hold a "contagious' candle to flu prior to widespread lockdown. In three months, it was 
around 200,000 alleged cases globally and around 8000 alleged deaths.  
I, for one, am very unhappy not being allowed visitors here, based on this ruthless, evil control-
system manipulative travesty with multiple nefarious ends beyond the poison needle. Like, 
destroying food?! Like the wet dream of society’s masters - the cashless society. And what’s 
several thousand $billion added to the debt? 
People are having trouble getting critical medication. The pharmacy tells me they’re having 
difficulty getting even some commonly prescribed medications, never mind the more ‘exotic' ones. 
Any idea if this will affect HA residents? 
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I’ll have to check to see if any shortages include the brain-damaging psycho drugs. My bet is 
there’s plenty of those to “help” those stressed by deliberate destruction of the social fabric, to be 
“rescued” by digital existence and much more microwave radiation. 
How hypnotized, sheep-like and self-destructive can we get and still call it sanity? I read a report 
from an outfit that does computer projections. If we don’t stop this nonsense by May 1st, it’s going 
to take 13 years to recover. And IF we do, chances are very good that world is going to look much 
more like COVID-1984 on steroids than the world we’ve gone to sleep in. 
 
6.5.20 - Predictive programming, but of a positive sort this time: 
https://forbiddenknowledgetv.net/the-dead-zone-and-the-cure/ 
A 2003 episode of The Dead Zone TV series contains some shocking predictive programming of 
phrases and scenarios that we’re seeing play out globally today. YouTuber, Ari Novick cut together 
the highlights of the episode into this 3-minute clip. Unlike most Hollywood predictive 
programming, this one has positive connotations. 
The Dead Zone TV series ran between 2002-2007, starring Anthony Michael Hall, who played 
Johnny, a small town public school teacher who gains extraordinary psychic powers after he 
wakes up from a car accident that had left him comatose for 6 years. 
In the 14th episode of the second season, entitled “Plague”, Johnny must help the local health 
inspector identify and find the source of a mysterious virus before it kills off the entire town. 
1. The school is put on “lockdown”. 
2. Everyone must wear masks, due to “political pressure”. 
3. The town’s local health inspector in charge searches frantically for the animal vector, saying it 
would take the CDC months to identify it. 
4. China is mentioned as a possible source of the deadly virus. 
5. Johnny has a fitful dream, in which he clairvoyantly identifies the deadly pathogen and sees that 
chloroquin “suppresses the enzymes” of the virus. 
6. The school nurse derides Johnny, saying that there’s no cure for the virus he identified and that 
chloroquin would ever work, as it’s an “anti-malarial drug”. 
7. The infected patients all take chloroquine – all make swift and full recoveries. 
8. The health inspector says, “The CDC would have figured it out eventually – but not in time.” 
Johnny saved everybody’s life. 
CHLOROQUINE IS BEING ACTIVELY SUPPRESSED BY THE MSM 
Chloroquine and its milder cognate, hydroxychloroquine have been approved medications since 
the 1950s. Hydroxychloroquine is on the World Health Organization’s List of Essential Medicines, 
the safest and most effective medicines needed in a health system. In 2017, there were five million 
prescriptions written for it in the US, mainly to treat rheumatoid arthritis, lupus and porphyria. 
A new Chinese study shows treatment with chloroquine reduces viral loads significantly faster than 
non-chloroquin therapies, reduces fever more quickly and earlier intervention produces greater 
results. A half dose was also found to be effective and no adverse events were reported. 
On Monday, Italian pharmacology scholar, Annalisa Chiusolo told The Jerusalem Post that, 
“COVID-19 damages the hemoglobin, impairing the ability of red blood cells to transport oxygen 
throughout the body, compromising the lungs and resulting in Acute Respiratory Distress 
Syndrome (ARDS).” 
Chiusolo says that SARS-CoV-2…needs porphyrins for its survival – and probably for its 
replication – so it attacks hemoglobin, the protein that carries oxygen in the blood, which translates 
to less oxygen available for the body.” 
Because men have higher hemoglobin levels than women and children, they have more of this 
“fuel” available for the virus and are therefore more susceptible to COVID-19. 
The pneumonia caused by the coronavirus is also more prevalent in elderly patients and those with 
diabetes, which Chiusolo says is linked to increased levels of glycated hemoglobin, which become 
elevated with age and with diabetes. 
Anthony Fauci’s National Institutes of Health has known for at least 15 years that chloroquine is an 
effective inhibitor of coronaviruses, having studied it during the SARS outbreak. 
On August 22, 2005, the NIH published an article under the heading “Chloroquine Is a 
Potent Inhibitor of SARS Coronavirus Infection and Spread,” in which researchers reported 
that, “concentrations of 10 μM completely abolished SARS-CoV infection.” 
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In addition, they reported that, “chloroquine has strong antiviral effects on SARS-CoV infection of 
primate cells…These inhibitory effects are observed when the cells are treated with the drug 
either before or after exposure to the virus, suggesting both prophylactic and therapeutic 
advantage.”  
In other words, chloroquine helps prevent COVID-19! 
How could Anthony Fauci downplay chloroquine? Why would he rather collapse the global 
economy? 
Back in February, Dr. Didier Raoult, the most-cited microbiologist in Europe had such spectacular 
success using HCQ to treat victims of SARS-CoV-2 that he said, “it’s game over” for coronavirus. 
But try telling that to Yahoo News, who belittle him, the same way the entire Mainstream Media 
has been trashing chloroquin, with some pushing the narrative that Trump is advocating it for some 
corrupt purpose. 
The evil of these Globalists knows no bounds. 
The Association of American Physicians and Surgeons officials Dr Michael Robb and Dr Jane 
Orient wrote in a letter to Arizona Gov Doug Ducey, a Republican, to rescind his executive orders 
forbidding prescriptions for the prevention of COVID-19, saying, “We believe that there is clear and 
convincing evidence of benefit both pre-exposure and post-exposure.” 
Citing observational data through April 20 from multiple countries, “about 2,333 patients treated 
with hydroxychloroquine, some in combination with zinc or azithromycin. Of those, 91.6% improved 
clinically.” 
Also, there was a 1,900% difference in mortality of elderly (.5% vs 10%). 
“Based on this evidence, we request that you rescind your executive orders impeding the use of 
CQ and HCQ and further order that administrative agencies not impose any requirements on the 
prescription of CQ, HCQ, azithromycin, or other drugs intended to treat or prevent coronavirus 
illness that do not apply equally to all approved medications that may be used off-label for any 
purpose,” they wrote. 
I do think the time has come, when we, as citizens need to stand up to these corrupt authorities 
who want to bankrupt us with this lockdown and to prevent the use of a proven cure, while they 
enforce compulsory injections upon us with their bioweapon. 
 
6.5.20 – NEW SITE - excellent, full of info about COVID. This article is 'how the death stats are 
misinformation' Many other articles about COVID 
 
FROM A CORRESPONDENT 
Did not know that the gospels were reduced to four in exchange for turning pagan temples into 
churches. That's very interesting...I wonder if that applied to England as well. 
The so-called Mary and Michael ley lines run diagonally from Bury St Edmunds down to Land's 
End. This was called the pilgrim's way. Pagan sites were built along the way and were later taken 
over by the Christian church. Every church was called either St Michael's or St Mary's...even right 
down to St Michael's Mount in Land's End. It was a very clever thing to do as the pilgrims would 
have been forced to go into these churches (they were built right over the ley lines) and eventually 
over hundreds of years this would have slowly changed their faith. (I travelled the Pilgrim's Way 
many years ago and walked through every church using dowsing rods I could confirm that the ley 
lines ran right through the centre of the church.) Witches? Wise women! Healers, Herbalists, 
Psychics, Mid wives. And in pre-christian times the surname and all assets would have been 
passed through the female side. When the church burned all these women (under the guise that 
they were witches) they stole all their property/assets, and from then on the surname carried on 
through the male side.  Stealing women's assets made the church rich and women lost all their 
power. But the world lost their wisdom, intuition, medicine/healing etc.  The Yin element was 
removed which why we have way too much Yang energy on the planet today. Yin, the female 
element is  a gentle healing energy, closely connected to nature, the sun, moon and stars.  Some 
call this the Goddess. 
The world is out of balance because there is too much Yang energy and too many patriarchal 
religions, based on a belief in a male God and too many male dominated institutions, politicians 
and world leaders. 
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FROM A CORRESPONDENT 
In a dark time, the eye begins to see,  
I meet my shadow in the deepening shade; 
I hear my echo in the echoing wood-- 
A lord of nature weeping to a tree. 
I live between the heron and the wren, 
Beasts of the hill and serpents of the den. 
--What's madness but nobility of soul 
At odds with circumstance? The day's on fire! 
I know the purity of pure despair, 
My shadow pinned against a sweating wall. 
That place among the rocks--is it a cave, 
Or winding path?  The edge is what I have. 
A steady storm of correspondences! 
A night flowing with birds, a ragged moon, 
And in broad day the midnight come again! 
A man goes far to find out what he is-- 
Death of the self in a long, tearless night, 
All natural shapes blazing unnatural light. 
--Dark, dark my light, and darker my desire. 
My soul, like some heat-maddened summer fly, 
Keeps buzzing at the sill.  Which I is I? 
A fallen man, I climb out of my fear. 
The mind enters itself, and God the mind, 
And one is One, free in the tearing wind. 
        -Theodore Roethke, mad insurance salesman 
 
5.5.20 – Just Like 9/11 did, covid-19 is shifting human consciousness in a major way: 
https://www.collective-evolution.com/2020/05/03/just-like-9-11-did-covid-19-is-shifting-human-
consciousness-in-a-major-way/ 

 The Facts: 
Major events have a lasting impact on human consciousness, and help people see what 
they once never saw before. This appears to be happening with the new coronavirus. 

 Reflect On: 
How do events like 9/11, and the new coronavirus impact human consciousness? 

It’s truly an exciting time to be alive, and that’s because more and more people are “waking up” to 
concepts about our reality and the overall human experience that they were once previously 
unaware of. This has been happening for decades, but every single year it seems to amplify, and 
the process of our ‘awakening’ seems to accelerate rapidly. 

This type of ‘awakening’ happens in all areas that 
surround human life. People learn deep truths about 
health and medicine, education, geopolitics, 
consciousness, extraterrestrials and much more. The 
idea that a small group of corporations and the people 
that run them have a strong hold on our perception, 
thoughts, emotions, and reactions regarding 
information and major world events is now far from a 
mere “conspiracy theory” in the eyes of many. It can be 
seen quite clearly, and mainstream media has been 

exposed as the true bearer of “fake news” by many people. 
Events like the coronavirus simply accelerate the process of awakening, and expose mainstream 
media outlets for what they truly are in this moment. There’s a reason why mainstream media has 
such strong connections to intelligence agencies and have their roots in psychological warfare. 
You can find documentation and examples of that in an article I published a while ago here. 
A quote from Edward Bernays, known as the father of public relations, is powerful because it sums 
up these thoughts quite well: 
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The conscious and intelligent manipulation of the organized habits and opinions of the masses is 
an important element in democratic society. Those who manipulate this unseen mechanism of 
society constitute an invisible government which is the true ruling power of our country. We are 
governed, our minds are molded, our tastes formed, our ideas suggested, largely by men we have 
never heard of. … 
 
FROM A CORRESPONDENT, ON THE CURRENT SITUATION 
I have come to the following views 
1.       That Dr Fauci funded and others of his ilk maybe  - an apparently illegally research into so 
called pathogens which type of research the USA state had already prohibited. This is allegedly 
why he had to do it by the back door . The money for such work as sent apparently to the Wuhan 
weapon style laboratory ( and China anyway is the nerve centre of the control of the New World 
Order)  where research continued with the idea of transferring pathogens from animals to humans 
– bats have been mentioned. These pathogens are unstable in humans and breakdown fast in the 
human system it seems and also in light and are denatured effectively when faced with healthy 
human  immune systems. They might not actually be viruses as in the orthodox medical sense. 
And the orthodox medical  sense of identifying a virus as protein and RNA might be a wrong 
identification  - as that might just be the recording of exosome activity in the cells of the human 
body. So what the Wuhan research centre developed might have been called a virus but it might 
actually be a man modified bacteria or other type pathogen that results in exosomes and which are 
then recorded as viral activity by the medical world. The bacteria or other  type pathogens might be 
highly contagious but not dangerous to humans with a healthy immune system.  
2.       There are several reasons for creating the pandemic and event 201 and the intelligence 
leaks about Wuhan lead to the possibility that it is a man made planned affair. 
a.       To create a world economic collapse and effectively derail the Trump administration and its 
reelection in November. Why ? – because that administration is leading to the ending of war the 
stopping of terrorism funding , the ending of child trafficking and illegal immigration , the tightening 
up of the voting system so dead people and bought and paid for immigrants cannot vote, the 
complete take down of the central bank debt based money system and  to indictments for people 
who have been involved in terrible wrong  doing in public office and which could include the 
majority of the perpetrators of the pandemic – people amongst  others possibly  like Fauci, Birx, 
Tedros Admanhom and the whole WHO UN pro Vaccine group 
b.      The C19 affair might have been also to  conduct a trial run for the irradiation and population 
reduction programme of 5G. The people of Wuhan are allegedly a prior vaccinated  population and 
we know that nano particles and alumimium  compounds are found in modern day vaccines. 
Wuhan was a known 5G testbed and the results can be seem. Even without 60 Ghz  - just ramping 
up densified and collimated microwave signals in a vaccinated population causes mortality and the 
test proves that 
c.       The UN 20 /2030 agenda which includes depopulation – might be accomplished through a 
plan  to vaccinate vast amounts of the human population and then to use the 5G infrastructure to 
irradiate and kill. 
3.        The evidence of the C19 death correlation with 5G is interesting and also the nature of C19 
effects. If you have a strong immune system then it is likely C19 is no issue at all. If you have a 
weekend immune system by comorbidity, old age and or severe microwave radiation you die 
easily. And as Stefan said you can over estimate the deaths to C19 by attributing death to it when 
it might be a comorbidity that was actually the real cause ( or microwave radiation acting on a 
vaccinated human body)  – so creating  the hysteria of the pandemic. This is exacerbated by 
testing – as in a polluted world of the toxicity of geoengineering ( which might contain pathogens) 
and microwave fields everywhere – most humans would exhibit some exosome activity, which the 
medical testing would wrongly  call the presence of a corona virus  - and Dr Kaufman has already 
shown through  electron microscopy the similarity  between what doctors  call the C19 virus and an 
exosome. 
4.       The hysteria created by the media is part of the control of course of mind. 
5.       The good thing is that the whole thing is falling apart – ultra  violet light denatures the 
pathogen apparently and sunlight ( which includes scalar waves and the Schumann resonance) 
restores order to the body and stimulates the immune system. 
6.       In addition chlorine dioxide ( of which HCQ is a variant) in correct dilution is a known cure all 
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for many ailments – and it also removes radiation from the body. 
In the long run we as one humanity should in a  shared consciousness allow the ending of the 
control by the cabal over  humanity in the clear seeing of their deceptions  and of the 
understanding of how control systems have been  used for so long on human mind. 
In addition we must take down 4G wifi and 5G microwave communication systems and replace it 
with safe technology. 
After that humanity might face a free non external true revolution in mind and so bring about a new 
society reflecting a new state of human mind  - and society is not separate from mind – a society 
with the complete absence of war, starvation and injustice. 
In short a human open moral society without the corruption of a controlling despotic elite. 
 

FROM A CORRESPONDENT, ON SCIENTISTS 
Funding, control of jobs, and editorial censorship of research findings that run contrary to the 
narrative, and serious concerns must be raised over the ethical standards of those scientists 
engaged in nuclear and genetic research. It is right to challenge and question, for in an age where 
technology has assumed the status of a god, we must all assume a share of the responsibility for 
giving up our power to the high priests, without fully comprehending their values and motives. 
 

FOUND ONLINE – SOMEONE WAKING UP TO QUESTION THIS AGENDA 
"At first I complied...even though in my gut, I knew there was something off with all of this. I 
complied with suggestions and then orders...even though I told many of my great discernment 
regarding the agendas surrounding covid19. I complied but kept my eyes and ears open. 
I have nothing to gain by sharing this...most likely, I will lose, honestly, because so many are 
asleep. Here is why I'm no longer complying. I will not be revealing sources in order to protect 
them... so you will have to pray about who, govt or a simpleton, you will believe. You will have the 
opportunity to choose what's best for your family while respecting mine : 
*DISCLAIMER : THIS VIRUS IS REAL...I AM NOT CLAIMING OTHERWISE* 
1) Ask yourself why this response from the govt for covid19 and not *ANY* other virus the past 100 
years. Covid19, like all viruses, attack the immune-compromised. This is unfortunate yet, it's the 
way viruses operate. So, while this is a different virus, it acts the same in who it takes down. 
2) Ask yourself why news stations are using hospital images from other countries yet the headlines 
read "overwhelmed hospital staff in New York fighting covid19." Why is the media taking clips of 
medical staff rolling down the hall with mannequins instead of real people? Dont take my word for 
it...look it up yourselves. 
3) Ask yourself why, at a time when America was experiencing solid economic health, stock & 
housing markets are booming, our president survived an assassination attempt via an 
"impeachment" trial, an election year....why was the response to a virus to shut down an entire 
nation? 
4) Ask yourselves why Doctors and Coroners are being directed *by our government* to lie. They 
are being told to pad the numbers. Why? Bc the numbers just arent supporting all this upheaval. 
They are being told to list all non murder deaths as covid19. Why? There are many reasons which 
I'll share throughout this. If you die of a heart attack, covid19. If you die of a stroke, covid19. If you 
die of pneumonia, covid19. That. Is. Insane. 
5) Ask yourself why patients who are placed on ventilators are dying AND ask yourself why is it 
that the govt put in place that no dr or hospital can be sued for wrongful death if they are a covid19 
patient....AND then you will connect the dots as to why coroners and drs are being *ordered* to list 
all non murder deaths as covid19. The ventilators are death sentences bc the treatment is 
absolutely wrong. Drs are coming out sharing that high doses of *natural supplements* and 
oxygenation of the blood are showing a positive response in covid patients. Yet that doesn't line 
the pockets...and that doesn't give hospitals kickbacks. 
6) Ask yourself why drs and nurses are speaking out revealing that they just arent seeing what is 
being reported? There are layoffs and cutting of hours bc hospitals across the nation are ghost 
towns...and not only in non-"hotspots." 
7) Ask yourself why government authorities stand shoulder-to-shoulder from from one another, 
touching their faces, rubbing their eyes and noses, while demanding from the American people to 
socially distance, "6 feet apart and no groups larger than 10." Seriously? 
 Brush up on history...World and American. I believe, and there is evidence abroad, that this virus 
was man made. Why? Because there are agendas deeply seeded within the wicked hearts of 
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many. Power corrupts....absolute power corrupts absolutely. How do you control a people? With fear. 
When governing powers use fear, the people will surrender freedoms...willingly exchanging it for 
"safety." Study history. 
9) Ask yourself if China wants another 4 years of Trump as President. Just research fair trade war...we 
were winning. 
10) Ask yourself why it is that Fauci is HEAVILY invested in the vaccine industry...bc the vaccine 
industry makes BANK. He is very close to Bill Gates...Bill Gates is, well, that's an entire post of it's own 
(research yourself). He is advising our entire country. 
Look into the countries who are NOT listening to fear but rather choosing to go against these powers 
and keeping their countries open and operating. They give the information of covid and advise the 
immune compromised to consider staying indoors (like any other ole virus) but they are using herd 
immunity on the general, healthy population. Why? Bc history proves it works and guess what? It's 
working now. 
11) Ask yourself, while considering the fact that vitamins A, B, C, D and zinc strengthens the average 
person's immune system, why the government is heavily invested in "antibodies" tests and vaccines for 
covid19. Why are they going further with talks of an "antibodies/immunity registry?" The govt has 
NEVER been able to force vaccines...they are trying. Will you be able to return to work without a 
vaccine? Will students be able to return to schools without one? Are you willing to pump a foreign 
substance into your body which has not stood the test of time proving it's worth or risk? 
12) Ask yourself if taking supplements makes the government money...or if vaccines do. If you're new 
to the truths found within the vaccine industry, brew a cup of coffee and familiarize yourself. 
13) Ask yourself why they are pressuring President Trump to lift his refusal in allowing aborted baby 
tissue, cells, etc for the covid vaccine research bc they have expressed they *need* these aborted 
babies in order to create a covid19 vaccine. 
14) Ask yourself why churches are closed yet kill mills (abortion clinics) remain open. Not for 
emergencies, not for those few cases the mother's health is in jeopardy but for business as usual. Why 
are liquor stores open yet we cannot sit inside our cars at our church parking lots without police officers 
showing up, recording license plates, issuing fines for noncompliance? One may say regarding the 
liquor stores remaining open, "well, addicts would go into withdrawls and overwhelm our hospitals." You 
mean the empty hospitals whose staff are scratching their heads at the lack of covid19 patients? Back 
to Church...why is it that socially distancing is not enough : socially distancing in vehicles, never exiting, 
while worshipping yet they are using this to encourage a police state? 
15) Ask yourself why they are encouraging the American people to rat out their neighbors regarding 
social gathering or illnesses? Why it is being entertained that if you do not report a sick family member 
it gives them the power to come into your homes and remove them. Can. You. Imagine? Hitler anyone? 
Last I checked it is my right to stay home, self quarantine, and treat my illness as I see fit...JUST AS 
I'VE DONE FOR MY ENTIRE ADULT LIFE. We don't use doctors for viruses...we stay at home, treat 
and recover without any vaccines or hospital intervention. 
16) Election year...now there is a push for mailing ballots because "covid19 is . Can you imagine the 
fraud? If you dont see a red flag in this, again, brush up on what party has been pushing for this for 
some time. I'm not saying this to divide...just being observant. 
There are SO MANY pieces to covid19. No one, including myself, has all the pieces in order to 
complete the puzzle. However, most Americans feel something is not quite right...trust that. It's called 
discernment. Observe, pray, listen, decide for yourselves. 
Even though I felt in my heart to resist against the covid19 narrative, I complied so that I could have 
time to put some pieces together. Now, I'm listening to medical personnel who are being told to 
LIE....I'm listening to coroners who are being told to list *all non-murder deaths* as covid19 (very 
trustworthy, honorable, firsthand friends and family). I'm listening to the frontline workers who are 
revealing that the vents are not working but rather killing these patients....bc it's the WRONG 
TREATMENT. I'm listening to the drs and medical personnel who are as puzzled as we are...bc the 
numbers are simply NOT THERE. The news media is lying, the government is lying, and we are the 
ones who suffer....our families, ourselves, our communities, our states, our country, our economy. 
Buckle up and prepare...there are agendas and wicked hearts behind this. Brace for significant impact." 
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CONSPIRACY 
 
5.5.20 - 9 Simulations, drills and laws that planned and prepared for the coronavirus By 
Makia Freeman: 
https://prepareforchange.net/2020/05/05/9-simulations-drills-and-laws-that-planned-and-prepared-for-the-
coronavirus/?utm_source=rss&utm_medium=rss&utm_campaign=9-simulations-drills-and-laws-that-planned-and-prepared-for-the-
coronavirus 

They planned and prepared for the coronavirus decades in advance. The infrastructure has been 
clearly set up over the last 2+ decades to ensure that when Operation Coronavirus went live, all 
the pieces would be in place to bamboozle and enslave people, forcing them into a place where 
they would gladly accept or beg for mass vaccination. Operation Coronavirus resembles a false 
flag op in many ways. One similarity is that it was meticulously planned for long in advance. Astute 
readers may notice another similarity: the phenomenon of the drill “going live” (we are in a “live 
exercise” as Mike Pompeo said). This crops up in so many false flag attacks, i.e. when the exact 
scenario being trained and prepared for in an exercise occurs in the real world. Below is a list of 
various simulations, drills, exercises, papers, scenarios and laws that all in some way anticipated 
and prepared for the coronavirus pandemic. 
Dark Winter (June 2001) 
The NWO (New World Order) ruling class and the USG (US Government) have been carrying out 
drills or simulations for pandemics for a long time. In June 2001, they conducted an operation 
known as Dark Winterwhich simulated a biowarfare anthrax attack. By a strange coincidence, 
such an anthrax attack actually happened after 9/11. By another strange coincidence, Johns 
Hopkins was involved, and they also just happened to be involved in Event 201 (see below). On 
this website, the Johns Hopkins’ Center for Health Security summarizes Dark Winter as 
an exercise which “portrayed a fictional scenario depicting a covert smallpox attack on US citizens. 
The scenario is set in 3 successive NSC meetings that take place over 2 weeks. The exercise was 
held at Andrews Air Force Base, Washington, DC.” Johns Hopkins is responsible for the ‘official’ 
(and inflated) COVID-19 case and death count map. … 

 
29.3.20 – How HOLLYWOOD used PREDICTIVE PROGRAMMING for the CORONAVIRUS 
(COVID-19) Global Pandemic: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q4GSyoTKLB8 
 
1.5.20 – Corbett Report: Who is Bill Gates? Part One: How Bill Gates Monopolized Global 
Health: https://www.corbettreport.com/gates/ 
 
1.5.20 – Big Pharma beware: Dr. Montagnier shines new light on Covid-19 and the future of 
medicine: https://www.fort-russ.com/2020/05/big-pharma-beware-dr-montagnier-shines-new-light-on-covid-19-and-the-future-of-

medicine/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+fort-russ%2FvDTx+%28Fort+Russ+News+Service%29 
This April 16th, Dr. Luc Montagnier became a household name around the world. This occurred as 
the controversial virologist decided to publicly state his support for the theory that Covid-19 is 
indeed a laboratory-generated creation and not a naturally occurring effect of viral evolution. 
Referring to a study published at the Kusama School of Biology in New Dehli on January 31st, 
Montagnier (the 2008 Nobel Prize winner for his 1983 discovery of the HIV virus) made the point 
that the specific occurrence of HIV RNA viral segments spliced surgically within the COVID-19 
genome could not have originated naturally and he described it in the following words: 
 
3.5.20 – Project Veritas talks with funeral directors who blow the whistle on falsely 
attributing deaths to Wuhan coronavirus: https://www.redstate.com/nick-arama/2020/05/03/project-veritas-talks-
with-funeral-directors-who-blow-the-whistle-on-falsely-attributing-deaths-to-wuhan-
coronavirus/?utm_source=rsafternoonbriefing&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=nl&bcid=61d724a167febce3dc451e400551e837 
… “Basically, every death certificate that comes across our desk now has COVID on it,” said a 
funeral director in Williston Park, N.Y., on a recorded phone call with Project Veritas in a newly-
released video. [….] 
“They are putting COVID on a lot of death certificates because people who are going to their 
hospital with any kind of respiratory distress, respiratory problems, pneumonia, the flu — the flu-
like symptoms lead into the COVID-19,” said Joseph Antioco of Schafer Funeral Home. “To me, all 
you’re doing is padding the statistics. You’re putting people on that have COVID-19 even if they 
didn’t have it. You’re making the death rate for New York City a lot higher than it should be.” … 
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1.5.20 – MUST SEE: How Bill Gates Monopolized Global Health: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wQSYdAX_9JY&feature=emb_logo 
 
30.4.20 - ‘Safe Distancing’ Portland Will Ban Cars On 100 Miles Of Roads: 
https://www.technocracy.news/safe-distancing-portland-will-ban-cars-on-100-miles-of-roads/ 
 
 
5.5.20 - 666 and Bill Gates together again. Shocking right!?!?: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=652aWqs6sfE 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4.5.20 - Plandemic Documentary: The Hidden Agenda Behind Covid-19: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EK-
PNrrKwTY&fbclid=IwAR0fNuY_GrwzLOurzm4dP41VoPRYUoJTiCgcOY67NF5GjZGp8nLJwfmSE
Pg 
DELETED WITHIN HOURS; DOWNLOAD FROM HERE: 
https://player.vimeo.com/external/414798216.hd.mp4?s=b09bcd1b067d262866281c407a353696d
40d6416&profile_id=175&download=1 NOW ALSO DELETED 
WATCH HERE: 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/aNjeT1G6iGTh/?eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=ca08d0ed-03bf-
4482-97f3-f540d3f5666d 
More on the documentary here: https://plandemicmovie.com/ 
Hospitals in the US receive $13,000 for each Covid-19 patient they admit, and 39,000 if they put 
them on a ventilator, which kills them. 
The flu vaccines increase the odds by 36% of getting Covid-19 (US military study).  
Dr. Kyle-Siddell: “We are operating under a medical paradigm that is untrue and I fear that this 
misguided treatment will lead to a tremendous amount of harm to a great number of people in a 
very short time.” 
Dr. Mykovits: Italy has a very old population. They're very sick with inflammatory disorders. They 
got at the beginning of 2019 an untested new form of influenza vaccine that had four different 
strains of influenza including the highly pathogenic H1N1. That vaccine was grown in a cell line a 
dog cell line. Dogs have lots of coronaviruses. 
FROM FORBIDDEN KNOWLEDGE: 
PLANDEMIC Part 1: Shut Down WHO, FDA, CDC, AMA and we've got a healthy world again 
The Big Pharma global coup d'état that we're experiencing right now is a scaled-up version of what 
Anthony Fauci did to Dr Judy Mikovits repeatedly over the course of decades, while they were 
colleagues at the NIH. 
We've run a few videos with Mikovits over the past month but this one is very important, not only 
because of how her story crystallizes the situation of the entire human race at this moment, at the 
hands of a medical establishment that can only be described as evil but because, unlike previous 
interviews with her, it contains some real solutions to the monumental corruption of the healthcare 
industry that's at the heart of the rot of our civilization. 
Incredibly, Mikovits survived her ordeal. I feel very strongly that she represents a major turning 
point in the history of the West and that we are at the precipice of a transformative moment that is 
very positive for humanity. 
This is Part 1 of the documentary, 'PLANDEMIC', coming out this summer. The producers will be 
releasing a series of these vignettes prior to the film's completion. 
Filmmaker Mikki Willis, interviewing Dr Judy Mikovits here says that most people in her situation 
would have taken an early retirement and laid low, "But you decided to come forth when your gag 
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order was released to write a book called 'Plague of Corruption: Restoring Faith in the Promise of 
Science' and you are naming names. 
Apparently, their attempt to silence you has failed and I have to ask, how do you sit here with 
confidence to call out these great forces and not fear for your life, as you leave this building?" 
She replies, "Because, if we don't stop this now, we can not only forget our Republic and our 
freedom, but we can forget humanity, because we'll be killed by this agenda." 
HIV/AIDS 
Mikovits describes how Fauci held up for several months the publication of the paper on her work 
with Dr Frank Ruscetti that confirmed the findings of French virologist, Luc Montagnier, who'd 
isolated HIV from saliva and blood. Fauci's associate, alowing Robert Gallo to steal their data and 
write his own paper, taking all the credit. 
"Of course, patents were involved," she says. "This delay of the confirmation literally led to 
spreading the virus around, killing millions... 
"Think of how many people. The entire continent of Africa lost a generation, as that virus was 
spread through, because of the arrogance of a group of people - and it includes Robert Redfield, 
who's now the head of the CDC, right along with Tony Fauci. They were working together to take 
credit and make money and they had the patents on it and tailored them to Interleukin-2 therapy, 
which was absolutely the wrong therapy. 
"And had that not happened, millions wouldn't have died from HIV." 
CONFLICTS OF INTEREST: REPEAL THE BAYH-DOLE ACT 
Mikki Willis asks, "How can a man...who's giving global advice for health own a patent in the 
solution, in the vaccine? Isn't that a conflict of interest - or shouldn't it be?" 
She says, "It is a conflict of interest and in fact, this is one of the things that I've been saying and 
would like to say to President Trump: Repeal the Bayh-Dole Act. That Act gave government 
workers the right to patent their discoveries. To claim intellectual property for discoveries that the 
taxpayer paid for. Ever since that happened in the early '80s, it destroyed science and this allowed 
the development of those conflicts of interests and this is the crime behind letting somebody, like 
Bill Gates with billions of dollars - nobody elected him - he has no medical background, he has no 
expertise, but we let people like that have a voice in this country, while we destroy the lives of 
millions of people." 
Mikki Willis says, "If we activate mandatory vaccines globally, I imagine these people stand to 
make hundreds of billions of dollars, that own the vaccines." 
"And they'll kill millions," she says, "as they already have with their vaccines. There is no vaccine 
currently on the schedule for any RNA virus that works." 
Mikovits says she's not an anti-vaxxer and she endorses immune therapies, like Interferon-alpha. 
"My job is to develop immune therapies but that's what vaccines are." 
WAS THE CORONAVIRUS CREATED IN A LAB? 
When asked whether the virus was created in a laboratory, she responds, "I wouldn't use the word 
'created' but you can't say 'naturally-occurring'... Somebody didn't go to a market, get a bat - the 
virus didn't jump directly to humans that's not how it works." 
She describes the occurrence of the novel coronavirus (SARS-CoV2) as accelerated viral 
evolution. "If it was a natural occurrence, it would take it up to 800 years to occur. This occurred 
from SARS-CoV1, within a decade. That's not naturally-occurring." 
Mikovits is positive that the SARS-CoV2 virus was developed, "Between the North Carolina 
Laboratories, Fort Detrick US Army Research Institute of Infectious Disease and the Wuhan 
Laboratory." 
As we all now know, $3.7 million flowed from the National Institutes of Health to the Wuhan lab in 
China, the same lab where many people have said that this corona virus infection first originated. 
We also now know that NIAID, the NIH department of which Anthony Fauci is in control had 
already been conducting experiments with the Wuhan lab with coronaviruses. 
If Anthony Fauci cannot be honest with the public about his connection to the Wuhan lab, then 
Fauci is probably lying about everything. 
In 1999, Mikovits was working in Fort Detrick, where she says, "My job was to teach Ebola how to 
infect human cells without killing them. Ebola couldn't infect human cells until we took it in the 
laboratories and taught them." 
MURDEROUS MEDICARE FRAUD 
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Willis and Mikovits then turn to the discussion of the inflated numbers of cases and deaths 
attributed to COVID-19, citing the many doctors and nurses who have taken to social media to 
voice their concern about the protocols that the CDC had given them. 
She says, "Medicare has been paying hospitals $13,000 for every COVID-19 admission. If that 
COVID-19 patient goes on a ventilator, they get $39,000. 
"And you've killed them with the ventilator, because you gave them the wrong treatment.” 
With hospitals prohibited from treating anything except for emergencies and COVID-19 cases, 
they're being incentivized to murder their patients with the "approved" modalities in order to stay 
afloat. This horrible bind crystallizes the complete evil of our Beast System of healthcare. 
ITALY 
Willis then asks her what happened in Italy, that they were so hard-hit? 
"Italy has a very old population, they're very sick, with inflammatory disorders. They got, at the 
beginning of 2019 an untested new form of influenza vaccine that had four different strains of 
influenza, including the highly-pathogenic H1N1. 
"That vaccine was grown in a cell line, a dog cell line. Dogs have lots of coronaviruses and that's 
why they're not testing there. You could just say, 'Oh, it was that.'" 
CHLOROQUINES 
In a survey polling nearly 2,300 doctors in some 30 countries, hydroxychloroquine was ranked as 
the most effective medication to treat the virus. 
Yet, the Governors of Michigan, Nevada and Arizona enacted executive orders to prohibit its 
prescription to COVID-19 patients and the AMA threatened doctors with the loss of their licenses if 
they prescribe this class of drug, that's been on the list of essential medicine worldwide for 70 
years! 
As for Fauci, he has called the real-time results of hydroxy-chloroquine treatment "anecdotal", this, 
despite the fact that the NIH published a study in 2005 that said, "concentrations of 10 μM [of 
hydroxychloroquine] completely abolished SARS-CoV infection." 
Furthermore, in March 2020, the International Journal of Antimicrobial Agents published an article 
that said: 
"In vitro, chloroquine appears as a versatile bioactive agent reported to possess antiviral activity 
against RNA viruses as diverse as rabies, poliovirus, HIV, hepatitis A, hepatitis C, influenza A and 
B, influenza A H5N1, Chikungunya, Dengue, Zika, Lassa virus, Hendra and Nipah, Crimean–
Congo hemorrhagic fever, and Ebola, as well as various DNA viruses, such as hepatitis B, and 
herpes simplex virus." 
Mikovits says, "It's not 'storytelling' if we have thousands of pages of data saying it's effective 
against these families of viruses. 
"For 50 cents a dose, we could protect a thousand people for seven days, two doses a day with 
one $600 vial and that hasn't been done. 
PATENTED MEDICINE 
"This is essential medicine and they keep it from the people - not only now, but back in autism, with 
our discovery [of] an old antiviral drug, a hundred-year-old drug called Suramin, on the WHO list of 
essential medicine. It literally gave kids with autism a voice, a life! 
"What did Bayer and Monsanto do? They took it away from everybody. You couldn't get it to save 
your life and we tried, believe me - every way we could. 
"So, when you take away a medicine - and not just the WHO, the FDA, the CDC, Tony Fauci…" 
Mikovits believes these agencies all need to be shut down. "Close everything. Just end it all and 
we've got a healthy world again - and we’ve got tons of money, because we can take all that 
money they're making on their patents and we can give it to the victims of this Plague of 
Corruption." 
Willis then asks, "Is it safe to say that anything that cannot be patented has been shut down 
intentionally, because there's no way to profit from it? All these natural remedies that we have had 
forever?” 
"Absolutely, that's fair to say and that's exactly what's going on in COVID-19. The game is to 
prevent the therapies till everyone is infected and push the vaccines, knowing that the flu vaccines 
increase the odds by 36% of getting COVID-19." 
Willis asks, "Where does that data come from?" 
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"A publication last year, where the military who had been vaccinated with influenza were more 
susceptible to coronaviruses. Coronaviruses are in every animal, so if you've ever had a flu 
vaccine, you were injected with coronaviruses… 
MASKS MAKE NO SENSE 
"And then to put on a mask - it doesn’t make sense. Wearing the mask literally activates your own 
virus. You're getting sick from your own reactivated coronavirus expressions and if it happens to be 
SARS-CoV2, then you've got a big problem.” 
Willis says, "You're not the first biologists who has told me that we're doing the exact opposite of 
what we should be doing to contain and to create immunity from this virus." 
Mikovits says, "Why would you close the beach? You've got sequences in the soil, in the sand. 
You've got healing microbes in the ocean, in the salt water. That's insanity! 
Willis comments, "These institutions that are polluting our environment and our bodies, there was a 
time when they actually had to fight their own battles. But they've done such a great job at 
manipulating the masses...and the Big Tech platforms follow suit and they shut everything down. 
There’s no dissenting voices allowed, anymore in this free country, which is something I never 
thought I would live to see." 
"Nor would I, except what I've experienced since 2011. It's beyond comprehension, how a society 
can be so fooled, that the types of propaganda continue, to where they're just driving us to hate 
each other. 
"This is the wake-up call, for all America to realize this makes no sense and we win, because it will 
take down the whole program, with information like this and and for me, it's the great news that the 
doctors are waking up and saying, 'Wait a minute…' 
"So, it's not the scientists who are in any way dishonest, they're listening to people who for more 
than 40 years have controlled who gets funded, what gets published. And I'm sorry to say, many, 
many people will simply take the money and the fame and support things that absolutely aren't 
true." 
A MESSAGE TO DOCTORS 
Willis asks, "What do you say to the medical professionals that are just beginning to get a glimpse 
of the depth to which they have been misled and steered away from their oath to do no harm?" 
"I say forgive yourselves. It's the hardest thing to realize - for all of us, is that, with all the best 
intention, we studied, we learned what we thought was the truth. We had no idea that the data that 
we were being told was true was not true. 
"We've been taught now, in our schools a very different science. You don't get funded if you don't 
speak the party line. You don't get published. That was probably the hardest thing for me to take, is 
understanding that scientific journals would twist the discovery that should have healed all." 
"So, what we did, ever since I got out of jail, we started an education company. We wake up 
doctors and it's very difficult, but every doctor who realized they may have been part of the 
problem has now turned that around to march toward a better society and restore faith in the 
promise of medicine. That's all we can do." 
"Well, Dr Mikovits, thank you so much for your time it's been a real honor to sit here with you and 
particularly, thank you for your courage." 
"Thank You Mikki, I appreciate a lot." 

 
2.5.20 - Crop circle blames genocidist Gates for coronavirus: 
https://m.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=3094950137191849&id=100000306805706&set=a.105472049473021&refid=52&__ccr=ARbj8-
_jAx7QQnzfflKYppDfrm-LxjVMPE2adhweSDyJzg&__tn__=EH-R 
 
1.5.20 - Whistleblower claims hospitals are still deliberately 
sending elderly patients to care homes 'to die' by discharging 
them before Covid-19 test results come through - as part of 'soul 
destroying' culture of freeing up beds: 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-8274403/Whistleblower-
claims-elderly-Covid-19-patients-sent-die-care-homes.html 

 Source claims government strategies have led to a culture of 
'freeing up beds' 

 Argues hospital bosses are 'basically accountants' treating 
people like numbers 

 Admits it's 'soul destroying' watching people being sent to care 
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homes to die 
 Says it's against human rights as denied hospital treatment they're entitled to  
 Told anecdotally 50% of Covid-19 patients sent to care homes expected to die 

 
___________________ BACK TO CONTENTS ___________________ 

 
COVIDIOTIC 
 
Wise government/media edicts compiled: https://www.brasscheck.com/video/time-for-a-
laugh/?omhide=true 
 

 
 
95% of the seats taken on a flight is now a crisis. The world was crazy before - today it's 
clinically insane: https://www.davidicke.com/article/569639/95-seats-taken-flight-now-crisis-
world-crazy-today-clinically-insane 
Passengers complaining that Aer Lingus was not practising social distancing – on a flight where all 
the passengers and crew are breathing the same recycled air.  Are you kidding me? 
 
AUSTRIA: Öffentliches Küssen wird unter Strafe gestellt 
 Obwohl am kommenden Wochenende die Ausgangssperre in Österreich ausläuft, müssen sich 
die Menschen dennoch weiter auf massive Einschränkungen in ihrem Leben einstellen. So hat 
Gesundheitsminister Rudi Anschober (Grüne) jetzt auch anklingen lassen, dass Paare, die sich 
öffentlich küssen, mit Strafen rechnen müssen. 
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 https://www.unsertirol24.com/2020/04/29/oeffentliches-kuessen-wird-unter-strafe-gestellt/ 
The “Health” minister in Austria (obviously a complete loony) has warned couples not to kiss in 
public, or they will be subject to police fines. 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
Coronavirus: Police hunt for person taking daily walk dressed as ‘terrifying’ 
plague doctor: https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/coronavirus-

plague-doctor-hellesdon-norfolk-police-
a9489781.html?utm_referrer=https%3A%2F%2Fzen.yandex.com&utm_campaig

n=dbr 
Suburban resident says she saw someone strolling around in ‘full black suit’ 
despite warm sunny weather 
… Photos of people dressed in similar garb, for example, while shopping, have 
circulated widely online during the pandemic. 
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… Norfolk Police said they wanted to speak to the individual to give “words of advice” about how 
wearing the costume on walks could affect others in the local area. 
…  “Scared the life out of my missus. Terrifying for kids,” another person wrote on the community 
social media page, according to the BBC. 
[Ed. The Independent used to be a quality newspaper.  I suppose they don’t exist any more.  It’s all 
just GIGO.] 
 

Police Bust Pub Illegally Operating And Find Drinkers 
Inside 'Hiding In Cupboards':  
[Ed. What, no pictures of the people hiding in cubpoards?] 
Pubs in the UK have been shut for weeks in a bid to 
prevent the spread of the coronavirus. 
Millions of people have been gagging for a beer at their 
local, however we're all staying home so that we keep the 
number of new Covid-19 cases as low as possible. 
But police have been shocked to find a small group of 

people and a pub flouting the rules. 
Officers got a tip-off from an anonymous source that The Pitsmoor Hotel in Sheffield, England was 
still operating and people were heading in to have a tipple. 
When they busted the joint, cops say they found people hiding to avoid capture. 
South Yorkshire Police liquor licensing manager John O'Malley said in a statement: "Officers 
attended the premises and found a number of people hiding in cupboards. The pub was clearly still 
open for business. 
"What makes this more significant, is that the license holder has already been served a prohibition 
notice under the legislation for another premise. 
"Licences for both venues are now under review by ourselves and Sheffield City Council, so there 
could be long-term implications for these businesses." 
 

 
 

___________________ BACK TO CONTENTS ___________________ 
 
CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY 
 
6.5.20 - Should Fauci face the death penalty if guilty of building weapons against humanity: 
https://www.naturalnews.com/2020-05-05-should-death-science-operatives-like-dr-fauci-face-the-
death-sentence-if-found-guilty-of-collaborating-to-build-the-wuhan-coronavirus-bioweapon.html 
After learning that Dr. Fauci funneled money into the communist Wuhan virology lab to build a 
biological weapon that was specifically designed via "gain-of-function" research to target human 
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physiology, we ask the question that's on everyone's mind: Should Dr. Fauci and other "death 
science" collaborators face the death penalty if found guilty? 
Today the world is at 262,000 deaths from the coronavirus, which means the virus is doing 
precisely what it was engineered to accomplish: Mass death and depopulation. It was built with 
that purpose in mind. Shouldn't the people who built it be held accountable for their crimes against 
humanity?  

29.4.20 - Seven British families tell how their 
children have suffered tell-tale symptoms of 
'inflammatory syndrome' linked to COVID-19 as 
officials investigate mysterious spike in number of 
youngsters being admitted to intensive care with 
serious condition: https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-
8268809/More-families-come-forward-children-suffer-inflammatory-disease-
linked-coronavirus.html 

 Health officials sounded alarm after 'surge' in 
number of children hospitalised with mysterious 
complication 

 Six families have come forward after their 
children suffered tell-tale symptoms of the inflammatory 
disease 

 Some claim they've been denied coronavirus 
tests, leaving them in the dark about whether the two 
are linked 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
23.4.20 - BILL GATES: A menace to society who 
must be arrested and prosecuted for crimes 
against humanity: 
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=12320 
Billionaire Bill Gates went from creating back doors 
for computer viruses … to creating back doors for 
corona viruses 
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8.5.20 - Maria Farmer Drops Epstein Truth Bombs - The Can't Miss Interview: 
https://www.davidicke.com/article/569878/maria-farmer-drops-epstein-truth-bombs-cant-miss-
interview 

___________________ BACK TO CONTENTS ___________________ 

5G ROLLOUT 
 
Information: http://toxi.com/5g 
 
MUST-WATCH (VERY SHORT) - Reprise: Mobile phone vs. steel wool: how your iphone will 
damage your brain: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_UdkaypjXBo 
 
4.5.20 - 5G Antenna Installed On Mt. Everest Using Yaks to Transport Equipment. Seriously: 
https://www.activistpost.com/2020/05/5g-antenna-installed-on-mt-everest-using-yaks-to-transport-
equipment-
seriously.html?utm_source=Activist+Post+Subscribers&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=05a1
e43232-RSS_EMAIL_CAMPAIGN&utm_term=0_b0c7fb76bd-05a1e43232-387838753 
According to new reports, yaks lugged eight tonnes of equipment up Mount Everest to install the 
world’s highest 5G antenna at an altitude of 6,500 meters (~21,325 feet). The mobile carriers 
responsible for the 5G installation are China Mobile Hong Kong and Huawei. Read the news here. 

___________________ BACK TO CONTENTS ___________________ 

DISINFORMATION 
 
25.3.20 - Why Coronavirus May Be a Good Thing: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aALZFDg0TfY&feature=youtu.be 
 
24.4.20 - CDC's numbers 100% destroyed by factual evidence: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nlnNZ9RrS9Q&feature=emb_logo 
 
30.4.20 - STUCK ON RED Over-50s should be kept in lockdown longer and fined if they can’t 
prove their age when leaving house, experts claim: 
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/11513839/over-50s-lockdown-longer-
coronavirus/?utm_referrer=https%3A%2F%2Fzen.yandex.com&utm_campaign=dbr 

___________________ BACK TO CONTENTS ___________________ 

DISSENT 
 

3.5.20 - Lockdown Protests - The Great Awakening 
WorldWide (Huge Compilation May 2020): 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ogSUPHQJE2A 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Demo outside the lying BBC: 'Stick Your New World Order 
Up Your Arse' live @ the bbc: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=niveDrQHFio&feature=y
outu.be 
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4.5.20 – Judicial Watch files a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) lawsuit against the U.S. 
Department of Health & Human Services https://www.judicialwatch.org/press-releases/fauci-
who-
records/?utm_source=deployer&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=tipsheet&utm_term=member
s&utm_content=20200504153152 
Judicial Watch announced today that it filed a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) lawsuit on behalf 
of the Daily Caller News Foundation against the U.S. Department of Health & Human Services 
(HHS) for communications and other records of National Institute of Allergies and Infectious 
Diseases Director Anthony Fauci and Deputy Director H. Clifford Lane with and about the World 
Health Organization (WHO) concerning the novel coronavirus (Daily Caller News Foundation v. 
U.S. Department Justice (No. 1:20-cv-01149)). 
The suit was filed after HHS failed to respond to an April 1, 2020, FOIA request seeking: 

 Communications between Dr. Fauci and Deputy Director Lane and World Health Organization 
officials concerning the novel coronavirus. 

 Communications of Dr. Fauci and Deputy Director Lane concerning WHO, WHO official Bruce 
Aylward, WHO Director General Tedros Anhanom, and China. 
The time period for the request is January 1, 2020 to April 1, 2020. 
Additionally, the DCNF requested and was granted expedited processing of its request. 
In March 2020, Fauci praised the work of the WHO and their chairman, Dr. Tedros Adhanom 
Ghebreyesus, saying: “Tedros is really an outstanding person … I mean, obviously, over the years 
anyone who says that the WHO has not had problems has not been watching the WHO. But I think 
under his leadership they’ve done very well.” 
In April, President Trump announced a halt to funding the World Health Organization. According 
to the president, the WHO put “political correctness over lifesaving measures.” Additionally, 
President Trump said: “The WHO failed in this duty, and must be held accountable,” adding that 
the WHO ignored “credible information” in December 2019 that the virus could be transmitted from 
human to human. 
Daily Caller News Foundation Co-Founder and President Neil Patel said: “This virus has killed 
hundreds of thousands of people and turned the whole world upside down. We know that China 
and WHO could have done a lot more to prevent or reduce this catastrophe. We therefore have a 
legitimate and urgent news purpose for seeking these documents regarding U.S. officials’ 
communications with WHO and demand that the agencies in question stop stalling and start 
following the law that entitles us to this vital information.” 
“It is urgent that the NIH follow transparency law during the coronavirus crisis,” said Judicial Watch 
President Tom Fitton. “It is of significant public interest to learn what WHO was telling our top 
medical officials about the coronavirus that originated in China.” 
 
1.5.20 - California begins to defy governors’ orders as county reopens and beach remains 
open: https://needtoknow.news/2020/05/california-begins-to-defy-governors-orders-as-county-
reopens-and-beach-remains-open/?utm_source=rss&utm_medium=rss&utm_campaign=california-
begins-to-defy-governors-orders-as-county-reopens-and-beach-remains-open 
 
1.5.20 - Boris Johnson faces court battle as businessman Simon Dolan argues lockdown is 
ILLEGAL: https://www.express.co.uk/news/uk/1276697/Boris-johnson-coronavirus-lockdown-
illegal-court-judicial-review-simon-dolan 
 
2.5.20 - Germany chaos: Riots erupt on streets of Berlin as 'illegal' protests defy COVID-19 
rules 
GERMANY faced chaos on Friday as hundreds of angry protestors defied a ban on public 
gatherings in Berlin to mark a national holiday, with roughly 5,000 police officers deployed 
to break up the disorder: https://www.express.co.uk/news/world/1276879/Germany-latest-news-Berlin-protest-Merkel-
Labor-Day-riot-police-clash-arrest-video?utm_source=Selectmedia&utm_medium=carousel&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+daily-express-
news-showbiz+%28Express+%3A%3A+News+%2F+Showbiz+Feed%29 
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ENTERTAINMENT 

 
Mobile (2007) starring Michael Kitchen, Keith Allen, Sunetra 
Sarker, Neil Fitzmaurice, Peter Vaughan 
 
WATCH NOW: http://www.tv.com/shows/mobile/watch/ 
Written by John Fay (Clocking off, Coronation street), Mobile is a 
three-part conspiracy thriller set against the backdrop of the Iraq war 
and the world of the multi billion pound mobile phone industry. 
Flashing back and forth to retrace vents from three very different 
perspectives in a riveting and suspense-filled drama. 
Eddie (Neil Fitzmaurice) is a mobile phone engineer diagnosed with a 
brain tumour who blames hids job for his illness. His wife, Donna 
(Julie Graham) and children are devastated but determined for him to 
enjoy the time he has left. But Eddie wants someone to pay. When a 

drug dealer is shot, and a mobile phone mast destroyed, Eddie becomes embroiled in a bizarre 
series of events as the prime suspect in a multiple murder investigation. 
Maurice Stone (Jamie Draven) is a soldier whose wife and young son are killed in a hit and run 
accident. The driver was using a mobile phone and has never been found. Maurice can’t rest until 
he has revenge. When finally rthe hit and run driver is identified, the mastermind behind the whole 
mobile phone terror campaign is finally revealed.  
Amazon.com, $11.99: https://www.amazon.com/MOBILE-Keith-
Allen/dp/B001B43IVC/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=mobile+michael+kitchen&qid=1588885531
&s=dmusic&sr=8-1 
Amazon UK, £14.99: https://www.amazon.co.uk/Mobile-DVD-Michael-
Kitchen/dp/B01I073DZS/ref=cm_cr_arp_d_product_top?ie=UTF8 
Amazon DE, €3.56: https://www.amazon.de/-
/en/dp/B000O3HFXS/ref=tmm_dvd_title_0?_encoding=UTF8&qid=1588885412&sr=1-1 
Dieser Dreiteiler steht in der guten britischen Fernsehtradition: Intelligente Geschichte, spanndes 
Erzähltempo und trickreiche Wendungen. 
Erzählt wird die Geschichte um eine Reihe von Attentaten in England - verübt jeweils mit einem 
Handy (= mobile) - aus drei Sichtweisen: Aus der Sicht des Telekommunikations-Ingenieurs, des 
Soldaten und des eigentlichen Bosses, dem Mann im Hintergrund. Jeder der drei Teile stellt einen 
dieser Charaktere in den Vordergrund. Obwohl sich also die einzelnen Erzählsegmente dabei 
wiederholen, erfährt der Zuschauer immer etwas mehr, so dass sich am Ende eine sehr schlüssige 
Story entwickelt, die nie langweilig wird. Michael Kitchen (Foyle's War) spielt gewohnt dynamisch 
und souverän. 
Großartige Fernsehunterhaltung ... wie sie eben nur die Briten hinbekommen. Absolut 
empfehlenswert!  

___________________ BACK TO CONTENTS ___________________ 

ESSENTIAL READING (ongoing) 
 
Summary of Invisible Rainbow: A History of Electricity and Life (8 languages): 
https://www.5gexposed.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/English-Summary-of-The- 
Invisible-Rainbow-A-History-of-Electricity-and-Life-3.pdf (links to all 8 languages) or at 
https://phibetaiota.net/2020/02/arthur-firstenberg-the-invisible-rainbow-a-history-of-electricity-and-
life-radiation-sickness-explains-all-past-and-present-flu-outbreaks-including-wuhan-virus-and-
radiation-sickness-on-cruise-shi/ 
 
Una historia de electricidad y vida: Video - Libro de Arthur Firstenberg. El Arcoiris Invisible: 
Una historia de electricidad y vida: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ueei7Buwpb8&list=PLvjgztX_Uo3Z1v5XL2THK7VgkpklOj5SL&
index=14&t=0s 
El arco iris invisible - Una historia de la electricidad y de la Vida (Resumen -13 páginas): 
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https://secureservercdn.net/160.153.137.210/2j4.95e.myftpupload.com/wp-
content/uploads/2020/03/El-arco-iris-invisible-Una-historia-de-la-electricidad-y-de-la-Vida-
Resumen-13-páginas-.pdf 
L'arc-en-ciel invisible Une histoire de l'électricité et de la Vie Résumé informatif (Resumen -
7 páginas): https://secureservercdn.net/160.153.137.210/2j4.95e.myftpupload.com/wp-
content/uploads/2020/03/El-arco-iris-invisible-Una-historia-de-la-electricidad-y-de-la-Vida-
Resumen-7-páginas.pdf 

___________________ BACK TO CONTENTS ___________________ 

5G / CORONAVIRUS HEALTH ASPECTS 
 
There is clearly a correlation between wireless technology (all and not just 5G) and what is being 
called “coronavirus”: 
25.4.20 – Study shows direct correlation between 5G networks and “coronavirus” outbreaks 
http://www.radiationdangers.com/5g/study-shows-direct-correlation-between-5g-networks-and-
coronavirus-outbreaks-2/ 
Video: A colleague has now produced English subtitling for Bartomeu Payeras i Cifre's commentary 
on his study on the correlation between coronavirus and 5G and it makes very interesting 
watching.  Here is the link: http://wake-up.acordem.com/blog/33441// 
22.4.20 – Data analysis - Magda Havas - Covid-19 cases per million are 95% higher in US 
states with 5G: https://magdahavas.com/5g-and-mm-waves/is-there-an-association-between-
covid-19-cases-deaths-and-5g-in-the-united-states/ 
 
The 5G Space Appeal newsletter below also presents further proof of the correlation in 
terms of bird deaths in Germany and the cruise ships. 

 
 

The newsletter of the International Appeal to Stop 5G on Earth and in Space 
written by Arthur Firstenberg. 
 

THE EVIDENCE MOUNTS 

 

THE WORLD, accustomed to blaming every illness on a bacterium or virus, has been ignoring the enemy 

that we have invited in and mistaken for a friend. The evidence is mounting, not only that it is futile to try 

to hide from a microscopic gene sequence that has already flooded the earth, over which we have no 

control, but that the illnesses that are being blamed on that virus, and which rightly terrify us, are in part 

caused by an enemy that we ourselves have created, and that we have refused to recognize as the mortal 

threat that it is. 

 

It is not a coincidence that Wuhan, China turned on its first 5G communication network just two weeks 

before the first known person became ill there with a disease that has since shut down the world. It is not a 

coincidence that the Diamond Princess cruise ship set sail with 5G satellite communication antennas on 

board, immediately before the same disease sickened hundreds of its passengers. It is not a coincidence 

that Germany, this spring, brought 4G-LTE technology for the first time to areas near its borders 

immediately before small birds began dying in large numbers in precisely those areas. 
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Viruses are constituent elements of life on Earth. Microwave radiation is foreign and lethal to life on Earth. 

It is time that humanity recognizes these facts. 

 

THE DIAMOND PRINCESS 

 

On February 3, 2020, the Diamond Princess cruise ship was quarantined in Yokohama, Japan after a 

passenger had tested positive for COVID-19. Ultimately, 381 passengers and crew members became sick, 

and 14 died. It later emerged that COVID-19 had probably spread throughout the ship before the 

quarantine began. The quarantine -- on the ship as in the rest of society -- was a futile attempt to control 

the uncontrollable, like plugging up a hole in a dam, or a thousand or a million holes, while most of the 

water is actually washing over the dam and flooding on top of us. 

  

On February 3, 2020, the same day the Diamond Princess was quarantined, the satellite company SES put 

out a press release advertising “the best WiFi at sea” and announcing that Princess Cruises would be using 

a “hybrid medium earth orbit (MEO) and geostationary (GEO) network” to become “the first cruise ships to 

access SES’s ground-breaking O3b mPOWER satellite-based communications system.” 

 

mPOWER uses beam-forming technology and frequencies from 17 to 30 GHz and SES boasts that its 

satellite system is part of the global 5G network. “We offer the fastest wifi on the high seas making it easier 

for you to stream movies, stay connected on social media and even text with friends and family on board 

with you!” advertises Princess Cruises. Each Princess ship has 7,000 sensors, 650 wall-mounted touchscreen 

devices, 1,780 WiFi access points, 4,030 digital displays in private rooms, and 75 miles of cable. The 

antennas on the ships that communicate with the satellites are huge globes that look like this: 

 

 
 

mPower was operating on the Diamond Princess at the time of the coronavirus outbreak. A photograph of 

the Diamond Princess on February 5, 2020 while it was quarantined in Yokohama shows the five antenna 

globes that it had on board: 

 

 
 

SOCIAL DISTANCING FOR BIRDS? 

 

“A previously unidentifed disease is currently threatening blue tits, great tits and other small songbirds 

across Germany,” reported the German conservation organization NABU. The first cases were reported on 

March 11, 2020, and by April 21 the number of reported sick and dead birds was around 26,000. Although 

this disease is being blamed on a bacterium, its resemblance to COVID-19 cannot be avoided. The birds are 

being described as “apathetic birds with breathing problems.” They cannot eat, appear to be 
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“unquenchably thirsty,” and then die. Extreme thirst is a widely-reported effect of microwave radiation. It 

is also commonly reported in cases of COVID-19. 

  

Absurdly, NABU is telling people to stop providing feeding stations and water sources in order to enforce 

“social distancing” for birds. NABU has published a map of German regions showing the number of 

reported tit deaths per 100,000 inhabitants: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The highest number of bird deaths is occurring along the Mosel River and in the region around Oldenburg 

in Lower Saxony. These are areas where Vodafone announced in a press release on April 10, 2020 that it 

had just expanded its 4G-LTE cell tower network. Vodafone said it had closed "one of the nastiest radio 

holes" in Lower Saxony, and there had previously only been 2G service along the Mosel River. “The 

company has implemented more than 1,000 LTE projects in the past few months," said Vodafone, and is 

increasing the power of 500 existing LTE stations and upgrading 260 more stations to 4G-LTE. 

 

MYSTERY DISEASE IN YOUNG CHILDREN 

 

We have been told that COVID-19 is a serious disease mainly in the elderly, and that it does not affect 

young children. Now, however, an unknown disease is being described in children in the United Kingdom, 

Spain, Italy and the United States and since many of them are testing positive for COVID-19, it is being 

blamed on that virus -- despite the fact that other children with the new disease have tested negative for 

the virus. 

 

Children are appearing with “multi-system inflammation with flu-like symptoms,” and “with blood 

parameters consistent with severe COVID-19.” The children may be agitated, confused, have severe 

difficulty breathing, have seizures, low blood pressure, inflammation of the heart, abdominal pain, skin rash 
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and, especially in teenage boys, testicular pain. The disease is being called a variant of either toxic shock 

syndrome or Kawasaki disease. But the symptoms are all classic effects of radio wave sickness. 

 

AN OCEAN OF VIRUSES 

 

The idea that we can keep from sharing viruses by wearing masks and staying a few feet away from each 

other is about as realistic as putting a mask on a fish and pretending it is going to protect it from getting 

wet. Viruses are nothing but pieces of genetic material that constitute the basis of life itself. It is coming to 

be understood that there is an ocean of bacteria and viruses that circulate in the atmosphere and travel on 

high-altitude winds around the world and between continents. And that the viruses far outnumber the 

bacteria. 

 

It has long been a mystery how, from one season to the next, an old strain of the influenza virus can be 

replaced by a new strain, at the same time all over the world. This is now being explained. A team of 

Canadian scientists, in a paper about influenza, observed that viral particles may be transported hundreds 

or thousands of kilometers before returning to the ground and that “the Far East may be a source of 

wintertime influenza viral aerosols that reach North America a week or two after they are emitted into the 

atmosphere... Thus, the entire population of the world may become exposed to airborne influenza virus. 

This may help to explain the ubiquity and persistence of this disease.” 

 

This could also explain how sailors on the Navy ship, USS Kidd, could have contracted the coronavirus 

after more than a month at sea without any contact with land. The ship left Pearl Harbor on March 20, 

2020, and the first sailor started showing symptoms of the disease on April 22. Subsequently the ship was 

quarantined in San Diego, where 64 sailors tested positive for COVID-19. 

 

But viruses are much more than vectors of disease. 

 

Viruses, wrote an international team of scientists in a paper published in 2018, “encompass much of the 

biological diversity on the planet.” There are an estimated 1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 

virus particles in the oceans alone. To determine the number of viruses circulating high in the atmosphere, 

these authors established two collection stations in the Sierra Nevada Mountains of Spain, and counted 

viruses. They found, at those locations, that between 0.3 billion and 7 billion virus particles per day were 

falling out of the air onto every square meter of land, originating from both land and ocean sources far 

away. 

“The daily deposition rates of viruses associated with aerosols <0.7 µm in size explains observations that 

identical viral sequences occur at geographically distant locations and in very different environments,” 

wrote these authors. They also found evidence that “bacteria and viruses can remain viable after 

atmospheric transport... Rather than being a negative consequence, this deposition provides a seed bank 

that should allow ecosystems to rapidly adapt to environmental changes.” 

 

“Viruses,” wrote a pair of scientists from San Diego State University ("Here a virus, there a virus, 

everywhere the same virus?"), “are ubiquitous, abundant and ecologically important in the environment.” 

 

Those who are telling us to stay home, wear masks and practice social distancing have a myopic, extremely 

limited, and wrong understanding of viruses, their function in the world, and how they circulate. The 

COVID-19 virus is already circulating on the wind, everywhere in the world. Masks, disinfectants, social 

distancing, and staying home accomplish nothing. As more than one doctor has observed, it is rational to 

quarantine the sick, but irrational to quarantine the healthy. 

 
What is dirty electricity?: https://greenwavefilters.com/dirty-electricity/ 
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2.5.20 - Cruise Ships add 1700 WIFI Hotspots: http://emrabc.ca/?p=17235 
 
7.5.20 - Dr. Rowen: Ozone REVERSES Critically Ill COVID Patients in China, and VERY 
RAPIDLY: https://healthimpactnews.com/2020/dr-rowen-ozone-reverses-critically-ill-covid-
patients-in-china-and-very-rapidly/ 
 
24.4.20 – UK Daily Star (tabloid) - Coronavirus: Activists in bizarre claim 5G could be acting 
as 'accelerator' for disease: https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/coronavirus-fears-5g-
wifi-networks-21728189 
UPDATE: This article was originally headlined "Coronavirus: Fears 5G wifi networks could be 
acting as 'accelerator' for disease" and reported on the claims of a group of 5G sceptics regarding 
Covid-19. The UK government has stated there is "no convincing evidence that 5G is 
dangerous"as long as guidelines published by the International Commission on Non-Ionizing 
Radiation Protection - recognised by the Word Health Organisation - are followed. 
 
26.4.20 - A WARNING TO THE WORLD. VIRAL Information #OperationRadiation: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DvQMIzV-
07U&feature=share&fbclid=IwAR0DgzTDCAx9tl0tQCewZNk6-
KskT6kSJGu_jnBz7Z59eeGhde6HY_Yo5Ds 
This is about the conspiracy of coronavirus, the Spanish flu of 1918 and exposes the fact that the 
grandchildren of the very same people are involved, as well as the very same insitutions … A 
MUST-WATCH. 
 
27.4.20 - Could COVID-19 be causing strokes? Know the signs: https://blogs.webmd.com/heart-
health/20200427/could-covid19-be-causing-strokes-know-the-signs?ecd=wnl_spr_050320&ctr=wnl-spr-050320_nsl-
LeadModule_cta&mb=VkDV%40dnQ5tiU%40Rg4uptsczVMmcG8Z2JYD%408ZiHliZtU%3d 
[Ed. Stroke is yet another symptom of radiation sickness.  See Is The “Coronavirus” Actually 
Radiation Sickness? by Jeanice Barcelo: http://www.radiationdangers.com/5g/is-the-coronavirus-
actually-microwave-illness/] 
A new, and frightening, expression of COVID-19 infection has surfaced. Numerous physicians 
around the world are reporting a possibly increased risk for blood clots in patients with COVID-19. 
Blood clots (what doctors call thrombosis) are particularly worrisome because of the potential 
consequences. Blood clots in the veins can travel to the lungs (which is called pulmonary 
embolus), a potentially life-threatening problem. Blood clots in the arterial system are even more 
alarming because these can lead to heart attacks, strokes, and amputations. 
COVID-19 appears to increase blood clots in both the arteries and the veins. Although all of the 
studies are small and observational at this point, one study from the Netherlands showed that 31% 
of subjects with COVID-19 in the ICU developed blood clots despite usual measures to prevent 
clotting. Another small study from China showed that 25% of the COVID-19 patients developed 
blood clots in the veins. These are shockingly high numbers. 
Physicians are particularly troubled by this possible blood clotting issue for several reasons. One is 
that the usual treatments (such as blood thinner medications) aren’t working for some patients. 
Another reason is the report of COVID-19 positive people as young as their 30’s experiencing 
large strokes that are more typically seen in a much older population. 
More information is needed to understand if this is a true correlation between COVID-19 and blood 
clotting disorder, what the mechanism is, and, most importantly, how to prevent and treat it.  
For now, be aware that there’s reason to suspect that COVID-19 could possibly put any of us at 
risk for stroke. 
So, be alert for stroke symptoms – sudden weakness, numbness, trouble speaking, seeing, or the 
onset of a severe headache without other explanation – even if you wouldn’t ordinarily need to be 
concerned about stroke risk, and even without other signs of COVID-19 infection. 
If you do experience symptoms that may be stroke-related, it is critically important to seek urgent 
medical attention. Timing is crucial because the best treatments for these types of stroke need to 
be delivered in the first 3 hours of symptoms to be most effective. As stroke neurologists like to 
say, “Time is brain.” 
And if you suspect a stroke in someone else, act F.A.S.T.: 
F.A.S.T. stands for: 
F—Face: Ask the person to smile. Does one side of the face droop? 
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A—Arms: Ask the person to raise both arms. Does one arm drift downward? 
S—Speech: Ask the person to repeat a simple phrase. Is the speech slurred or strange? 
T—Time: If you see any of these signs, call 9-1-1 right away. 
Understandably, some are reluctant to go to the hospital during the COVID-19 pandemic, but when 
it comes to a stroke, the consequences of delaying medical treatment could be devastating. Do 
not delay. Call 911 if anyone has these symptoms. 
 
3.5.20 – “Yes, Prime Minister” Stefan Löfven, but no! This is not good enough! By Olle 
Johansson: https://newsvoice.se/2020/05/stefan-lofven-5g-microwave-radiation/ 
Another crystal clear and comprehensive article by Swedish Professor Olle Johansson. Includes 
commentary on the new [and fraudulent!] ICNIRP “safety” guidelines on exposure to 
electromagnetic radiation: 
The new ICNIRP Guidelines for limiting exposure to electromagnetic fields (100 kHz – 300 GHz) 
(40 pages, including 2 Appendices), just now released to the world, can be found here. 
As Mr. Hugo Schooneveld in the Netherlands has pointed out, by March 24th, 2020, 
“in spite of the suggestions for improvement by hundreds of respondents in the 2-year preparatory 
phase, ICNIRP has refused to incorporate any health risk of the non-thermal effects of EMFs 
throughout the spectrum. ‘Such affects do not exist’, but we know better. Their frightening view is 
that the higher the 5G microwave frequencies are, the higher the supposed tolerance of the body. 
ICNIRP has ‘moved’ the skin to the category ‘extremities’, just like cornea and other superficial 
structures. The reasoning is that there is a better exchange of heat with the cooler environment, so 
that energy absorbance may be greater before the critical +5°C. will be reached. 
This is a novelty for accommodating higher power transmission for the 26 GHz antennae to come. 
We all know how precious the biological composition of human skin is and how many tissue 
components may be affected by the non-thermal effects of such millimetre waves. It is different 
from tissue heating by sunshine, it is the biological disturbance of macromolecular processes 
including gene (dis)regulation that can cause damage to the cell integrity and complex hormonal, 
immunological and nervous interactions that serve skin and body homeostasis.” 
 
1.5.20 – From Guardian News - Coronavirus: why black, Asian and minorities may be more 
at risk: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=230&v=XPF35H9RLNE&feature=emb_logo 
[Note: the inclusion of items in this Briefing does not imply endorsement.  Please exercise your 
own judgement.] 
NHS staff from black, Asian and minority ethnic backgrounds may be given roles away from the 
frontline under plans to reduce their disproportionately high death rate from Covid-19. The 
Guardian revealed last week that minority groups were over-represented by as much as 27% in 
the overall Covid-19 death toll. Additionally, 63% of the first 106 health and social care staff known 
to have died from the virus were black or Asian, according to the Health Service Journal. Senior 
reporter Haroon Siddique looks at the figures and explains why BAME people may be more at risk.  
 
7.3.20 - What happens with the 5G frequency of 60GHz to the oxygen and to our biology 
corona virus COVID-19: https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=6&v=qGf-
wqThz6I&feature=emb_logo 

___________________ BACK TO CONTENTS ___________________ 

HOAX 
 
6.5.20 – Project Veritas Exposes ‘CBS This Morning’ Crew Faking a Scene at a Michigan 
COVID Testing Site: https://www.redstate.com/elizabeth-vaughn/2020/05/06/project-veritas-exposes-cbs-news-this-morning-
crew-faking-a-scene-at-a-michigan-covid-testing-
site/?utm_source=rsmorningbriefing&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=nl&bcid=61d724a167febce3dc451e400551e837 
 
UK government advice document from 22.3.20: https://www.davidicke.com/article/569821/uk-
government-virus-advice-get-people-conform-terrify-attachments-area 
[Ed. Government instructions on propagating fear-porn.] 
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/video/coronavirus/video-2159464/Video-Sky-News-presenter-chokes-
reading-tributes-coronavirus-deaths.html?mwv_rm=rta-fallback 

 
 
6.5.20 – Elon Musk’s Twitter Avatar Is From a Video Game Where “Global Pandemic Is 
Orchestrated To Control The Population By a Secret Society”: https://www.wakingtimes.com/2020/05/06/elon-musks-twitters-avatar-

is-from-a-video-game-where-global-pandemic-is-orchestrated-to-control-the-population-by-a-secret-society/?utm_source=Waking+Times+Newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=570104c42e-
RSS_EMAIL_CAMPAIGN&utm_term=0_25f1e048c1-570104c42e-54797653 

[Ed. Seems like the Musk prototype is malfunctioning …] 
…Many of his supporters also realized that he changed his Twitter profile picture to an image from 
the video game, Deus Ex, which takes place in a future where wealthy corporations and politicians 
conspire to use an engineered illness, called “The Gray Death” to control society and enrich 
themselves in the process. 
In the game, the cure for the illness was being withheld from the poor, and kept only for the rich. It 
appeared that he may have been comparing himself to the game’s protagonist, JC Denton, but 
some commenters argued that he was more like the game’s billionaire villain, Bob Page. Others 
have argued that Musk was not comparing himself to either character, but just subtly pointing out 
the potential similarities to the current global situation. 

Musk has since changed his profile picture, but is now making 
headlines again, this time over pictures of his newborn child, 
which he claims is named “X Æ A-12.” To make matters even 
more interesting, when Musk and his girlfriend Grimes posted 
photos of the baby, they used a Snapchat filter to make it appear 
that the child had face tattoos. … 
 
5.5.20 - Woman cuts hole in face mask so that it’s easier to 
breathe: https://metro.co.uk/2020/05/04/woman-cuts-hole-face-
mask-easier-breathe-
12650146/?utm_referrer=https%3A%2F%2Fzen.yandex.com&ut
m_campaign=dbr 

 

___________________ BACK TO CONTENTS ___________________ 

NEWS 
 
Website: The corona virus- BREAKING NEWS: 
https://www.5gexposed.com/the-corona-virus/ 
 
5.5.20 - Cell tower fires spread across Quebec: 
fourth in four days: https://montreal.ctvnews.ca/cell-
tower-fires-spread-across-quebec-fourth-in-four-days-
1.4925873 
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22.4.20 - Herbert Kickl zieht Bilanz &quot;Kanzler Kurz hat Menschen bewusst in Angst und 
Schrecken versetzt!&: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3gH4zH4Cp9Q 
Member of Austrian parliament for Freedom Party has a go at the Austrian Chancellor over the 
ridiculous lockdown. 
 
28.4.20 - Gonging Gavin: An American Liberties Group Sues California’s Governor for 
Violating Citizens’ 1st and 14th Amendment Rights: https://www.redstate.com/alexparker/2020/04/28/gavin-
newsom-lawsuit-first-amendment-fourteenth-ron-givens-christine-bish-center-american-liberty-harmeet-
dhillon/?utm_source=rsmorningbriefing&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=nl&bcid=61d724a167febce3dc451e400551e837 
 
UK Coronavirus Bill (HC Bill 122): https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/bills/cbill/58-01/0122/cbill_2019-
20210122_en_4.htm?fbclid=IwAR0ZWj9u4Pc0kqAbigMoAYE4Lm_mas868JusQ-dwQ9RxBysazAh7oBkgR2w#pt1-pb13-l1g32 
Ed. Needs examining. Sounds very ominous.  Could represent the complete loss of human rights 
in the UK and the end of freedom. 
 
30.4.20 - Öffentliche Möglichkeit Dr. B. Schiffmann zu befragen (Interview durch 
Communitiy): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UVZx88YCZJY&feature=em-lbcastemail 
German doctor starting political party for freedom. 
 
1.5.20 - Incredible scenes at Michigan Capitol as anti-lockdown protesters armed with rifles 
storm Senate gallery while lawmakers wearing BULLETPROOF VESTS vote against extending 
Gov. Gretchen Whitmer's state of emergency: https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-
8275171/Hundreds-demonstrators-protest-Michigans-stay-home-orders.html 

 Demonstrators gathered at Michigan's state Capitol Thursday to protest Gov Gretchen 
Whitmer's lockdown 

 Many people at the protest, including militia group members carrying firearms, stormed the 
Capitol building  

 Men held guns while waiting for state's House of Representatives to vote on Whitmer's 
state of emergency 

 Senators wore bulletproof vests in the House Chamber as protesters shouted from outside: 
'Let us in!'   

 Ultimately, lawmakers denied the governor's request and passed a resolution authorizing 
the Speaker of the House to commence legal action, which will challenge the governor's 
actions during the pandemic 

 'American Patriot Rally' was organized by Michigan United for Liberty, and drew in 
hundreds of people 

 
6.5.20 – UK Column News - 6th May 2020: https://www.ukcolumn.org/ukcolumn-news/uk-
column-news-6th-may-2020 
START - 43rd day of house arrest in the UK…CoronaVirus statistics update 
Government ‘scientist’ Neil Ferguson resigns after breaking lockdown rules… 
The Times tries to defend him ignoring his own advice: does he believe his rules…? 
 Another look at non-lockdown area death rates versus lockdown areas 
 UK Column viewer receives email from Neil Ferguson 
 Ferguson is relying on computer models rather than reality… 
 MainStream Media ignores large discrepancies in ONS CoronaVirus figures 
 Neil Ferguson: has he really resigned…? 
 Mirror: Matt Hancock shamelessly fiddled figures to reach CoronaVirus test targets 
 Matt Hancock: malfeasance in public office resulting in thousands of deaths…? 
 Kate Hoey: is it becoming automatic for CV as contributing to be put on death certs…? 
 Douglas Carswell: the big fall in infection rate happened BEFORE compulsory lockdown 
 Will parliament discuss these lies that have caused people to die…? 
 Mail: Dominic Cummings ‘intervened at SAGE meeting to push experts to back lockdown’ 
 Still no discussion in parliament – backbench MPs are completely in the dark on the facts 
 SAGE: some members remain a secret to the public yet they have the UK locked up… 
 Why the British public needs to know every name on SAGE 
 Chief Scientific Advisor, Dept. for International Development: meet Charlotte Watts 
 Watts ties lead straight back to the Bill and Melinda Gates foundation… 
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 SAGE: political interference not independence…is their advice really impartial…? 
 Who is really running the British government…? 
 28:15 – Europe: Austrian Freedom Party’s harsh criticism of government policy 
 Austrian Freedom Party: stop making this exceptional situation permanent 
 Italian veteran MP Vittorio Sgarbi: using deaths for rhetoric is terrorism 
 USA: Dallas salon owner sentenced to seven days in jail, ordered to pay fines 
 Dallas salon owner: feeding my children is not selfish… 
[Now released: Breaking: Shelley Luther Released After Order of Texas Supreme Court, Breaks 
Down in Tears of Gratitude: https://www.redstate.com/nick-arama/2020/05/07/breaking-shelley-luther-to-be-released-by-
order-of-texas-supreme-
court/?utm_source=rsafternoonbriefing&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=nl&bcid=61d724a167febce3dc451e400551e837] 
 36:03 – Alternative View 11 livestream tickets available from UK Column website 
 37:52 – NHS social distancing App now being piloted on the Isle of Wight 
 Authors of the App hold a master key for indentifying users… 
 Guido Fawkes: NHS App rebuttal and response 
 GCHQ granted access to NHS data as privacy concerns increase 
 GCHQ works closely together with Israeli military intelligence 
 48:09 – Guardian: UK making ‘impossible demands’ over Europol database in EU talks 
 Ian R. Crane is recovering well – hoping to be released soon 
 
1.5.20 – Virus causing lorikeets to 'drop out of the sky' resurfaces in South-East 
Queensland: https://www.abc.net.au/news/2020-05-01/mysterious-virus-killing-lorikeets-in-
queensland/12205888?WT.ac=localnews_brisbane&fbclid=IwAR3aWI5EWljXj-
y7WG4Lz3dxr_dn5RN9o6V1upnOIlg85mwBpYWX48wO0ec 
 
7.5.20 – UK easing lockdown as of next Monday: https://www.dailymail.co.uk/home/index.html 
Britain’s six week coronavirus lockdown will start to be eased from Monday, Boris Johnson 
confirmed yesterday. The government is set to drop its 'Stay at Home' mantra and replace it with 
'be careful when you're out', according to one Cabinet minister. The Prime Minister is set to outline 
proposals for a 'second phase' in the battle against coronavirus on Sunday with the government is 
thought to have drawn up a draft 50-page blueprint to gradually ease lockdown in staggered steps 
between now and October. This blueprint is expected to lead to a five step roadmap to see Britain 
leave lockdown completely by Autumn. Mr Johnson wants to encourage more people to go back to 
work if they can do so safely, and will tell those using public transport to wear face masks. Step 
one, which will come in Monday, is expected to see garden centres reopen and workers return to 
businesses that stayed open during lockdown. The 'once a day' exercise rule will also be scrapped 
and police will be told to stop moving on people sunbathing or sitting on benches, provided they 
remain two metres from others. However, the plan could be altered if the UK is hit with a second 
wave of the deadly virus in the Autumn.  
 
3.5.20 – 'Happy hypoxia': unusual coronavirus effect baffles doctors: 
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/may/03/happy-hypoxia-unusual-coronavirus-effect-
baffles-doctors 
Doctors are reporting patients attending A&E with oxygen levels low enough to typically cause 
unconsciousness or even death 
Some patients who appear not in distress are found to have dangerously low oxygen levels 
 
5.5.20 - UK coronavirus adviser Neil Ferguson resigns after breaking lockdown rules: 
https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2020/may/05/uk-coronavirus-adviser-prof-neil-ferguson-
resigns-after-breaking-lockdown-rules 
Prof Neil Ferguson, the epidemiologist whose modelling helped shape Britain’s coronavirus 
lockdown strategy, has quit as a government adviser after flouting the rules by receiving visits from 
his lover at his home. 
Ferguson runs the group of scientists at Imperial College London whose projections helped 
persuade ministers of the need to impose stringent physical distancing rules, or risk the NHS being 
overwhelmed. 
In a statement on Tuesday, he said he was resigning his post on the government’s Scientific 
Advisory Group for Emergencies (Sage), over an “error of judgment”. 
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6.5.20 – Is President Trump winding down the coronavirus task force?: 
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2020/05/trump-wind-coronavirus-taskforce-live-updates-
200505233945605.html 
US President Donald Trump is winding down the taskforce leading the country's coronavirus 
response even as data shows more than 71,000 Americans have died from COVID-19, and more 
than 1.2 million have been diagnosed with the disease. 
 
6.5.20 - President of Tanzania Fires Head of COVID-19 Testing After Goat and Pawpaw Fruit 
Test Positive for the Virus: https://pjmedia.com/news-and-politics/megan-
fox/2020/05/06/president-of-tanzania-fires-head-of-covid-19-testing-after-goat-and-pawpaw-
fruit-test-positive-for-the-virus-
n388590?utm_source=pjmedia&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=nl_pm&newsletterad=
&bcid=61d724a167febce3dc451e400551e837&recip=28831344 
Somebody in Tanzania had a bad feeling about the accuracy of their Chinese virus testing and 
sent in samples from a pawpaw fruit and a goat for evaluation. They both came back positive, 
along with several other non-human samples. As a result, the president of Tanzania, John 
Magufuli, announced that the testing for COVID-19 was compromised and ordered investigations 
and firings. 
[Ed. No shit! The Tanzanians are obviously less gullible than the rest of the world.] 
 
FROM PROFESSOR OLLE JOHANSSON IN SWEDEN 
Some days ago, on April 26, 2020, together with Mr. Anders Sydborg, and Ms. Malin Tornqvist, I 
returned from yet another measurement round in private flats/houses, out in the Stockholm suburb 
Kista, where we reached peak levels of more than 554,000 µW/m2 (!) (in a flat just a few meters 
away from cell phone base stations), which was the overload limit (!) of the Tenmars TM-190 Multi-
Field EMF Meter instrument that Mr. Anders Sydborg brought with us. Also, Ms. Malin Tornqvist 
measured - with a Gigahertz NF-400 instrument - 4.3 µT (!) peak levels, from a mix of ELF and 
VLF fields, on one of their balconies, and somewhat lower inside the corresponding flat. 
We could, of course, not analyze, quantify, or associate with certainty the persons' health 
symptoms (nausea, vertigo, heart palpitations, heavy breathing, nose bleeds, 'allergic' symptoms, 
etc.) to the exposure, and we could not rule out other confounders for their health complaints, but 
my recommendation to the flat owners still is - given the seriousness of the situation - that the base 
stations immediately should be put off, and the power supply immediately removed until a 
complete investigation and remedy are performed by the house owner, the relevant authorities, 
and the Swedish government and parliament. It is completely wrong, and formally against the UN 
Human Rights Act, to force people out of their homes due to severe health issues possibly related 
to an artificial EMF source. 
(Already in November 2019, the Swedish Radiation Safety Agency measured 1,300,000 µW/m2 in 
a public square in Stockholm, so the levels were extremely high even before the current 
coronavirus/COVID-19 situation. But, on average they might now be even higher, since people 
tend to stay indoors, using their electronic gadgets much more.) 
The time for nice talk is over, as I said on April 25, 2020 … It is now time to follow in all your deep 
footsteps! Good job, from start to today! Hopefully, we will soon arrive at the finish line. 
 
3.5.20 – GERMANY - Ken Jepsen berichtet wer wirklich hinter den Covid-19 Maßnahmen in 
DE steckt und ruft dazu auf sich für die Grundrechte und Demokratie einzusetzen / Ken 
Jepsen reports who is really behind the Covid-19 measures in Germany and calls for the 
commitment to fundamental rights and democracy: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DxzMpNoZOL0&feature=youtu.be 
[2 million views] 
Heute, am 4. Mai 2020, findet eine sogenannte Geberkonferenz statt. Die BRD, so Merkel, wird 
dabei einen "substanziellen Beitrag" leisten. Konkret: Merkel bittet die Bürger darum, eine 
Finanzierungslücke von acht Milliarden Euro zu schließen. Das Geld wird gebraucht, um einen 
Impfstoff gegen Covid-19 zu entwickeln und zu produzieren, der dann sieben Milliarden Menschen 
verpasst werden soll. Ob sie wollen oder nicht. 
Merkel setzt damit den Plan der WHO um, die in Wahrheit aber nicht von den Staaten der Welt, 
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sondern von Bill & Melinda Gates kontrolliert wird. Das Ehepaar Gates finanziert die WHO 
maßgeblich und bestimmt, was weltweit an Gesundheitsmaßnahmen durchgesetzt wird. Gates 
setzt auf Impfstoffe und zieht dazu alle Register. Er kauft sich überall ein. Die Impfallianz GAVI 
wird zu 75% von ihm finanziert. Das RKI bekommt Geld von Gates. Auch Drosten von der Charité. 
Die Hopkins-Universität. Der SPIEGEL, DIE ZEIT. Und auch die meisten Firmen, die an Covid-19-
Impfstoffen forschen, werden von Gates "unterstützt". 
Der Lockdown der Republik wäre ohne die von Gates finanzierten "Berater" im Hintergrund so nie 
über die Bühne gegangen und wird erst beendet, wenn Gates sein Go gibt. Demokratie? Nein! Im 
Eilverfahren ist Merkel dabei einen Immunitätsausweis zur Pflicht zu machen, während parallel 
dazu die Tests, die bisher nötig waren um Medikamente für die BRD zuzulassen, drastisch 
verkürzt werden sollen. 
Es geht um eine Impfpflicht durch die Hintertür. Wer sich zukünftig nicht gegen Krankheiten impfen 
lässt, die die WHO, also Gates, festlegt, verliert wesentliche Teile seiner Grundrechte. Zudem 
nimmt die Merkel-Regierung Impfschäden durch nicht genügt getestete Medikament billigend in 
Kauf. Das alles ist nur möglich, da Merkel große Teile des Grundgesetztes kassiert hat. Z.B. 
Artikel 8 GG. Wer sich auf einer Demonstration gegen die Merkel-Maßnahmen erhebt, bekommt 
Probleme mit der Polizei, da er gegen das Infektionsschutzgesetz verstößt. Wer solo auf einer 
solchen Kundgebung das Grundgesetz zur Schau trägt wird verhaftet, da man im vorwirft, eine 
unerlaubte politische Botschaft zu verbreiten. Das Grundgesetz eine unerlaubte politische 
Botschaft? Wer jetzt nicht aufsteht, wacht in der Diktatur auf. 
Wir brauchen einen Corona-Untersuchungsausschuss und den bekommen wir nur über 
maximalen Druck durch die Straße. Es ist wie '89, fegen wir diese korrupte Elite aus dem Amt und 
machen wir ihr einen rechtsstaatlichen Prozess. Wir sind der Souverän. Das Grundgesetz ist 
unsere Basis. Verteidigen wir diese Basis gegen jene, die dabei sind, das Grundgesetz auf den 
Müllhaufen der Geschichte zu werfen. Wegen der "Gesundheit". Es gibt keine größere Gefahr für 
die Gesundheit, als eine Diktatur. Diktatur bedeutet gegen den Bürger durch den Staat. Die 
deutsche Geschichte sollte uns eine Mahnung sein. Sie verpflichtet uns zum Widerstand. Art. 20 
GG! 
ROUGH TRANSLATION 
Today, 4 May 2020, a so-called donor conference will take place. According to Merkel, the Federal 
Republic of Germany will make a "substantial contribution". Specifically, Merkel is asking citizens 
to close a funding gap of eight billion euros. The money is needed to develop and produce a 
vaccine against Covid-19, which will then be missed [??] by seven billion people. Whether you like 
it or not. 
Merkel is thus implementing the WHO Plan, which in reality is not controlled by the states of the 
world, but by Bill & Melinda Gates. The Gates couple finances the WHO significantly and 
determines what health measures are enforced worldwide. Gates relies on vaccines and pulls out 
all the stops. He buys everywhere. 75% of the GAVI Vaccine Alliance is financed by him. The RKI 
gets money from Gates. Also Drosten from the Charité. The Hopkins University. The mirror, time. 
And most companies researching Covid-19 vaccines are also "supported" by Gates. 
The Lockdown of the Republic would never have happened without the Gates-funded 
"consultants" in the background and will only be ended when Gates gives his Go. Democracy? No! 
In the urgent procedure, Merkel is to make an immunity card mandatory, while in parallel the tests, 
which were previously necessary to allow drugs for the Federal Republic of Germany, are to be 
drastically shortened. 
It's about compulsory vaccination through the back door. Those who cannot be vaccinated against 
diseases that the WHO, i.e. Gates, determines in the future, lose essential parts of their 
fundamental rights. In addition, the Merkel government accepts vaccine damage by not sufficiently 
tested drug cheaply. All this is only possible because Merkel has collected [??] large parts of the 
Basic Law. For example, article 8 of the basic law. Anyone who rises up against the Merkel 
measures at a demonstration gets problems with the police, because he violates the Infection 
Protection Act. Who solo at such a rally the Basic Law flaunts is arrested, because one accuses 
him of spreading an illicit political message. The Basic Law an illicit political message? THOSE 
WHO DO NOT STAND UP NOW WAKE UP IN DICTATORSHIP. 
We need a Corona investigation committee and we only get it through the road with maximum 
pressure. It's like '89, let's sweep this corrupt Elite out of office and make it a constitutional 
process. We are the Sovereign. The Basic Law is our Basis. Let us defend this base against those 
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who are about to throw the Basic Law on the garbage heap of history. Because of "Health". There 
is no greater danger to health than a dictatorship. Dictatorship means against the citizen by the 
state. German history should be a warning to us. It obliges us to resist. Art. 20 GG! [emphasis 
added] 
 
4.5.20 – URGENT - "Within The NEXT Few Weeks" - Dr. Rashid Buttar: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uVPvv_5UISU&feature=emb_logo 
 
4.5.20 – Britons FURIOUS over lockdown restrictions for the elderly - 'What about the 
millennials!': https://www.express.co.uk/news/uk/1277314/Coronavirus-uk-elderly-over-70-uk-
lockdown-covid-19-deaths-Matt-
Hancock?utm_referrer=https%3A%2F%2Fzen.yandex.com&utm_campaign=dbr 
BRITONS reacted furiously following alleged plans to stop people over 70 from leaving their 
homes under lockdown plans. 
 
5.5.20 - Coronavirus horror: UK overtakes ITALY'S death toll with huge care home spike: 
https://www.express.co.uk/news/uk/1277961/coronavirus-deaths-care-home-ONS-covid-19-uk-
latest-news 
THE UK has overtaken Italy's coronavirus death toll, according to new figures released by the 
Office for National Statistics (ONS) 
There were 29,648 deaths involving coronavirus in England and Wales up to April 24, ONS data 
shows. 
The total is higher than Italy’s toll which stands at 29,079. 
ONS figures show there were 5,890 coronavirus-related deaths in care homes in England and 
Wales in the period. 
 
2.5.20 – Elon Musk wipes $14 billion off Tesla’s value with single tweet: 
https://www.unilad.co.uk/news/elon-musk-tweet-wipes-14-billion-off-teslas-
value/?utm_referrer=https%3A%2F%2Fzen.yandex.com&utm_campaign=dbr 
It isn’t unheard of for Tesla founder Elon Musk to be writing odd things on social media, but 
his latest tweet cost him a hell of a lot. 

SpaceX founder Musk took to Twitter yesterday, 
May 1, to share an array of interesting tweets – 
from the fact he was selling ‘almost all’ his 
physical possessions, to preaching about giving 
people back their freedom. 
However, one tweet in particular didn’t do his 
company Tesla any favours.  
Kicking off his tweeting spree, Musk said he 

believed the Tesla stock price is too high, which subsequently caused the company to lose a 
whopping $14 billion off Tesla’s value as investors bailed on the company, BBC News reports. 
Despite the fact the tweet went on to be liked over 150,000 times, the post went down like a lead 
balloon with other social media users who asked the 48-year-old ‘What is wrong with you?’. 
One unhappy Tesla stock holder replied the Musk’s tweet saying:  

Another annoyed Twitter user said:  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Someone else tweeted to say they had lost an eye-watering amount of money because of Musk’s 
social media habits, saying: ‘Dude…I just lost $10k because of this tweet. Wtf is wrong with u [sic]’. 
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Following his initial tweet about Tesla’s 
stock prices, Musk then shared several 
other seemingly random tweets, 
leaving his many people extremely 
confused. 
In one thread, he appeared to tweet 
the lyrics to America’s national 
anthem, The Star-Spangled Banner… 
 

 
As well as this, Musk said he was 
selling ‘almost all’ his physical 
possessions and ‘will own no house’. 
This was then followed with a tweet 
saying, ‘My gf @Grimezsz is mad at 
me’. Well, can you blame her? 
Grimes, real name Claire Elise 
Boucher, is yet to comment on the 
strange tweets from her boyfriend. 

This isn’t the first time Musk’s actions have affected Tesla’s value – back in 2018 the company lost 
a lot of money after its founder decided to smoke a joint during an interview on the Joe Rogan 
Podcast. 
Whatever’s going on with the tech mogul, I sure feel bad for his public relations department. 
 
4.5.20 -  Third doctor falls from hospital window after raising alarm about coronavirus: 
https://metro.co.uk/2020/05/04/third-doctor-falls-hospital-window-raising-alarm-about-coronavirus-
12650832/ 
… Alexander is the third hospital worker in Russia to suffer a mysterious fall from a hospital 
window after attempting to highlight conditions for coronavirus patients in the country. He suffered 
skull fractures after the fall on Saturday and is now said to be in a critical condition. Two senior 
female doctors died recently after falling from hospital windows amid reports they had challenged 
their superiors over a lack of PPE for those treating Covid-19 patients. In their initial video, Mr 
Kosyakin said: ‘Ambulance doctor Alexander Shulepov is next to me, he is just confirmed Covid-
19. The chief doctor is forcing us to work, what do we do in this situation? We are not leaving the 
shift. ‘Myself and Alexander have been working together for a month. This is the situation. 
Everyone says it’s fake (but) these are real facts for you.’ … 
 
4.5.20 – Top scientists set up ‘shadow’ SAGE committee to advise government amid 
concerns over political interference: 
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/coronavirus-sage-dominic-cummings-david-king-
a9496546.html?utm_referrer=https%3A%2F%2Fzen.yandex.com&utm_campaign=dbr 
Former UK chief scientist assembles independent group of experts 
Top scientists are setting up a shadow version of the government’s Scientific Advisory Group for 
Emergencies (Sage), amid concerns about “dangerous” political interference in advice to the 
government. 
Sir David King, a former government chief scientific adviser, has assembled a group of 
independent experts to look at how the UK could work its way out of the coronavirus lockdown. 
He said the 12-strong committee had been created “in response to concerns over the lack of 
transparency” from Sage. 
The body, which will hold its first press conference on Monday, will focus on seven key points, 
including how testing and tracing can work, and the future of social distancing. 
The presence of controversial government adviser Dominic Cummings at some Sage meetings 
prompted chief scientific adviser Sir Patrick Vallance to say a partial list of the group’s members 
would be issued “shortly”. 
Sir David, who held the post under Tony Blair and Gordon Brown’s governments, has previously 
said he would not have allowed political advisers to attend such meetings. 
The Guardian reported Sir David as saying: “Dominic Cummings has the ear of the prime minister, 
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so who is informing the prime minister about scientific advice? 
“Is it Cummings or is it the chief scientific adviser? Suddenly you get a confusion. 
“There must be a single voice taking the view of the scientific community to the prime minister, that 
is the most important thing.” 
Sir David revealed his plans for a shadow committee in The Sunday Times, adding: “I am not at all 
critical of the scientists who are putting advice before the Government ... but because there is no 
transparency, the government can say they are following scientific advice but we don’t know that 
they are.” 
Criticising Mr Cummings’s attendance at the meetings, he said: “Cummings is an adviser to the 
prime minister and the chief scientific adviser is an adviser to the prime minister. 
“So there are two voices from the scientific advisory group and I think that’s very dangerous 
because only one of the two understands the science.” 
The Guardian had previously reported that one attendee of Sage had said they felt Cummings’s 
interventions had sometimes inappropriately influenced the impartial scientific process of the 
committee. 
Another told the newspaper they were shocked at the advisor’s appearance because they believed 
the committee should be providing “unadulterated scientific advice”. 
 
4.5.20 - Nurse blows whistle on medical malpractice & neglect: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wKXhInXyS2M&feature=youtu.be 
She is assigned patients who are already dead.  Patients going into acidosis (?) and given 5 litre of 
bicarbonate after kidney failure so that they die five hours later from heart failure.  Patients wrongly 
intubated.  A patient with a heart rate of 40 given defibrillation and murdered.  And much more.  
She uses the word “murder” a number of times.  Every time she advocates for a patient, she is 
moved to another unit. 
It would appear that the above video pairs with this earlier one: 
27.4.20 - 'People are being murdered in New York hospitals and no one cares' – 
whistleblower: https://www.davidicke.com/article/568959/insane-murder-going-nyc-hospitals-
rndiscloses “Patients are left to rot and die.” “People are being murdered and no one cares.” The 
patients give consent because they are scared and they have no family with them. They are put 
straight on ventilators and not on CPAP or BIPAP. The ventilators are making people worse. In 
New York they are not using the treatments that have been successfully used elsewhere. Instead 
they are laughing about those treatments. A nurse says it’s a nightmare out of a horror movie. No 
one is being held accountable. Hundreds of nurses are waiting in hospitals to be called to help, but 
they are not being called. She recommends that people buck the system, ask for records and 
transcripts. Demand the medication that you want your family member to receive. Those speaking 
out are losing their jobs. 
 
2.5.20 - Spain's lockdown scaled back! Millions on streets as latest death toll released: 
https://www.express.co.uk/news/world/1276889/Spain-coronavirus-latest-lockdown-ends 
SPAIN is gearing up for a "mass exodus" today as millions of people of ALL ages are allowed back 
on to the streets as part of the government's coronavirus de-escalation plan. 
 
5.5.20 – Coronavirus UK: health passports 'possible in months': 
https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2020/may/03/coronavirus-health-passports-for-uk-possible-
in-months 
Tech firms are in talks with ministers about creating health passports to help Britons return safely 
to work using coronavirus testing and facial recognition. 
Facial biometrics could be used to help provide a digital certificate – sometimes known as an 
immunity passport – proving which workers have had Covid-19, as a possible way of easing the 
impact on the economy and businesses from ongoing physical distancing even after current 
lockdown measures are eased. 
The UK-based firm Onfido, which specialises in verifying people’s identities using facial biometrics, 
has delivered detailed plans to the government and is involved in a number of conversations about 
what could be rolled out across the country, it is understood. 
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Its proposals, which have reached pilot stages in other countries, could be executed within months, 
it says. The firm could use antibody tests – proving whether someone has had the virus – or 
antigen tests, which show current infections. 
 

 
 
Digital identity experts say they are in the “discovery stage” of what could be tailored for the UK 
government, but developing a type of health certificate through app technology is gaining traction. 
The government is understood to be moving away from the phrase “immunity passport” as 
evidence continues to emerge on exactly how immunity develops after someone has had Covid-
19. The World Health Organization has also issued a stark warning over attempts to give people 
false assurance through a passport scheme. 
On Monday, Boris Johnson will call on countries to come together in a “truly global effort” to defeat 
the coronavirus as he co-hosts a virtual Coronavirus Global Response International Pledging 
Conference, and confirms the UK’s promise of £388m funding for research into vaccines, tests and 
treatments. 
 It comes ahead of the prime minister outlining a “roadmap” out of lockdown, including the need to 
tackle workers’ fears of being in close proximity to others. 
Over the weekend, two firms made breakthroughs on developing antibody tests. The Swiss 
drugmaker Roche received emergency use approval from the US Food and Drug Administration 
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for a test they have developed, while Quotient, in Edinburgh, says its screening machines have 
capacity for up to 36,000 antibody tests a day and produce results in 35 minutes with 99.8% 
accuracy. 
These are lab-based tests, however, relying on blood to be taken by a medical professional and 
requiring large machines for analysis, taking time. 
The holy grail in antibody testing is a home pregnancy test-style kit that would provide almost 
instant results. So far none on the market, including 17.5m ordered by the government, have been 
demonstrated as sufficiently accurate. Typically these tests produce false negatives about half to 
70% of the time. 
Onfido, which is in talks with ministers, was founded by three former Oxford University students in 
2012 and has worked with Monzo and Zipcar. It says it has the ability to roll out a system within 
months and could be the “linchpin of the new normality” and stimulating the economy. 
Their solution would embed Onfido technology within another organisation’s app to establish 
someone’s identity. The person would be asked to take a selfie and an image of their government-
issued identification, such as a passport or driver’s licence. The technology can determine whether 
the person’s face matches their ID, and also if the ID is genuine. This creates a digital identity. 
They are then tested for coronavirus under a system endorsed by the government and the result is 
stored by another provider – in the UK this would most likely be the NHS. 
When the person goes to their workplace, they open the app, take a photo of their face and that 
unlocks a QR code. That QR code would be scanned by reception using simple camera 
technology and on their system they would see the test result and a photo of the employee’s face 
for a short time, allowing them to visually determine the identity of the person in front of them. 
The only technology a business would need to make this work would be a camera to take an 
image of the QR code as they arrive. No information about someone’s name, date of birth, address 
would be visible to the person on reception, only that they are fit to go into work. 
There are remaining questions about the extent to which the presence of antibodies in the blood 
ensures immunity. Early reports of apparent Covid-19 reinfections in South Korea now appear to 
have been explained by a combination of false negative results and because the body’s healing 
response can lead to infected cells from the lungs being expelled weeks after initial infection, 
causing people to test positive even though they are recovering. 
However, many experts still think it likely that immunity will wane over a period of months or years, 
potentially leaving people vulnerable – and some people could acquire more robust immunity than 
others. 
A government source said a form of certification system is “still on the table and being considered” 
and that conversations around this concept fall under the government’s “track and trace” plans. 

___________________ BACK TO CONTENTS ___________________ 

PROGRAMMING THE PUBLIC FOR THE NEW WORLD ORDER 

8.5.20 – Italian Leader Slams 'False COVID-19 Numbers: 25K Did Not Die, it's a way to 
Impose a Dictatorship': https://www.davidicke.com/article/569760/italian-leader-slams-false-
covid-19-numbers-25k-not-die-way-impose-dictatorship 
 
6.5.20 - UN Chief says pandemic must be used to deindustrialize West: 
https://needtoknow.news/2020/05/un-chief-says-pandemic-must-be-used-to-deindustrialize-
west/?utm_source=rss&utm_medium=rss&utm_campaign=un-chief-says-pandemic-must-be-used-
to-deindustrialize-west 
[Ed. Antonio Guterres is a member of Club of Madrid, sister organisation to the depopulationist 
Club of Rome.  He is therefore a depopulationist himself.  This is the Club of Rome agenda being 
played out.] 
We have a rare and short window of opportunity to rebuild our world for the better,' he says. 
 
6.5.20 - Climate scientists, stars call for ‘new normal’ after pandemic: 
https://www.technocracy.news/climate-scientists-stars-call-for-new-normal-after-pandemic/ 
Radical climate change agenda has now completely dovetailed with the Great Panic of 2020, 
based on COVID-19. The goal is to drive the world into the United Nations’ Sustainable 
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Development economic system, aka Technocracy. ⁃  TN Editor 
[Ed. Bunch of idiots think they are voting for a better world.  Instead they are voting for the NWO!] 
A host of celebrities and scientists including Madonna, Robert de Niro and a clutch of Nobel Prize 
winners have called for radical change in the world rather than “a return to normal” after the 
coronavirus lockdowns. 
Hollywood stars Cate Blanchett, Jane Fonda, Marion Cotillard and Monica Bellucci also added 
their names to the open letter published in the French daily Le Monde pleading for an end to 
unbridled consumerism and a “radical transformation” of economies to help save the planet. 
“We believe it is unthinkable to ‘go back to normal’,” said the letter which was also signed by Nobel 
laureates for medicine, chemistry and physics as well as peace prize winner Muhammad Yunus. 
They said the pandemic was a tragedy but it was a chance for humanity to “examine what is 
essential”. 
“Adjustments are not enough. The problem is systemic,” the letter added. 
“The ongoing ecological catastrophe is a meta-crisis. Unlike a pandemic… a global ecological 
collapse will have immeasurable consequences,” it said. 
The 200 signatories said it was time for leaders “to leave behind the unsustainable logic that still 
prevails and to undertake a profound overhaul of our goals, values, and economies. … 
 
12.4.20 - Email to Lynne McTaggart: Gift of a global plague? You are an EVIL woman!:  
https://emfmadness.wordpress.com/2020/04/12/gift-of-a-global-plague-you-are-an-evil-woman/ 

___________________ BACK TO CONTENTS ___________________ 

RESISTANCE 

Song – Do You Hear the People Sing? From Les Miserables: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HaYNVOdxp-c 
Learn the words.  If enough people learn them, you can hum them in public, find another dissenter 
and do a spontaneous flashmob (example: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l0ca5Zbi9s0) 
 
Do you hear the people sing? Do you hear the people sing 
Singing a song of angry men? Lost in the valley of the night 
It is the music of a people It is the music of a people 
Who will not be slaves again! Who are climbing to the light 
  
When the beating of your heart For the wretched of the earth 
Echoes the beating of the drums There is a flame that never dies 
There is a life about to start Even the darkest night will end 
When tomorrow comes! And the sun will rise. 
  
Will you join in our crusade? They will live again in freedom 
Who will be strong and stand with me? In the garden of the Lord 
Beyond the barricade They will walk behind the plough-share 
Is there a world you long to see? They will put away the sword 
Then join in the fight The chain will be broken 
That will give you the right to be free! And all men will have their reward! 
  
Do you hear the people sing? Will you join in our crusade? 
Singing a song of angry men? Who will be strong and stand with me? 
It is the music of a people Somewhere beyond the barricade 
Who will not be slaves again! Is there a world you long to see? 
  
When the beating of your heart Do you hear the people sing 
Echoes the beating of the drums Say, do you hear the distant drums? 
There is a life about to start It is the future that they bring 
When tomorrow comes! When tomorrow comes! 
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Will you give all you can give Will you join in our crusade? 
So that our banner may advance Who will be strong and stand with me? 
Some will fall and some will live Somewhere beyond the barricade 
Will you stand up and take your chance? Is there a world you long to see? 
The blood of the martyrs  
Will water the meadows of France! Do you hear the people sing 
 Say, do you hear the distant drums? 
Do you hear the people sing? It is the future that they bring 
Singing a song of angry men? When tomorrow comes! 
It is the music of a people Tomorrow comes! 
Who will not be slaves again Tomorrow comes! 
  
When the beating of your heart  
Echoes the beating of the drums  
There is a life about to start  
When tomorrow comes  

___________________ BACK TO CONTENTS ___________________ 

SPACE 

1.4.20 - What you should know about 5G satellites—how Musk’s sci-fi dreams are becoming 
our living nightmare: https://www.organicconsumers.org/news/what-should-know-5g-satellites-
sci-fi-dreams-musk-living-nightmare 
Companies and governments have plans to launch approximately 50,000 satellites to provide 5G 
and Wi-Fi services everywhere on Earth. Elon Musk’s SpaceX is leading these efforts with its 
planned deployment of 42,000 Starlink satellites and its goal of establishing a global network. 
To provide service, SpaceX states that it requires an infrastructure of one million on-the-ground 
antennas to connect its satellites with the ground user. In March 2020, the Federal 
Communications Commission (FCC) approved SpaceX’s ground antenna application. The almost 
400 satellites launched to date are approaching the threshold number at which SpaceX says it can 
begin supplying 5G coverage from space. This year, SpaceX plans to accelerate its satellite 
launches to an average of 120 per month (60 every two weeks).  
These low-orbit satellites not only already contaminate our night skies and interfere with 
astronomy but also promise to flood Earth with powerful, focused electromagnetic beams that emit 
radiofrequency (RF) and microwave radiation proven to adversely affect the health of humans, 
animals and plants. The satellites also may have an impact on Earth’s natural electromagnetic 
field—essential to all life on our planet—yet no national or international agency has taken action to 
evaluate, reduce, prevent or publicize the environmental impact of the satellites’ emissions. 
Meanwhile, significant effects are already occurring. 
FCC complicity 
Satellite companies must submit applications to the FCC because satellites use radiofrequencies 
that are under the agency’s purview. Just like other federal agencies, the FCC is subject to 
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) requirements, established in 1970, to develop rules 
enabling it to evaluate the environmental effects of its actions. To meet its procedural 
responsibilities under NEPA as well as stipulations of the 1996 Telecommunications Act, the FCC, 
in 1996, adopted non-mandatory exposure standards for wireless radiation. These standards are 
highly flawed because they only acknowledge thermal but not non-thermal harms and ignore the 
established harms of pulsed and modulated signals. Moreover, there are no penalties for 
exceeding the standards. 
The FCC has never assessed the impact of radiation emissions from 50,000 satellites or any other 
existing and potential adverse environmental effects. The likely reason is that the FCC interprets 
its obligations as only requiring assessment of terrestrial activities and devices due to legal 
language specifying that it focus on structures defined as a “pole, tower, base station, or other 
building”—with no explicit mention of satellites. 
As a result, the FCC has felt free to approve (without any environmental assessment) close to 
12,000 SpaceX satellites so far, and SpaceX has filed paperwork with the FCC for another 30,000. 
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Of the 12,000, the company initially proposed placing 4,425 into low-Earth-orbit (between 715 and 
823 miles above the planet’s surface) but later amended its application to put about a third of those 
in a lower 342-mile orbit. The remaining 7,500-plus satellites have permission to go into “very low” 
Earth orbit—that is, altitudes barely more than 200 miles above the Earth. According to SpaceX, 
these ultra-low-orbit satellites are necessary to reduce latency and increase transmission speeds 
in congested cities, while also enabling the company to extend Wi-Fi coverage globally. 
As if radiation from tens of thousands of satellites were not concerning enough, the FCC’s blanket 
license for up to a million ground transmitters allows SpaceX Services (a SpaceX subsidiary) to 
install terminals that will use “advanced beamforming and steerable antenna technology” to 
wirelessly connect end-users (human and machine) on the ground with the orbiting satellites. 
These “consumer-facing device[s]” could place radiation-emitting terminals directly in homes. Elon 
Musk summarizes the two-step installation of the ground antenna as “point at sky [and] plug in.” 
The Starlink satellite constellations operate in the portion of the microwave frequencies spectrum 
called the “ku-band” (11-17 GHz); the ground stations would transmit at 14-14.5 GHz while 
receiving signals from the satellites at 10.7-12.7 GHz. This is vastly different from current LTE 
networks, which operate from 700 MHz to around 6 GHz.  
A “gold rush” 
 SpaceX may be the dominant player, but it is far from the only U.S. company with plans to slather 
“every inch of the world” with emissions from low-orbit 5G satellites. Amazon—angling for a 
potential four billion new customers—plans to launch a total of 3,236 satellites and promises to 
start delivering Internet services as soon as a fifth of them are in place. Facebook is also planning 
for thousands of satellites. Finally, the Google subsidiary Loon has begun targeting “unserved and 
underserved communities” in Latin America for LTE service provided by its network 
of stratospheric balloons traveling on “the edge of space.” 
One of the major non-U.S. players taking part in the “satellite Internet gold rush” is the UK-based 
company OneWeb (backed by SoftBank Group Corp.), which launched an initial batch of six 5G 
satellites in February 2019, followed by another 34 satellites in February 2020. At the time of the 
February launch, OneWeb announced its intention to keep up launches of 30 to 36 satellites every 
month, with “full commercial global services” by 2021, well before OneWeb’s eventual total of 
5,260 satellites. However, a March 19 Bloomberg report stated that OneWeb may file for 
bankruptcy “as it grapples with high costs and stiff competition.” 
In Canada, officials from Telesat affirm that their low-Earth-orbit satellite deployments “could 
ultimately scale to 512 spacecraft.” China and Russia likewise have plans for multiple launches. 
Harmful radiofrequency and microwave radiation 
The harmful impacts of non-thermal levels of RF- and microwave-based wireless technology (from 
2G on up) are neither “potential” nor “hypothetical.” Thousands of peer-reviewed scientific studies 
have proven that epidemic-level harms are already occurring, harms that the fast-multiplying 5G 
infrastructure will further aggravate. 
Some argue that the energy emissions reaching the ground from 5G satellites are less intense 
than the emissions from ground-based transmitter antennas, but this argument ignores the fact 
that the satellites irradiate all areas of Earth, including areas not reached by other transmitters, 
leaving no place untouched by harmful manmade radiation. Moreover, the on-the-ground 
transmitters that 5G satellites require to connect satellites with end-users—one million for SpaceX 
alone—will result in massively increased intensities of RF/microwave radiation. 
In 2018, more than 200 scientists and doctors cited the large body of scientific evidence of harm 
when they submitted the 5G Appeal to the United Nations, calling for a moratorium on 5G. In the 
Appeal, these experts wrote that radiofrequency electromagnetic fields have not only been “proven 
to be harmful for humans and the environment” but that “[d]amage goes well beyond the human 
race,” with “growing evidence of harmful effects to both plants and animals.” In discussing the 
“serious hazard to public health” that 5G infrastructure on- and off-planet represents, the Appeal’s 
authors argued that “Inaction is a cost to society and is not an option anymore.”  
Earth’s natural electromagnetic system 
In addition to the 5G Appeal, an International Appeal to Stop 5G on Earth and in Space is warning 
about the potential of the satellites to interfere with the global electric circuit. As of March 29, 2020, 
the Appeal had garnered signatures from 212,661 people from 208 nations and territories 
worldwide. It warns that if tens of thousands of satellites make it into low-Earth and very-low-Earth 
orbit, they will emit extremely powerful, pulsating beams of artificial RF and microwave radiation 
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into the Earth’s ionosphere. The ionosphere—a natural source of high voltage always charged to 
an average of 300,000 volts—controls the global electrical circuit (constant for three billion years) 
that connects and vitalizes every living thing, whether bird, animal, tree or human. All life depends 
on this electromagnetic circuit for survival, yet in one fell swoop, 5G satellites have the potential to 
alter it “beyond our ability to adapt” [emphasis added]. 
Devastating harms to our night sky and astronomy 
Elon Musk’s Starlink satellites are already causing harm. As reported by Forbes and both 
professional and amateur astronomers, the light pollution produced by mega-constellations of 
satellites “pose[s] an existential threat to astronomy,” potentially ending “ground-based astronomy 
as we know it.” Musk misleadingly asserts that the Starlink satellites will have “no material effect on 
discoveries in astronomy,” despite the fact that the large and highly reflective Starlink satellites 
already in orbit are leaving a damaging light trail. The abnormal emissions of satellite-reflected light 
also do more than ruin astronomy; they interfere with the ability of migratory birds, seals, moths, 
frogs and other creatures to orient themselves and navigate at night using the starry sky. 
If SpaceX’s plans materialize, the number of its satellites will far outnumber the approximately 
9,000 stars visible to the naked eye. As of late 2019, the first 122 Starlink satellites were already 
brighter than the majority of the 9,000 stars, with only 172 starsshining brighter than Musk’s 
satellites. On January 10, 2020, concerned astronomers launched their own international appeal to 
“safeguard the astronomical sky,” requesting that Starlink launches be put on hold and asking 
governments to abide by existing treaties addressing environmental risks, including the 1967 Outer 
Space Treaty and the 2018 United Nations Guidelines for the Long-term Sustainability of Outer 
Space Activities. To date, over 1,890 professional astronomers from 48 countries have signed the 
appeal. Although Musk and SpaceX claim they will work on reducing the satellites’ reflective 
power and will “tweak” satellite orientation for astronomical experiments, SpaceX should not be 
allowed to keep launching satellites before it has addressed these serious issues and problems. 
Funding our own nightmare 
The Los Angeles Times has noted that Elon Musk has built his “empire” with billions in U.S. 
government—that is, taxpayer—subsidies. In 2017, reporters critically noted that “Like a reverse 
Robin Hood, Musk isn’t robbing from the rich and giving to the poor: He’s robbing from the working 
class and keeping it for himself.” Now, Musk is seeking an additional $16 billion in government 
subsidies for SpaceX. We all hope he will not get it, as Musk’s science-fiction dreams are fast 
becoming our nightmare reality. 
CHD v the Federal Communication Commission (FCC) 
We need your help to raise $100,000 to fund this effort. We hope that you will support this rare 
chance to take action against the FCC. Any donation would be helpful. 
Here is how to donate: 
If you would like to support our efforts by making a donation, please use one of the following 
methods: 
1. Go to the Children’s Health Defense Donate page, and under ‘Funding Options’ choose ‘Stop 
5G’ (see below). 
2. Mail a check to: 

 Children’s Health Defense 
 1227 N Peachtree Pkwy, Suite #202 
 Peachtree City, GA 30269 
3. Authorize a wire transfer to the following 
bank account: 
 Capital One Bank 
 Routing number: 065000090 
 Account Number: 3027099268 
When donating, please state that the 
donation is towards the “Stop 5G Project” 
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https://www.fool.com/investing/2020/03/12/spacex-seeks-16-billion-in-government-subsidies.aspx
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/about-us/donate/
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SOLUTIONS / INSPIRATION (ongoing) 
 
INSPIRATION FROM A CORRESPONDENT 
Yes, my friend, it is a race against time, and of course we hallucinate time. The issue is the people 
of course...some will need a building fall on their heads before they wake up. Many are discovering 
the heat has been turned up on the pot. They are about to become boiled frogs and this is the 
moment when consciousness just might kick in. And when it does confidence in government(s) will 
be GONE. 
The archons want us all to believe that tyranny is the new normal, and it will be … 
IF those of us who abandoned the pot long ago are unable to provide guidance and leadership. 
It is both/and, the system AND the people manipulating it for profit 
The wizards behind the curtain are being revealed for the (psychopaths, traitors, lizards) they are 
the time is out of joint, we were born to set it right, all of us.  That is our mandate. 
Accent on human awareness, yes...and those still half asleep with all this going on need 200 volts  
between the ears.  It is unraveling very fast now. 
I like what the Hopi nation wrote to the world 19 years ago. It is very practical advice [my 
comments added in red]: 
"TO MY FELLOW SWIMMERS" 
"We have been telling the people that this is the Eleventh Hour 
Now you must go back and tell the people that this is the Hour 
And there are things to be considered 

 Where are you living? 
 What are you doing? 
 What are your relationships? 
 Are you in the right relation? 
 Where is your water? 
 Know your garden. 
 [To these I would add: Are you dependent on Big Pharma for your health?  Big Oil for your 

transport?   
It is time to speak your truth.  [this creates alignment on the level of ethics, values, goals] 
Create your community.  [Come together with like-minded others, co- create a plan] 
Be good to each other.   [Caring, sharing, mutual regard] 
And do not look outside yourself for the leader. [this is true self-responsibility] 
There is a river flowing now very fast.  [20x faster from Jan 25!] 
It is so great and swift that there are those who will be afraid. 
They will try to hold onto the shore.  [predictable fear-based reaction to massive change] 
They will feel they are being torn apart and they will suffer greatly. 
Know the river has its destination.  [the sea: metaphor for the cosmos, collective uncsc] 
The elders say we must let go of the shore, and push off and into the river, keep our eyes open, 
and our head above the water.  [be conscious! Don’t lose your focus, don’t get dragged under.] 
See who is in there with you and Celebrate. [you will recognize brothers and sisters.  You will know 
that you are on a milestone journey] 
At this time in history, we are to take nothing personally.  [leave your religious, political, whatever 
baggage behind, it won’t travel well.] 
Least of all ourselves.  [unresolved, unforgiven past wounding will keep on wounding us]  
For the moment that we do, our spiritual growth and journey comes to a halt.   
The time of the lone wolf is over,   
Gather yourselves!  [no longer blood ties that define a tribe, community is based on common 
interest.  Understand the paradox: separation is illusion, but discrimination / discernment has never 
been more important...to apply discernment one must have access to genuine information.]  
Banish the word struggle from your attitude and your vocabulary.  [many hands make light work; 
use your skills in service to others, take responsibility for what you do well] 
All that you do now must be done in a sacred manner [living with respect for oneself, the 
community and the environment] 
And in celebration."  [take pleasure in being alive in the world.  Share your joy with others] 
"WE ARE THE ONES WE'VE BEEN WAITING FOR..."  
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28.10.18 - Biofield Tuning Demo and Q & A: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FpGOsC4xx3o 
20.9.18 - Eileen McKusick Overview of Past and Future Research (on biofields): 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nF-NzMVenN8&list=PLWepc5i8FizjgAtz-FgeLGRb_-kVaMJUS 

It's time to take our Courts back. International Common Law Meeting, about 1hr long, very 
interesting and strategic: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SXyo-
WDnWc4&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR2z7Kmua9cY8nhw7a0idzagkE0QB8TPBye0Iv_uWkbZrvr
qWLNqGG7nP 

3.5.20 - Navigating the Matrix with Natural Law Principles (Episode 5) - Decoding the Mind-
Trix of the Matrix: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Sy_A0Mq2pM&t=613s 
This Special Episode of Navigating the Matrix with Natural Law Principles picks up on the Themes 
of Episode 4, but due to the bad Audio-Quality I decided to do another, even deeper Episode on 
the Topic of the Mind-Matrix. Everything has its reason for happening, and I can guarantee that in 
this Episode I have gone deeper than I have ever gone. It's Episode 5 coming early - and that 
symbolizes the Quintessence which is very appropriate for this Episode. I hope you enjoy it and I 
see you for next week's Episode! Remember, I offer private Skype or Zoom Conversations via 
steven.whybrow@protonmail.com for free as a gift and for practice to improve my skills as a 
Teacher and Coach of Natural Law Principles, used for Transformation of the Self. I'd love to get to 
know you people on a deeper level and move through this shift in consciousness together. If you 
found the session helpful and help grow this Project, you can then donate to the cause if you feel 
like it. The work - the Great Work - I am doing is priceless, therefore I like to offer it for free for now. 
:-) The Universe will take care of me! :-) 
 
Free video event: Explore scientifically proven studies, clinically based herbal practices, 
and antiviral formulas to help you think like a clinician –– and address viral conditions to 
create your healthiest life: 
https://theshiftnetwork.com/DiscoverPotentAntiviralHerbs?&utm_medium=affiliate&utm_source=inf
usionsoft&utm_source=Waking+Times+Newsletter&utm_campaign=249dbe85a3-
RSS_EMAIL_CAMPAIGN&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_25f1e048c1-249dbe85a3-
54797653&cookieUUID=e7a1707a-d41e-406f-acd4-95be5cc8450e 
 
Discover Qi Gung practices: 
https://theshiftnetwork.com/BuildYourSuperchargedImmuneSystem?&utm_medium=affiliate&utm_
source=infusionsoft&utm_source=Waking+Times+Newsletter&utm_campaign=249dbe85a3-
RSS_EMAIL_CAMPAIGN&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_25f1e048c1-249dbe85a3-
54797653&cookieUUID=e322881a-0b6f-4b43-bd72-c703709f57aa 
 
5.5.20 – Instead of dumping out their milk, dairy farmers bottle it themselves—sell out in 
hours: https://www.wakingtimes.com/2020/05/05/instead-of-dumping-out-their-milk-dairy-farmers-
bottle-it-themselves-sell-out-in-
hours/?utm_source=Waking+Times+Newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=249dbe85a
3-RSS_EMAIL_CAMPAIGN&utm_term=0_25f1e048c1-249dbe85a3-54797653 
The American spirit lives on at a 300-year-old, cream-line dairy farm, where a farmer is working 
around the clock to bottle his own milk after his processor told him to dump it. Locals are lining up 
to support him.When Ben Brown’s dairy processor told him they could no longer buy his milk, he 
got to work bottling it himself. 

The online garden centres and nurseries to support during lockdown: 
https://www.independent.co.uk/extras/indybest/house-garden/gardening/online-garden-centres-
plant-nurseries-buy-coronavirus-lockdown-
a9439276.html?utm_source=taboola&utm_medium=native&tblci=GiAN0dH7Dt_rGD9W_i8Gi6GG
OuEtAZiAH_wW3xOVByD3oSC_5D4The coronavirus outbreak has put a huge strain on 
horticultural businesses across the country and the industry is facing the closure of 2,000 garden 
centres and nurseries. Here's how you can help 
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The real meaning of Egregore: https://humanityhealing.net/2011/05/real-meaning-of-egregore/ 
[Ed. I think this explains why we will win.] 

19.4.20 - The overlooked cure for everything? Master Mineral Solution (MMS) by Jim 
Humble, UPDATE 2 Chlorine dioxide (ClO2) all physicians authorized: 
https://phibetaiota.net/2020/04/yoda-the-overlooked-cure-for-everything-master-mineral-solution-
mms-by-jim-humble-dirt-cheap/ 
 
20.4.20 – Heat body core in a sauna, vaporize virus?: https://phibetaiota.net/2020/04/yoda-heat-
body-core-in-a-sauna-vaporize-virus/ 
All coronaviruses are extremely temperature (heat) sensitive and therefore cannot live in tropical 
climates. This is a well known fact (but kept totally hidden by the media and their medical 
accomplices) and scientifically provable in less than 90 minutes by placing an infected and sick 
person in a hot sauna bath long enough to raise their body’s core temperature by 2 degrees 
(60 to 90 minutes). That is sufficient to instantly kill the coronavirus and the patient walks out of 
that sauna bath completely cured. I know from my own personal experience that this is 
indeed true, as I have successfully taken this treatment twice in the past. The results and 
effectiveness are nothing short of astonishing. 
 
Good website for information and recommendations about electromagnetic radiation and 
health: Radiation health Risks: https://www.radiationhealthrisks.com/ 
 
You should NEVER hold a mobile/cell phone to your head, and NEVER use Bluetooth earphones 
or Apple earbuds because you are microwaving your pineal gland and your brain! 
Video showing radiation from “smart”phones & Bluetooth Earbuds, plus the solution of air 
tube earphones: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HB_OYdoFwf8 
The 9 best air tube headsets: https://www.radiationhealthrisks.com/best-air-tube-headsets/ 
Ferrite beads to prevent radiation from reaching your torso:  
Air Tube Headset 

 
For a detailed review of 9 different quality brands of air tube headsets please see my article 
entitled “The 9 Best Air Tube Headsets – My Top Picks!” 
Now lets get into more detail about Air Tube Headsets. Air Tube headsets are the best way to use 
your cellphone and know for sure the radiation is not being emitted right next to your head. Your 
head is the most vulnerable to RF Radiation. 
The idea behind an Air Tube Headset is that zero radiation goes up the cord and into your ear 
because about mid way up the headset are the speakers, and then from the speakers to your ears 
are air tubes. So no wires go to your head. It works similar to a stethoscope. 
The above left image is a picture of a very top of the line Air Tube Headset that you can get on 
Amazon. This next link is a link to a more moderately priced Air Tube Headset that seems to still 
be good quality. Both are great and you can’t go wrong with either. 
And the more honest manufacturers recommend that you have a Ferrite Bead on the base of the 
cord anyway, because radiation will still travel up the cord to the speakers. With the cord leaning 
against your body radiation will still be radiating into your body, it just won’t make it to your head. I 
prefer just a normal corded headset with a Ferrite Bead attached to its base. So be sure to get a 
ferrite bead to install on the base of the cord, even with an Air Tube headset. 
For sure the safest route would be an Air Tube Headset with a Ferrite Bead attached to the base of 
the cord. The sound is great with them. 
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23.2.19 - Dr. Jerry Tennant: Healing the Body's Electrical Circuitry | Electricity of Life: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MPDPrXEAe1s&feature=youtu.be 
Fascia are simply semiconductors. 
 
We are all in this together: the frequency of love | David Icke: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=3&v=gfka6Afey5U&feature=emb_logo 

 
13.4.20 - Preparedness: How to begin 
“square foot” gardening: 
https://www.naturalblaze.com/2020/04/p
reparedness-how-to-begin-square-foot-
gardening.html?utm_source=Activist+P
ost+Subscribers&utm_medium=email&
utm_campaign=b4f42cc330-
RSS_EMAIL_CAMPAIGN&utm_term=0
_b0c7fb76bd-b4f42cc330-388367887 
 
18.4.20 - New technology could allow 
you to “hack” your dreams and 

control lucid dreaming: https://www.wakingtimes.com/2020/04/18/new-technology-could-allow-
you-to-hack-your-dreams-and-control-lucid-
dreaming/?utm_source=Waking+Times+Newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=16aa00
c384-RSS_EMAIL_CAMPAIGN&utm_term=0_25f1e048c1-16aa00c384-54797653 
Jake Anderson - MIT scientists are building a wearable device that allows you to "hack" your 
dreams. 
 
Steven Whybrow: Navigating the matrix with natural law principles (episode 1) - the power 
of emotional intelligence: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YY9vWOpgPzM 
 
Steven Whybrow: Navigating the matrix with natural law principles (episode 2) - the Icke-
onic factor: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RMeWKOMikL0&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR3B8M9rrrYJEH
xe51vFW0loheiJohPCuHnZpFQT4OxbkzoUaJJbzqyoCYo 
 
LondonReal Brian Rose – Reconnect: https://londonreal.tv/reconnect-the-movie/ 
A Journey with Ayahuasca 
Reconnect is London Real’s fifth feature-length documentary film and documents Brian Rose’s 
journey to Costa Rica where he participates in multiple ceremonies with the plant medicine 
Ayahausca. The movie stars Graham Hancock, Dr. Jordan Peterson, Dennis McKenna, 
Sadhguru, Dorian Yates, Dr. Gabor Mate, Dr. Joe Dispenza, Michael Pollan, and Dan Pena. 
As the founder and host of London Real, Brian Rose has spoken to over 600 of the greatest 
minds on the planet for the past eight years including Dan Peña, Dan Bilzerian, Robert Kiyosaki, 
Jocko Willink and more. 
Watch Reconnect now and share in Brian’s story through his Ayahuasca ceremony and 
beyond to his integration exclusively here on London Real. 
 
13.4.20 - Our plan vs. His plan -- Ole Dammegard: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=obiATvDSNcQ 
 
13.4.20 – London Real - Dr. Joe Dispenza: Create a wall of armour for your immune system: 
how to protect against Covid-19:  https://londonreal.tv/create-a-wall-of-armour-for-your-immune-
system-how-to-protect-against-covid-19-dr-joe-
dispenza/?__s=4vcvlkdwq35c2krzmpkj&utm_source=drip&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=20
20-04-13+Joe+Dispenza+LIVE&utm_content=Going+LIVE+with+Dr.+Joe+Dispenza%21%C2%A0 
 
6.4.20 - How beautiful do you want your future after 'COVID-19' coronavirus Ole Dammegard 
Interview: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yc1ok0bAIhQ 
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https://www.wakingtimes.com/2020/04/18/new-technology-could-allow-you-to-hack-your-dreams-and-control-lucid-dreaming/?utm_source=Waking+Times+Newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=16aa00c384-RSS_EMAIL_CAMPAIGN&utm_term=0_25f1e048c1-16aa00c384-54797653
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YY9vWOpgPzM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RMeWKOMikL0&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR3B8M9rrrYJEHxe51vFW0loheiJohPCuHnZpFQT4OxbkzoUaJJbzqyoCYo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RMeWKOMikL0&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR3B8M9rrrYJEHxe51vFW0loheiJohPCuHnZpFQT4OxbkzoUaJJbzqyoCYo
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https://londonreal.tv/guest/robert-kiyosaki/
https://londonreal.tv/guest/jocko-willink/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=obiATvDSNcQ
https://londonreal.tv/create-a-wall-of-armour-for-your-immune-system-how-to-protect-against-covid-19-dr-joe-dispenza/?__s=4vcvlkdwq35c2krzmpkj&utm_source=drip&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=2020-04-13+Joe+Dispenza+LIVE&utm_content=Going+LIVE+with+Dr.+Joe+Dispenza%21%C2%A0
https://londonreal.tv/create-a-wall-of-armour-for-your-immune-system-how-to-protect-against-covid-19-dr-joe-dispenza/?__s=4vcvlkdwq35c2krzmpkj&utm_source=drip&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=2020-04-13+Joe+Dispenza+LIVE&utm_content=Going+LIVE+with+Dr.+Joe+Dispenza%21%C2%A0
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Documentary: The Connected Universe: 
https://www.documentarymania.com/player.php?title=The+Connected+Universe 
For those of us who may not have had a chance yet to see this documentary it is well worth the 
watch as a reminder how mentally, spiritually, physically, emotionally and scientifically connected 
in the greater macro and micro quantum universe. It’s one of the best one’s I’ve seen explaining a 
larger, more wholistic view of unified sciences, theories and research.  
The Resonance Foundation has also opened all their online courses and programs for FREE given 
the current circumstances mankind is facing... 
The Connected Universe  
This fascinating journey of exploration of the connection of all things in the Universe is narrated by 
the legendary Sir Patrick Stewart. With the lens of science, the film reveals the mechanism linking 
everything in the cosmos.  
Related Searches:  Science, Physics, Culture, Ideas and Movements, Quantum, Einstein, Nassim 
Haramein, Max Planck, 
https://www.documentarymania.com/player.php?title=The+Connected+Universe 
If you’re interested in learning more about the “Connected Universe” & “Quantum Unified 
Sciences” and the profound quantum sciences discovered behind it, that unfortunately today’s 
present text books in our industrialized society just cant keep up with, well then take a step forward 
today and brush up on your cosmic connection here through a series of collective minds sharing 
their collective insights together! 
This is truly a precious gift to the people of the world - “Thank You Nassim and Team at The 
Resonance Foundation” 
https://www.resonancescience.org/ 
 
30.1.09 - Courage is infectious: I'm Spartacus: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-8h_v_our_Q 
 
2.5.06 – Article: Beyond Hope By Derrick Jensen: https://orionmagazine.org/article/beyond-
hope/ 
… When we realize the degree of agency we actually do have, we no longer have to “hope” at all. 
We simply do the work. We make sure salmon survive. We make sure prairie dogs survive. We 
make sure grizzlies survive. We do whatever it takes. 
When we stop hoping for external assistance, when we stop hoping that the awful situation we’re 
in will somehow resolve itself, when we stop hoping the situation will somehow not get worse, then 
we are finally free — truly free — to honestly start working to resolve it. I would say that when hope 
dies, action begins. 
PEOPLE SOMETIMES ASK ME, “If things are so bad, why don’t you just kill yourself?” The 
answer is that life is really, really good. I am a complex enough being that I can hold in my heart 
the understanding that we are really, really fucked, and at the same time that life is really, really 
good. I am full of rage, sorrow, joy, love, hate, despair, happiness, satisfaction, dissatisfaction, and 
a thousand other feelings. We are really fucked. Life is still really good. 
Many people are afraid to feel despair. They fear that if they allow themselves to perceive how 
desperate our situation really is, they must then be perpetually miserable. They forget that it is 
possible to feel many things at once. They also forget that despair is an entirely appropriate 
response to a desperate situation. Many people probably also fear that if they allow themselves to 
perceive how desperate things are, they may be forced to do something about it. … 
 
9.4.20 - Robert Steele: Holistic Appraisal of Health Solution for Virus: 
https://phibetaiota.net/2020/04/robert-steele-holistic-appraisal-of-health-solution-for-virus/ 
Argyrol has been in clinical use for over 118 years and was in hospitals and pharmacies. first aid 
kits and most home medicine cabinets until about 25 years ago. 
Argyrol is immediate to manufacture and market in all jurisdictions [according to Pat Smith who 
was the Glaxo-Smith Klein Technical Director for South Africa]. 
In it’s heyday Argyrol had multiple headquarters in the United States, Great Britain, Australia and 
South Africa; to all appearance Argyrol was ubiquitous. Argyrol ships through customs globally 
without impediments. 
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Argyrol is recognized as not new nor alternative and for that reason, can be used off-label [being 
tested now in Kenya against HIV by doctors and public health personnel at their request]. 
Christine the owner has used this drug personally to nebulization four years. The dosage was over 
2.5mLs daily. The same dosage amount after four years was administered rectally for an additional 
year. 
Daily administration of Argyrol resulted in no heavy metal toxicity, no staining of my mucosa of my 
throat and absolutely no other reactions of discomfort or irritation to rectal tissue from daily 
administration of Argyrol at all. She was monitored by her physicians with blood tests and PET 
scans with no irregularites observed. 
The only first reaction was the Jarisch Herxheimer (Healing crisis) which subsided within a few 
days. 
Were there to be bottles of OTC Argyrol Anti-Infective in the hospital pharmacies for respiratory 
wards, in the pharmacies and everywhere else as there was less than 25 years ago, there would 
be no global fear gripping individuals without ANYTHING to militate against pandemic pathogens 
engaging with their bodies on their mucous membranes, for God’s sake and definitely no reason to 
shut down the entire global economy for ‘the pestilence that stalks in darkness’ noted in Psalm 
91:6. How do we look after 25 years without OTC Argyrol? I rest my case. 
 
30.11.03 – Robert David Steele - Review: The Tao of Democracy–Using Co-Intelligence to 
Create a World That Works for All: https://phibetaiota.net/2003/11/the-tao-of-democracy-using-
co-intelligence-to-create-a-world-that-works-for-all/ 
Tom Atlee, the author of this book, gets credit for defining a “bottom up” approach that is sensible 
and implementable. This book focuses on what comes next, after everyone gets tired of just 
“meeting up” or “just blogging.” This book is about collective intelligence for the common good, and 
it is a very fine book. 
 
From: The Handbook for the New Paradigm:  
"Remember that we are not to consider the actions or the reactions of the other side. We are going 
to be dreaming within little known possibilities; therefore all things are possible. The contingent 
plans of the other side can only work in their known reality. You are going to be setting up a reality 
that is far outside anything that they have even considered. It is this level of creativity that we are 
striving to encourage you to reach...Remember your imagination is the entry point to the "mind of 
God" which is infinite potentiality. The invocation of His Presence when "two or more are present," 
is true to a degree you limited ones have not yet perceived."  
 
Mark Passio – The “Lost” Principle Of Care: 
https://lovetruthsite.wordpress.com/2016/09/25/mark-passio-the-lost-principle-of-care-2/ 
 
Birth of a New Earth - A Vision for the Future: https://www.birthofanewearth.com/1/a-vision-for-
the-future/ 
 
Coronavirus free breathing exercises by Patrick McKeown: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AiwrtgWQeDc 
 
Wim Hof's tips for Covid-19 quarantine: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HFPjKxiXORU 

___________________ BACK TO CONTENTS ___________________ 

VACCINATIONS 
 
The Truth About Vaccines 2020 Round Tables 1 and 2 with Robert Kennedy, Andrew 
Wakefield, Del Bigtree, Judy Mikovits, Dr. Rashid Buttar, Dr Sherri Tenpenny and hosted by 
Ty and Charlene Bollinger: transcripts – THESE ARE A MUST-READ 
Robert F Kennedy: “This is the last battle for the salvation of humanity.” 
See Appendix 3 below: click here 
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13.2.20 - 1986-The Act (National Childhood Vaccine Injury Act). Dr. Andrew Wakefield talks 
about his upcoming documentary exposing the vaccine scandal: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mlsOWNi81L4 
 
6.5.20 – Dr Shiva Ayadurai has posted a video of Robert F Kennedy saying he is pro-
vaccine:  
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=7&v=oisntdEljnM&feature=emb_logo 
 
4.5.20 - INTERVIEW Robert Kennedy Jr Destroys Big Pharma, Fauci & Pro Vaccine 
Movement: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9-Ro1TqouNw&feature=em-uploademail 
 
The British Medical Journal is also part of the conspiracy, it seems: 
 https://www.bmj.com/content/369/bmj.m1432 
This is par for the course in this lunacy that we are currently engaged in!  Let's not use drugs that 
have been in use for many decades and have an excellent track record and are already available 
for use and extremely cheap.  No!  Let's develop fantastically expensive new vaccines that have 
never been tested and are completely unprecedented in medical history!  And let's rush them out 
and test them on the entire world's population, to add to the wonderful 5G experiment on the entire 
world's population!  You couldn't make this shit up!  And these people really hold credentials and 
people take them seriously?  Are you kidding me? 
I see that in Tanzania a goat and a pawpaw have tested positive for coronavirus.  It's 
terrifying.  What's next?  Bananas and donkeys?  I wonder if exotic fruits and domestic animals 
would benefit from these brand new vaccines. 
From the BMJ (https://www.bmj.com/content/369/bmj.m1432) 
We sorely need an effective treatment for covid-19, but prevention by a vaccine or treatment with 
drugs that target specific structures in the virus are more likely to succeed than old drugs that may 
work in the laboratory but lack data supporting clinical use. No intervention should be assumed to 
be efficacious. Even drugs initially supported by evidence of effectiveness may later prove to be 
more harmful than beneficial. Too many medicines have been withdrawn because of adverse 
reactions after showing clinical promise.29 We need better, properly powered, randomised 
controlled trials of chloroquine or hydroxychloroquine. For now, except for supportive measures, 
infection with SARS-CoV-2 is “essentially untreatable.” 
  
5.5.20 - VIDEO - UKColumn.org: Vaccines the only remedy to a disease with a O.l% fatality?   
 
FROM A CORRESPONDENT 
Reprise: Boris Johnson’s speech at the UN 2019, shortened version:  
https://twitter.com/o_rips/status/1257663559246311427?s=20 
This short clip from BJs speech at the UN last September will make your skin crawl. The clip is 
only 2 minutes but contains all the below quotes… (full speech is linked in the replies, it is not a 
fake). 

 “I am profoundly optimistic the ability of new technology to serve as a liberator to remake 
the world” 

 “Nano-technology is already doing just that, revolutionising medicine by designing robots 
the fraction of the size of a red blood cell swimming through our bodies” 

 “Neural-interface technology” 
 “We have new tools, which we control” 
 “You can keep your secrets from your friends, from your parents, from your doctor…but it 

takes real effort to conceal your thoughts from Google” 
 “In future there will be nowhere to hide” 
 “Smart cities will pullulate with sensors, all joined together by the 'internet of things’, 

bollards communing invisibly with lampposts and this technology can be used to keep 
every citizen under round the clock surveillance”  
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 “Alexa will pretend to take orders, but Alexa will be watching you…" 
This is the sort of tech he’s talking about but there are many 
more. Interestingly, this article talks about remaking DNA. It 
prompted me to look again at a piece I'd read about a doctor 
who was murdered because he found links between 
vaccines and autism - nothing new in that you may think as 
we’ve known about those links for a long time (obviously, 
noting that BJ’s speech deliberately targets the threat of this 
knowledge becoming more widely known in his speech 
above). But, I came to read that article because of the words 
in the screenshot attached, posted online by the murdered 
doc’s sister-in-law - she basically says that the study showed 
the use of foetal cells in vaccines linked to the huge rise in 
gender confusion. I can easily see how the elite would use 
this as one more of their tools to try to reduce population by 
deliberately trying to make as many people as possible have 
same sex relationships and forego having children.  I’m 
probably being slow on the uptake as you all probably know 
this already, but I’m catching up slowly! 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Shock as it’s revealed an enzyme called Luciferase is what makes Bill Gates implantable 
quantum dot microneedle vaccine delivery system work: https://beforeitsnews.com/global-
unrest/2020/05/shock-as-its-revealed-an-enzyme-called-luciferase-is-what-makes-bill-gates-
implantable-quantum-dot-microneedle-vaccine-delivery-system-work-
2528370.html?utm_referrer=https%3A%2F%2Fzen.yandex.com&utm_campaign=dbr 
Bill Gates is building something that we call the Human Implantable Quantum Dot Microneedle 
Vaccination Delivery System, and it needs an enzyme called Luciferase in order to make it work. 
Remove the word ‘human’ and it becomes 666. 
… Ever hear of Luciferase? 
… Over the past few weeks, we have shown you a massive project by Bill Gates that is so all-
encompassing that it quite nearly beggars belief. That expression is an Old English term which 
means something that is so unbelievable that it nearly cannot be believed. The Nazi concentration 
camps in the Holocaust are a great example of that. When the films of what went on there came to 
light it was so astonishing that it was hard to comprehend such a thing could happen. But happen it 
did. And what is happening right now, the Antichrist system, is a similarly hard thing to fathom, but 
here we are. 
Bill Gates is building something that we call the Human Implantable Quantum Dot Microneedle 
Vaccination Delivery System, and it is composed of multiple things. At its center we have 
the COVID-19 vaccination that he wants to give every human on earth, there will be quantum dot 

microneedles, a digital identification mark from ID2020, and a 
human implantable device for buying and selling cryptocurrency 
with a patent number of #060606. The digital ID will come in the 
form of something called an Immunity Passport. All of these 
things, and all being funded by one man, Bill Gates, represents 
in total at the very least a stunning forerunner to the Mark of the 
Beast world system. That’s at the very least estimation, taken to 
its logical end, it very well could be the actual Mark of the Beast 
system. 
But today, I want to draw your attention to one component, the 
quantum dot microneedles that will deliver the vaccines, and a 
very, very unique biochemical that makes it all work. If you’re 
standing up while reading this, you might want to sit down. 
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Today we bring you ‘near infrared bioluminescence enzyme luciferase‘ which is the chemical that 
will make the quantum dot vaccination readable through a special mobile device app. 
That’s right, the enzyme that will light up Bill Gates Human Implantable Quantum Dot Microneedle 
Vaccination Delivery System is called Luciferase, that’s what makes the vaccination readable long 
after the victim has been injected, and what allows a mere vaccination to function as a mark. 
Luciferase. Want to see what Luciferase does? Take a look. 
One last thing you might find interesting. A sharp-eyed NTEB’er named Matt took our phrase 
‘Human Implantable Quantum Dot Microneedle Vaccination Delivery System‘, and removed the 
word ‘human’ and guess what? The numerical value of that phrase adds up to 666, see for 
yourself. Luciferase, remember that word. Welcome to Now The End Begins, and I think now you 
see why we say it’s the ‘front lines of the end times’. 
 
4.5.20 - LondonReal - Robert F. Kennedy Jr. My Fight Against Mandatory Vaccinations, Big 
Pharma, And Dr. Fauci: https://londonreal.tv/robert-f-kennedy-jr-my-fight-against-mandatory-
vaccinations-big-pharma-and-dr-fauci/ 

Nephew Of President John F. Kennedy 
Robert F. Kennedy Jr is the American environmental activist, attorney 
and author. 
He is the Chairman of Children’s Health Defense whose mission is to 
end the epidemic of children’s chronic health conditions by working 
aggressively to eliminate harmful exposures, hold those responsible 
accountable, and establish safeguards so this never happens again. 
Kennedy was named one of Time magazine’s “Heroes for the Planet” for 
his success helping Riverkeeper lead the fight to restore the Hudson 
River. The group’s achievement helped spawn 300 Waterkeeper 
organizations across the globe. 
His articles have appeared in nationally-known publications such as: The 

New York Times, Washington Post, Los Angeles Times, The Wall Street Journal, Newsweek and 
Rolling Stone. 
Throughout the COVID-19 pandemic Kennedy has contradicted the mainstream media and are 
here today to discuss the global lockdown, vaccine development, the roles of Anthony Fauci and 
Bill Gates and more. 
 
4.5.20 - Dr Tenpenny: this is the biggest scam ever perpetrated on the human race: 
https://track.slsv2.com/track/click?linkData=1-
cddaeyJsaW5rIjoiaHR0cHM6XC9cL2ZvcmJpZGRlbmtub3dsZWRnZXR2Lm5ldFwvNjkwMzQtMlwv
IiwibmV3c2xldHRlcklkIjoiNDEzIiwic3Vic2NyaWJlcklkIjoiNTc5NzAiLCJkb21haW4iOiJmb3JiaWRkZ
W5rbm93bGVkZ2V0diIsInRpbWUiOjE1ODg1OTQ4NDIsImRlbCI6MTB9 
Spiro Skouras is joined by Dr Sherri Tenpenny, physician, author, speaker and publisher of 
Vaxxter.com to The two assess the lockstep global response to the coronavirus false flag. 
With Trump de-funding USAID and UN initiatives like Climate Change and the WHO, plus stopping 
much of the drug- and human trafficking that used to grease the wheels of the Deep State, the 
latest gambit seeks to tap the public coffer in the name of a vaccine, which Spiro notes, "not only 
provides unlimited funding, but also provides blanket legal immunity to Big Pharma for any harm 
attributed with the treatments produced during the declared emergency, including all drugs and 
vaccines. 
"This blanket immunity is provided by the US government under the PREP Act and provides the drug 
and vaccine manufacturers the 'Ultimate Blank Check' during a declared emergency. As Dr. Tenpenny 
points out, the vaccine and drug manufacturers have zero incentive to produce a safe product, as the 
declared emergency not only rolls back regulatory standards and removes them from any and all 
liability, but it also ensures the government will purchase their products." 
This becomes all the more disturbing with the looming spectre of not just mandatory vaccines but 
compulsory vaccines. In the UK (Tavistock central), they're working on a law that would jail individuals 
who make "anti-vax" posts on social media. 
Dr Tenpenny and Spiro discuss the endless ways that the global response to the coronavirus is an epic 
hoax, from the openly deliberate inflation of deaths being attributed to it to the tests, some of which 
were reported to be infected and likely giving false positive results. 
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As Dr Tenpenny says, "When they said, 'Well, everybody's got to get tested.' What are they testing for? 
If there are 36 known coronaviruses that have been around for six decades - for sixty years, these 
viruses have been known and been typed and it's an RNA virus, so each time it goes through 
somebody...it morphs into a new subtype. 
"What are they testing for? Are they testing for the fact that you had coronavirus influenza-like illness 7 
years ago and now you have an antibody to that? Is that what they're finding? Are they are they 
specifically looking for the SARS-CoV2 antibody? Has it been around long enough for anybody to do 
that? 
"We know there are at least 30 sub-strains of that virus. We keep talking about 'The Virus', like there is 
one. There's the virus...from the beginning, the Wuhan virus outbreak and whatever it was was different 
than was happening in Iran; different than what was happening in Italy; different than New York; 
different than California - and even The New York Times ran an article, I think last week, that said they 
know there's at least 30 of subtypes of this family of this particular virus, already...so what are we 
testing for? 
"...if you get an IgG antibody, does that mean you're currently sick and you're recovered or does that 
mean that you had an IgG antibody from the virus that you had 17 years ago? What does that mean? 
"And if you have an IgM antibody and you are completely asymptomatic, does that mean you're 
'infected' and you might be like Typhoid Mary, spreading stuff around? 
"They mixed all that data together, they threw it all in a pot, so none of it has any validity, none of it, 
none of it! And since we don't know what the true denominator is we have no understanding about 
incidence and prevalence and...the death rate is absolutely irrelevant." 
To date, vaccines have NEVER BEEN TESTED for: 
• synergistic toxicity 
• carcinogenic potential 
• mutagenic potential 
• teratogenicity (causing birth defects) 
• potential to impair fertility 
 
24.4.20 - Mandated Vaccinations, What You Will Need to Say “NO!”: 
https://needtoknow.news/2020/04/mandated-vaccinations-what-you-will-need-to-say-
no/?utm_source=rss&utm_medium=rss&utm_campaign=mandated-vaccinations-what-you-will-need-to-
say-no 
Link to form: https://www.freedomtaker.com/ 
Jerry Day has created a notice-of-liability to give to anyone who tries to force vaccines on you. Even 
though they refuse to sign, that shows they have been informed that vaccines can cause damage. He 
offers a second document that lists the reasons individuals have the right to reject vaccines. He says 
the documents act as an insurance policy if anything goes wrong with a forced vaccine, because it is 
proof of your objection to the vaccination and, thereby, makes the administrators of the vaccine 
personally subject to penalty and prosecution. In other words, If you do not object and make your 
position clear, you may be presumed to agree with unconstitutional laws and harmful public policy. 

___________________ BACK TO CONTENTS ___________________ 
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APPENDIX 1: CORONAVIRUS SYMPTOMS 
 
17.4.20 - For the medical community!!! Could COVID-19 be causing DIFFUSION 
hypoxemia??: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NmRlvX3VrAQ 
 
FROM A CORRESPONDENT 
Could this effect be explained with 5G radiation 60 Gigahertz considering that this is absorption 
spectrum of the oxygen molecule? 
https://www.the-hospitalist.org/hospitalist/article/220301/coronavirus-updates/protocol-driven-
covid-19-respiratory-therapy-doing 
“Yet, COVID-19 pneumonia, despite falling in most of the circumstances under the Berlin definition 
of ARDS, is a specific disease, whose distinctive features are severe hypoxaemia often associated 
with near normal respiratory system compliance.” 
Is 5G the cause of all these blood clots in patients with severe COVID? 
Doctors Face Troubling Question: Are They Treating Coronavirus Correctly? | NYT News 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bp5RMutCNoI 
Doctor Mike Hansen 
What Doctors Are Learning From Autopsy Findings of Coronavirus (COVID-19) Patients 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KzKvIYwqQkE 
Excerpt: 
What Doctors Are Learning From Autopsy Findings of Coronavirus (COVID-19) Patients. 
Once the SARS-CoV-2 virus is deeply embedded in the body, it begins to cause more severe 
disease. This is where direct attack on other organs that have ACE2 receptors can occur, including 
heart muscle, kidneys, blood vessels, liver, and the brain. Early findings, including those from 
multiple autopsy and biopsy reports, show that viral particles can be found not only in the nasal 
passages and throat, but also in tears, stool, kidneys, liver, pancreas, and heart. One case report 
found evidence of viral particles in the CSF, meaning the fluid around the brain. That patient had 
meningitis. 
So the virus is sometimes going to all these different organs by means of attaching to the ACE2 
receptors that are there, but that’s not even the whole story. Because in some cases, by the time 
the body’s immune system figures out the body is being invaded, it’s like unleashing the military to 
stomp out the virus, and in that process, there’s a ton of collateral damage. This is what we refer to 
as the cytokine storm. When the virus gets into the alveolar cells, meaning the tiny little air sacs 
within the lungs, it makes a ton of copies of itself, and goes on to invade more cells. The alveoli’s 
next door neighbor is guess who, yeah, the tiniest blood vessels in our body, capillaries. And the 
lining of those capillaries is called endothelium, which also have ACE2 receptors. And once the 
virus invades the capillaries. It means that it serves as the trigger for the onslaught of inflammation 
AND clotting. And early autopsy results are also showing widely scattered clots in multiple organs. 
In one study from the Netherlands, 1/3rd of hospitalized with COVID-19 got clots despite already 
being on prophylactic doses of blood thinners. So not only are you getting the inflammation with 
the cytokine storm, but you’re also forming blood clots, that can travel to other parts of the body, 
and cause major blockages, effectively damaging those organs. 
So wait a minute doc, you’re telling me that this can cause organ damage by: 
1. Directly attacking organs by their ACE2 receptor? Yup. 
2. Indirectly attacking organs by way of collateral damage from the cytokine storm? Yup 
3. Indirectly cause damage to organs by means of blood clots? Yup. 
4. Indirectly casue damage as a result of low oxygen levels, improper ventilator settings, drug 
treatments themselves, and/or all of these things combined? Yeah. 
Endothelial cells are more vulnerable to dying in people with pre-existing endothelial dysfunction, 
which is more often associated with being a male, being a smoker, having high blood pressure, 
diabetes, and obesity. 
Blood clots can form and/or travel to other parts of the body. When blood clots travel to the toes, 
and cause blockages in blood flow there, meaning ischemia or infarction, that can cause gangrene 
there. And lots of times patients with gangrene require amputation, and “COVID toes”. 
So is antiphospholipid antibody syndrome (APS), the cause of all these blood clots in patients with 
severe COVID? Maybe. Some patients with APS have what’s called catastrophic APS, where 
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these patients can have strokes, seizures, heart attacks, kidney failure, ARDS, skin changes like 
the ones I mentioned. 
Viral infectious diseases, particularly those of the respiratory tract, have been reported as being 
the triggers for CAPS. The pathogenesis is complex and may involve the activation of Toll-like 
receptor 4 (TLR-4), which triggers a cytokine storm, followed by alterations to the endothelium of 
lung capillaries, which serves as the trigger for inducing the clotting storm. Various factors increase 
the risk of developing arterial thrombosis. Classically, the cardiovascular-dependent risk factors 
implicated in clotting have been hypertension, meaning high blood pressure, high levels of 
cholesterol, smoking, diabetes, age, chemotherapy, and degree of infection. All of these contribute 
toward developing arterial thrombosis. 
A lot of patients with severe COVID-19 have certain labs that resemble DIC, such as increased 
PT/INR, increased PTT, decreased levels of platelets. But the reason why these COVID patients 
who developed clots in the study I mentioned earlier, the reason why they don’t have DIC, is 
actually 2 reasons, one, they weren’t having extensive bleeding, and two, they did not have low 
fibrinogen levels. And if it’s truly DIC, you would have both of those things. 
Anyway, you can probably glean from this video why it’s so hard for doctors to figure out what is 
going on with this virus. Between the variable ways this disease can present in different patients, 
and the different ways that organs can suffer damage, yeah, this is really, really really, 
complicated. 

___________________ BACK TO CONTENTS ___________________ 

APPENDIX 2: Newsletter from Austrian EHS group about forced vaccinations for Germany 
and Austria (see rough English translation below: click here 
Newsletter%arbeitskreis-elektrosmog@gmx.at 
Sehr geehrte Damen und Herren, 
  
 - dass plötzlich steigende Funkbelastung und plötzliches Vogelsterben in der Moselregion 
deutliche zeitliche und örtliche Übereinstimmungen aufweisen, 
  
 - dass die Diamond Princess, die wegen Corona unter Quarantäne gestellt wurde, als das Schiff 
mit dem besten WLAN auf dem Meer (the best WiFi at Sea) gepriesen wurde, als “the first 
cruise ship to access SES’s groundbreaking O3b mPOWER satellite-based communicaons 
system", und 1.780 WLAN-Access-Points hatte und 
 
 - dass Regionen ohne 5G-Funk wesentlich weniger positiv ausgefallene Corona-Testungen 
hatten,  
  
konnten Sie bereits in vorigen Mails lesen. Dennoch ganz unten nochmal anbei (von 5G-
Spaceappeal u.a.). 
  
 Neu ist, dass die deutsche Regierung im Eilverfahren bis 15. Mai weitreichende 
Gesetzesänderungen durchziehen will, die uns alle (wenn Österreich mitzieht wie vor 87 
Jahren...) 
 unserer Grundrechte berauben!!! 
  
 Sehen Sie dazu das Kurzvideo mit Infos zu den Hintergründen und Verflechtungen und was jetzt 
zu tun ist: 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DxzMpNoZOL0 
 "Gates kapert Deutschland "  Die Pläne zur Corona-Zwangsimpfung und die finaziellen 
Hintergründe etc. 
 Link bitte von Hand in neues Browserfenster kopieren (Strg + C, Strg + V). Geht sonst manchmal 
nicht beim Anklicken. 
  
 - Einige deutsche Mitstreiter, die sich über die o.g. Zusammenhänge (Vögel, Funk, 5G, 
Zwangsimpfung und Digital-ID2020-Impfchip...) bewusst sind, haben rasch gehandelt. 
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 - Die neue Partei "Widerstand 2020" (in Deutschland) 
https://widerstand2020.de/ 
hat binnen kurzer Zeit über 100.000 Mitglieder bekommen (wer gründet 
"widerstand2020Österreich"???) und 
  
 - überall in DE finden diesen Samstag, 9.5., Demos zur Rettung unserer Grundrechte statt 
  
 Hier überall sind die Demos mit Vorträgen für unsere Grundrechte - könnt Ihr bitte weiterleiten 
in bzw. nach DE!!! - 
 Penzberg, Landsberg, München, Weilheim, Murnau, Schongau... 
 (siehe ganz unten am Ende des Mails). 
  
 - Zu Österreich und Zwangsimpfung ohne ausreichende vorherige klinische Prüfungen 
(Eilverfahren...) passt die Meldung eines aufmerksamen Mitglieds: 
  
"Wichtiger Hinweis: 
Im österreichischen Strafgesetzbuch Paragraph 110 heisst es: 
  
Eigenmächtige Behandlung 
  
(1) Wer einen anderen ohne dessen Einwilligung, wenn auch nach den 
Regeln der medizinischen Wissenschaft, behandelt, ist mit Freiheitsstrafe 
bis zu sechs Monaten oder mit Geldstrafe bis zu 360 Tagessätzen zu bestrafen. 
(2) Hat der Täter die Einwilligung des Behandelten in der Annahme nicht eingeholt, 
daß durch den Aufschub der Behandlung das Leben oder die Gesundheit 
des Behandelten ernstlich gefährdet wäre, so ist er nach Abs. 1 nur zu bestrafen, 
wenn die vermeintliche Gefahr nicht bestanden hat und er sich dessen bei 
Aufwendung der nötigen Sorgfalt (Paragraph 6) hätte bewußt sein können. 
(3) Der Täter ist nur auf Verlangen des eigenmächtig Behandelten zu verfolgen. 
  
(Seite 554 Strafgesetzbuch) 
  
- Hier Infos zu den weitreichenden Gesetzesänderungen in DE, die uns alle (wenn Österreich 
mitzieht wie vor 87 Jahren...) 
 unserer Grundrechte berauben!!! 
  
 Aus dem Mail von Claus Scheingraber, DE (auch dort kann man einen Newsletter abonnieren): 
    
Von: claus.scheingraber@vodafonemail.de [mailto:claus.scheingraber@vodafonemail.de] 
 Gesendet: Dienstag, 05. Mai 2020 11:44 
 An: Scheingraber Claus 
 Betreff: WG: Brandgefährliche Gesetzesentwürfe der Bundesregierung: Sonderrechte für 
Immune und endloser Ausnahmezustand?  
  
Liebe Freunde, Mitglieder, Kollegen und Mitstreiter, 
die Stigmatisierung von Menschen wird systematisch ausgebaut. Ein neuer „Judenstern“ soll 
eingeführt werden! Am besten man beschließt noch, dass Ungeimpfte eine Armbinde oder einen 
Aufnäher zu tragen haben!  Haben wir denn aus unserer Geschichte gar nichts gelernt??? 
Der AEB sendet Ihnen folgende Mail-Informationen mit der Bitte um Kenntnisnahme und 
Weiterleitung an interessierte Personen. 
Mit herzlichen Grüßen!  
  
Claus Scheingraber  
  
Betreff: Brandgefährliche Gesetzesentwürfe der Bundesregierung: Sonderrechte für Immune und 
endloser Ausnahmezustand?  
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Zitat: 
§ 28 wird wie folgt geändert: 
a) Absatz 1 Satz 3 werden die folgenden Sätze eingefügt: 
„Bei der Anordnung und Durchführung von Schutzmaßnahmen nach den Sätzen 1 und 2 
ist in angemessener Weise zu berücksichtigen, ob und inwieweit eine Person, die eine 
bestimmte übertragbare Krankheit,  derentwegen die Schutzmaßnahmen getroffen 
werden, nach dem Stand der medizinischen Wissenschaft wegen eines bestehenden 
Impfschutzes oder einer bestehenden Immunität nicht oder nicht mehr übertragen kann, 
von der Maßnahme ganz oder teilweise ausgenommen werden kann, ohne dass der 
Zweck der Maßnahme gefährdet wird. Soweit von individualbezogenen Maßnahmen 
abgesehen werden soll oder Ausnahmen allgemein vorgesehen werden, hat die 
betroffene Person durch eine Impf- oder Immunitätsdokumentation nach § 22 oder ein 
ärztliches Zeugnis nachzuweisen, dass sie die bestimmte übertragbare Krankheit nicht 
oder nicht mehr übertragen kann.“ 
  
und 
  
Und alle anderen? Die können künftig noch einfacher aus dem Verkehr gezogen werden. Eine 
weitere Passage der Novelle nimmt Bezug auf das Infektionsschutzgesetz, mit dem der Staat 
Menschen, die ansteckend oder auch nur „krankheitsverdächtig“ sind, dazu verpflichten kann, in 
Quarantäne zu gehen oder „bestimmte Orte oder öffentliche Orte nicht oder nur unter bestimmten 
Bedingungen zu betreten“, schreibt die Münchner Zeitung. 
Gerade dieser Punkt – unabhängig von der drohenden Zweiklassen-Verfassungswirklichkeit – 
sorgt auch bei immer mehr Juristen für Kopfschütteln und Sorge. Dass laut Infektionsschutzgesetz 
nur die Bundesregierung – und nicht das Parlament – darüber entscheiden kann, wann eine 
Epidemie oder Pandemie die Volksgesundheit gefährdet und dementsprechend Grundrechte 
außer Kraft gesetzt werden müssen, kommt einem antidemokratischen Ermächtigungsartikel 
gleich; wer schützt uns davor, dass nach Sars-CoV2 im nächsten oder übernächsten Jahr nicht die 
nächste drohende Infektionswelle durch einen angeblich bedrohlichen Influenzastamm ansteht – 
und die Regierung, unter Berufung auf handverlesene Virologen, wieder und wieder einen 
Lockdown verhängt? 
Es sollte daher dringend im Grundgesetz festgeschrieben werden, dass die Ausrufung eines 
Ausnahmezustands wie des gegenwärtigen künftig – so wie auch Verteidigungsfall oder 
theoretische Kriegserklärungen – nur durch das Parlament (und zwar vollzählig!), nicht aber durch 
die Exekutive ausgerufen werden kann. Ansonsten stünde – zumindest formal – dieser und allen 
künftigen Regierungen der Weg zur Errichtung einer faktischen Diktatur sperrangelweit offen. (DM) 
  
  
Wer keine Immunität durch Impfung nachweisen kann verliert seine Grundrechte. 
VON DEUTSCHELOBBY AM  02/05/2020 •  (  0 )  
  
‼‼‼ Am 07.05.2020 wird der Bundestag in erster Lesung über das zustimmungsbedürftige 
Gesetz beraten. Mittlerweile hat der Bundestag-Gesundheitsausschuss für den 11.05.2020 zu 
einer öffentlichen Anhörung (als Videokonferenz) eingeladen. Möglicherweise könnte die 2./3. 
Lesung im Bundestag bereits am 14.05.2020 stattfinden. Der Bundesrat könnte somit am 
15.05.2020 das Gesetz final beraten. 
Wir müssen wachsam sein. Sie schieben nach im ISFG. 
  
Bedenkt bitte Art. 2 GG (körperliche Unversehrtheit) ist schon eingeschränkt 
  
Regierungsentwurf eines Zweiten Gesetzes zum Schutz der Bevölkerung bei einer epidemischen 
Lage von nationaler Tragweite 
Das Bundeskabinett hat am 29.04.2020 den Regierungsentwurf eines Zweiten Gesetzes zum 
Schutz der Bevölkerung bei einer epidemischen Lage von nationaler Tragweite verabschiedet. 
Weiterer Ablauf des Gesetzgebungsverfahrens Es ist offensichtlich geplant, das 
Gesetzgebungsverfahren zeitnah abzuschließen. Am 07.05.2020 wird der Bundestag in erster 
Lesung über das zustimmungsbedürftige Gesetz beraten. Mittlerweile hat der Bundestag-
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Gesundheitsausschuss für den 11.05.2020 zu einer öffentlichen Anhörung (als Videokonferenz) 
eingeladen. Möglicherweise könnte die 2./3. Lesung im Bundestag bereits am 14.05.2020 
stattfinden. Der Bundesrat könnte somit am 15.05.2020 das Gesetz final beraten. Besonders 
weise ich auf die Änderung von § 28 Abs. 1 Satz 3 des Infektionsschutzgesetzes (Artikel 1 Nr. 20 
Buchst. a) hin: 
  
§ 28 wird wie folgt geändert: 
  
a) Absatz 1 Satz 3 werden die folgenden Sätze eingefügt: 
  
„Bei der Anordnung und Durchführung von Schutzmaßnahmen nach den Sätzen 1 und 2 
ist in angemessener Weise zu berücksichtigen, ob und inwieweit eine Person, die eine 
bestimmte übertragbare Krankheit, derentwegen die Schutzmaßnahmen getroffen 
werden, nach dem Stand der medizinischen Wissenschaft wegen eines bestehenden 
Impfschutzes oder einer bestehenden Immunität nicht oder nicht mehr übertragen kann, 
von der Maßnahme ganz oder teilweise ausgenommen werden kann, ohne dass der 
Zweck der Maßnahme gefährdet wird. Soweit von individualbezogenen Maßnahmen 
abgesehen werden soll oder Ausnahmen allgemein vorgesehen werden, hat die 
betroffene Person durch eine Impf- oder Immunitätsdokumentation nach § 22 oder ein 
ärztliches Zeugnis nachzuweisen, dass sie die bestimmte übertragbare Krankheit nicht 
oder nicht mehr übertragen kann.“ 
  
Das bedeutet: Wer keine Immunität durch Impfung nachweisen kann verliert seine 
Grundrechte. 
 Das ist die ultimative Impfpflicht. Diese soll am 15.5.2020, also bereits in 2 Wochen !!! 
verabschiedet werden. 
  
https://deutschelobbyinfo.com/2020/05/02/wer-keine-immunitaet-durch-impfung-nachweisen-kann-
verliert-seine-grundrechte/ 
  
  
29. April 2020, 19:48 Uhr 
Corona-Pandemie 
Bundesregierung will Immunitätsausweis einführen 
Ein genesener Corona-Patient wird aus dem Uniklinikum Essen geschoben. 
 (Foto: dpa) 
  
Corona-Genesene könnten Sonderrechte erhalten. Voraussetzung ist der Nachweis, dass 
sie nicht ansteckend sind. Hinsichtlich des Datenschutzes gibt es allerdings Bedenken. 
  
Von Kristiana Ludwig, Berlin, und Max Muth 
  
Die Bundesregierung plant, einen Corona-Immunitätsausweis einzuführen, der ähnlich wie der 
Impfpass nachweisen könnte, dass eine Covid-19-Erkrankung überstanden ist. Das geht aus 
einem Gesetzentwurf hervor, der am Mittwoch im Kabinett beschlossen wurde. Voraussetzung für 
die Einführung eines solchen Dokuments sei jedoch, dass wissenschaftliche Beweise dafür 
vorlägen, dass sich Menschen nach einer Corona-Erkrankung nicht wieder anstecken können, 
sagte Bundesgesundheitsminister Jens Spahn (CDU). Diese habe man bislang noch nicht. Bei 
dem Gesetz handele es sich deshalb um eine "vorsorgliche Regelung". 
Sollte man zu der Erkenntnis kommen, dass Menschen nach einer Erkrankung immun seien, 
würde ein Immunitätsdokument aber "an vielerlei Stellen" die Dinge erleichtern, sagte Spahn. Es 
sei eine "Chance", dass Bürger "unbeschwerter" bestimmten Tätigkeiten nachgehen könnten. Als 
Beispiel nannte er Beschäftigte im Gesundheitswesen. Im Gesetz heißt es, aus einer Immunität 
könnten "weitreichende Schlüsse für den weiteren Umgang mit Schutzmaßnahmen und 
vulnerablen Personengruppen gezogen werden". 
Wie weitreichend diese Konsequenzen sein könnten, zeigt eine weitere Passage in dem 
Beschluss. Sie bezieht sich auf das Infektionsschutzgesetz, mit dem der Staat Menschen, die 
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ansteckend oder auch nur "krankheitsverdächtig" sind, dazu verpflichten kann, in Quarantäne zu 
gehen oder "bestimmte Orte oder öffentliche Orte nicht oder nur unter bestimmten Bedingungen zu 
betreten". Künftig soll es möglich sein, in diesem Fall den Immunitätspass vorzulegen, um eine 
Ausnahmegenehmigung zu bekommen. Angesichts der weitreichenden Kontaktverbote zur 
Eindämmung der Pandemie in den vergangenen Monaten könnte dies ein Hinweis darauf sein, 
dass ein Ausweis künftig Sonderrechte mit sich bringen könnte. 
Der Bundesdatenschutzbeauftragte Ulrich Kelber (SPD) sieht die Regelungen skeptisch: "Bei jeder 
Form von Immunitätsnachweisen handelt es sich um Gesundheitsdaten, die besonders zu 
schützen sind", sagt er: "Auf keinen Fall dürfen solche Daten missbraucht werden oder zu 
Diskriminierung führen." Laut der Weltgesundheitsorganisation gebe es zudem noch keinen 
sicheren Nachweis für eine Immunität. 
Für die Mitarbeiter von sozialen und medizinischen Einrichtungen könnte das neue Gesetz noch 
eine andere Folge haben. Laut dem Entwurf sollen Arbeitgeber hier künftig Kenntnis über alle 
"übertragbaren Krankheiten" ihrer Angestellten erhalten dürfen. Bislang bezog sich dieses Recht 
nur auf "Krankheiten, die durch Schutzimpfung verhütet werden können". Nun könnten selbst HIV-
Infektionen oder Hepatitis unter die neue Regelung fallen. Die Grünen-Gesundheitspolitikerin 
Kordula Schulz-Asche nennt diese Pläne deshalb "fragwürdig". 
Aktuelles zum Coronavirus - zweimal täglich per Mail oder Push-Nachricht 
Alle Meldungen zur aktuellen Lage in Deutschland und weltweit sowie die wichtigsten Nachrichten 
des Tages - zweimal täglich mit SZ Espresso. Unser Newsletter bringt Sie morgens und abends 
auf den neuesten Stand. Kostenlose Anmeldung: sz.de/espresso. In unserer Nachrichten-
App (hier herunterladen) können Sie den Espresso oder Eilmeldungen auch als Push-Nachricht 
abonnieren. 
In Nordrhein-Westfalen soll unterdessen bereits in zwei bis drei Wochen ein digitaler 
Immunitätsausweis erprobt werden. Test-Patienten werden dann mithilfe einer App einen 
Nachweis für ihr Corona-Testergebnis verschlüsselt in einer Datenbank abspeichern. Flughäfen, 
Infrastrukturunternehmen und Behörden könnten dann den Teststatus der Person digital 
überprüfen, erklärt Stephan Noller, der die beteiligte Firma Ubirch leitet. Daneben arbeiten weitere 
Firmen wie Lufthansa Industry Solutions, die Uniklinik und das Gesundheitsamt der Stadt Köln 
sowie die Bundesdruckerei am Immunitätspass fürs Smartphone. 
  
https://www.sueddeutsche.de/politik/coronavirus-immunitaetsausweis-regierung-
1.4892945?fbclid=IwAR1oF7QakPZoaUOiWm2yTXK6xn-
HC7PsMMPH_IApoh7uKsUqzXv9jkx8rZ0  
  
  
Brandgefährliche Gesetzesentwürfe der Bundesregierung: Sonderrechte für Immune und 
endloser Ausnahmezustand? 
1. Mai 2020  
  
Neue Diskriminierung durch Corona  
  
Berlin – Ermutigt durch den auch parlamentarischen Ausnahmezustand infolge der 
Pandemie fühlt sich die Bundesregierung bemüßigt, einige mehr als fragwürdige 
gesetzliche Neuregelungen auf den Weg zu bringen. Sollten sie in Kraft treten, so kämen sie 
einem Tabu- und Dammbruch gleich: Nicht nur, dass das Infektionsschutzgesetz einem 
neuen Ermächtigungsgesetz gleichkommt; auch der gesundheitliche strikte Datenschutz 
soll entfallen – und eine Zweiklassengesellschaft zwischen Corona-Immunen und 
Nichtimmunen etabliert werden. 
Bisher galt in Deutschland stets das uneingeschränkte Solidarprinzip und die Gleichheit vor dem 
Gesetz. Personen, die durch ihre Lebensgewohnheiten ein erhöhtes Risiko aufweisen, zu 
erkranken und damit der Solidargemeinschaft zur Last zu fallen, dürfen nicht benachteiligt werden 
– und umgekehrt auch jene nicht privilegiert, die sich risikoärmer verhalten. Es wäre ansonsten ein 
schmaler Grat zur Diskriminierung von sozial unerwünschtem Verhalten, was empfindliche 
Freiheitseinschnitte bedeuten würde und fatale Anklänge an den Sozialdarwinismus der NS-Zeit 
nach sich zöge, wenn etwa nur noch körperlich Gesunde autofahren dürften oder bestimmte 
Freizeitaktivitäten nur bei Nachweis entsprechender Fitness erlaubt wären. 
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Alleine schon die notwendige Kennzeichnung von Gebrechen – oder günstigen Merkmalen – 
würde eine Zweiklassengesellschaft generieren, könnte einen neuen Rassismus begünstigen. 
Dystopische Science-Fiction-Filme haben sich dem ethischen Problem des Themas schon oft 
angenommen, beispielsweise „Gattaca“, wo nur genetisch tadellose Klone volle Bürgerrechte 
genießen. Ob sich der Nachweis des Makels oder der Erwähltheit nun sichtbar (in Form von 
Abzeichen) manifestiert oder versteckt, über offiziell kontrollierbare Nachweise, spielt dabei keine 
Rolle. 
Genau diese Art von Klasseneinteilung plant die Bundesregierung nun ernsthaft im Kontext 
Corona: Genesene – und damit Immune – könnten bald schon Sonderrechte erhalten, sofern 
gewährleistet ist, dass sie nicht ansteckend sind. Wie die „Süddeutsche Zeitung“ (SZ) berichtet, 
soll eine Art „Corona-Immunitätsausweis“ ähnlich wie der Impfpass dokumentieren, dass sein 
Träger eine Covid-19-Erkrankung überstanden hat. 
Zweiklassenjustiz und Privilegien? 
Bedingung für die Einführung eines solchen Dokuments ist jedoch, dass zunächst der 
wissenschaftliche Beweis erbracht ist, dass sich Menschen nach einer Corona-Erkrankung nicht 
wieder anstecken können, so Bundesgesundheitsminister Jens Spahn (CDU), der den am 
Mittwoch im Kabinett beschlossenen Gesetzesentwurf eingebracht hatte. 
Noch steht dieser Beweis aus; sollten einmal Genesene jedoch wirklich dauerhaft immun sein, soll 
ihnen tatsächlich eine Bevorzugung bei der Wahrnehmung von Freiheiten und Grundrechten 
zugebilligt werden, die allen anderen – Kranken oder noch nicht Infizierten – vorenthalten wird. 
Einzelne Länder preschen hier schon deutlich weiter vor: Nordrhein-Westfalen will bereits in zwei 
bis drei Wochen einen digitalen Immunitätsausweis testen. 
SPD-Bundesdatenschutzbeauftragter Ulrich Kelber meldet massive Bedenken an: Bei jeder Form 
von Immunitätsnachweisen handele es sich um Gesundheitsdaten, die „besonders zu schützen“ 
seien. Diese dürften keinesfall zu Diskriminierung führen, zumal laut der 
Weltgesundheitsorganisation der sicheren Nachweis für eine anhaltende Immunität ausstehe. 
Eben diesen Nachweis will der Bund, anders als NRW, zuerst erst noch abwarten. Danach will 
Spahn das verhängnisvolle Neuland beschreiten: „An vielerlei Stellen“ könne dieser Ausweis dann 
„die Dinge erleichtern“, sagte er laut SZ; der Ausweis sei eine „Chance“, dass Bürger 
„unbeschwerter“ bestimmten Tätigkeiten nachgehen könnten. 
„Minderwertige“ in Quarantäne 
Und alle anderen? Die können künftig noch einfacher aus dem Verkehr gezogen werden. 
Eine weitere Passage der Novelle nimmt Bezug auf das Infektionsschutzgesetz, mit dem der 
Staat Menschen, die ansteckend oder auch nur „krankheitsverdächtig“ sind, dazu 
verpflichten kann, in Quarantäne zu gehen oder „bestimmte Orte oder öffentliche Orte nicht 
oder nur unter bestimmten Bedingungen zu betreten“, schreibt die Münchner Zeitung. 
Gerade dieser Punkt – unabhängig von der drohenden Zweiklassen-
Verfassungswirklichkeit – sorgt auch bei immer mehr Juristen für Kopfschütteln und Sorge. 
Dass laut Infektionsschutzgesetz nur die Bundesregierung – und nicht das Parlament – 
darüber entscheiden kann, wann eine Epidemie oder Pandemie die Volksgesundheit 
gefährdet und dementsprechend Grundrechte außer Kraft gesetzt werden müssen, kommt 
einem antidemokratischen Ermächtigungsartikel gleich; wer schützt uns davor, dass nach 
Sars-CoV2 im nächsten oder übernächsten Jahr nicht die nächste drohende Infektionswelle 
durch einen angeblich bedrohlichen Influenzastamm ansteht – und die Regierung, unter 
Berufung auf handverlesene Virologen, wieder und wieder einen Lockdown verhängt? 
Es sollte daher dringend im Grundgesetz festgeschrieben werden, dass die Ausrufung 
eines Ausnahmezustands wie des gegenwärtigen künftig – so wie auch Verteidigungsfall 
oder theoretische Kriegserklärungen – nur durch das Parlament (und zwar vollzählig!), 
nicht aber durch die Exekutive ausgerufen werden kann. Ansonsten stünde – zumindest 
formal – dieser und allen künftigen Regierungen der Weg zur Errichtung einer faktischen 
Diktatur sperrangelweit offen. (DM) 
https://www.journalistenwatch.com/2020/05/01/brandgefaehrliche-gesetzesentwuerfe-
bundesregierung/ 
ROUGH ENGLISH TRANSLATION 
Dear ladies and gentlemen,, 
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- that suddenly increasing radio pollution and sudden bird death in the Moselle region show clear 
temporal and local similarities, 
 
- that the Diamond Princess, who was quarantined because of Corona when the ship with the best 
WiFi at sea was praised as" the first cruise ship to access SES's groundbreaking O3b mPOWER 
satellite-based communicaons system", and had 1,780 WiFi Access Points, and 
 
- that regions without 5G radio had significantly less positive Corona tests, 
 
could you already read in previous Mails. Nevertheless, at the very bottom again here (from 5G-
space appeal, etc.). 
 
What is new is that the German government wants to push through far-reaching legislative 
changes by 15 May, which will affect all of us (if Austria pulls along as it did 87 years ago...) 
deprive us of our fundamental rights!!! 
 
Watch the short video with information about the backgrounds and entanglements and what to do 
now: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DxzMpNoZOL0 
"Gates capers Germany" the plans for Corona forced vaccination and the financial background etc. 
Please copy link manually into new browser window (ctrl + C, ctrl + V). Otherwise sometimes does 
not work when clicking. 
 
- Some German competitors, who are interested in the above mentioned connections (birds, radio, 
5G, compulsory vaccination and Digital ID2020 vaccination chip...), have acted quickly. 
 
- The new party "Widerstand 2020" (in Germany) 
https://widerstand2020.de/ 
got over 100,000 members within a short time (who founds "widerstand2020austria"???) and 
 
- everywhere in DE this Saturday, 9.5., Demos to save our fundamental rights take place 
 
Here everywhere are the Demos with lectures for our basic rights-can you please forward in or to 
DE!!! - 
Penzberg, Landsberg, München, Weilheim, Murnau, Schongau... 
(see at the bottom of the e-mail). 
 
- To Austria and compulsory vaccination without sufficient prior clinical trials (urgent procedure...) 
matches the message of an attentive member: 
 
"Important Note: 
Article 110 of the Austrian Penal Code states:: 
 
Unauthorized Treatment 
 
(1) anyone who uses another person without his or her consent, even if according to the 
Rules of medical science, treated, is punishable by imprisonment up to six months or fined up to 
360 Daily sentences. 
(2) if the offender has not obtained the consent of the treated person in the acceptance, 
that by postponing treatment life or health in accordance with para. 1 only to punish, 
if the supposed danger has not existed and he is aware of it at 
Use of the necessary care (Paragraph 6) could have been conscious. 
(3) the perpetrator shall be prosecuted only at the request of the arbitrarily treated person. 
 
(Page 554 Criminal Code) 
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- Here information about the far-reaching changes in the law in DE, which all of us (if Austria pulls 
along like 87 years ago...) 
deprive us of our fundamental rights!!! 
 
From the Mail of Claus Scheingraber, de (also there you can subscribe to a Newsletter): 
 
From: claus.scheingraber@vodafonemail.de [mailto:claus.scheingraber@vodafonemail.de] 
Submitted: Tuesday, 05 May 2020 11: 44 
To: Scheingraber Claus 
Subject: WG: incendiary bills of the federal government: special rights for Immune and endless 
state of emergency? 
 
Dear friends, members, colleagues and comrades-in-arms, 
the stigmatization of people is systematically expanded. A new" Jewish star " is to be introduced! It 
is best to decide that unvaccinated have to wear an armband or a patch! Have we learned nothing 
from our history??? 
The AEB sends you the following e-mail information with the request for information and 
forwarding to interested persons. 
With best regards! 
 
Claus Scheingraber 
 
Subject: incendiary bills of the federal government: special rights for Immune and endless state of 
emergency? 
 
Quotation: 
Section 28 is amended as follows : 
a) paragraph 1 Sentence 3 the following sentences are inserted: 
"When ordering and carrying out protective measures in accordance with sentences 1 and 2, it is 
appropriate to take into account whether and to what extent a Person who, according to the state 
of the art of medical science, cannot or can no longer transmit a certain communicable disease for 
which the protective measures are taken, because of an existing vaccination or immunity, can be 
exempted from the measure in whole or in part without endangering the purpose of the measure. 
To the extent that individual - related measures are to be dispensed with or exceptions are 
generally provided for, the person concerned must prove by means of an vaccination or immunity 
documentation in accordance with § 22 or a medical certificate that he or she cannot or can no 
longer transmit the specific communicable disease.“ 
 
and 
 
And everyone else? These can be withdrawn from the market even more easily in the future. 
Another passage of the amendment refers to the infection Protection Act, which allows the state to 
oblige people who are contagious or even "suspected of disease" to go into quarantine or "not to 
enter certain places or public places or only under certain conditions," writes the Münchner 
Zeitung. 
It is precisely this point – regardless of the threatening two-class constitutional reality – that is 
causing more and more lawyers to shake their heads and worry. The fact that according to the 
infection Protection Act only the federal government – and not the Parliament – can decide when 
an epidemic or pandemic endangers public health and accordingly fundamental rights must be 
overridden is equivalent to an anti-democratic enabling article; who will protect us from the fact 
that, after SARS-CoV2, the next year or the year after next, the next impending wave of infection 
from a supposedly threatening strain of influenza will not occur – and the government, citing hand-
picked virologists, will again and again impose a Lockdown? 
It should therefore be urgently stipulated in the basic law that the proclamation of a state of 
emergency such as the present one in the future – as well as defense cases or theoretical 
declarations of war – only by parliament (and in full!), but cannot be proclaimed by the executive. 
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Otherwise - at least formally-the path to the establishment of a de facto dictatorship would be open 
to this and all future governments. (DM) 
 
 
Those who cannot prove immunity by vaccination lose their basic rights. 
BY DEUTSCHELOBBY ON 02/05/2020 * (0 ) 
 
‼ ‼ ‼ And fluffy on the 07.05.2020 of the Bundestag will be discussed in the first reading of the 
approval in law. Meanwhile, the Bundestag health committee has invited for 11.05.2020 to a public 
hearing (as a video conference). Possibly the 2nd/3rd reading in the Bundestag could already take 
place on 14.05.2020. The federal council could thus finally discuss the law on 15.05.2020. 
We must be vigilant. You push in the ISFG. 
 
Please consider Art. 2 GG (physical integrity) is already restricted 
 
Government draft of a second law to protect the population in an epidemic situation of national 
importance 
On 29.04.2020, the federal cabinet adopted the government draft of a second law for the 
protection of the population in the event of an epidemic situation of national significance. 
Further course of the legislative procedure it is obviously planned to complete the legislative 
procedure in a timely manner. On 07.05.2020, the Bundestag will discuss the law requiring 
approval in its first reading. Meanwhile, the Bundestag health committee has invited for 11.05.2020 
to a public hearing (as a video conference). Possibly the 2nd/3rd reading in the Bundestag could 
already take place on 14.05.2020. The federal council could thus finally discuss the law on 
15.05.2020. I particularly refer to the amendment of § 28 para. 1 Sentence 3 of the infection 
Protection Act (Article 1 No. 20 letter a) hin: 
 
Section 28 is amended as follows : 
 
a) paragraph 1 Sentence 3 the following sentences are inserted: 
 
"When ordering and carrying out protective measures in accordance with sentences 1 and 2, it is 
appropriate to take into account whether and to what extent a Person who, according to the state 
of the art of medical science, cannot or can no longer transmit a certain communicable disease for 
which the protective measures are taken, because of an existing vaccination or immunity, can be 
exempted from the measure in whole or in part without endangering the purpose of the measure. 
To the extent that individual - related measures are to be dispensed with or exceptions are 
generally provided for, the person concerned must prove by means of an vaccination or immunity 
documentation in accordance with § 22 or a medical certificate that he or she cannot or can no 
longer transmit the specific communicable disease.“ 
 
This means: anyone who cannot prove immunity by vaccination loses his basic rights. 
This is the ultimate vaccination. This should be on 15.5.2020, so already in 2 weeks !!! be adopted. 
 
https://deutschelobbyinfo.com/2020/05/02/wer-keine-immunitaet-durch-impfung-nachweisen-kann-
verliert-seine-grundrechte/ 
 
 
29. April 2020, At 19:48 
Corona-Pandemic 
The Federal government wants to introduce immunity card 
A recovered Corona Patient is pushed out of the University Hospital Essen. 
(PHOTO: dpa) 
 
Corona Convalescent might receive special rights. The prerequisite is proof that they are not 
contagious. However, there are concerns regarding data protection. 
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By Kristiana Ludwig, Berlin, and Max Muth 
 
The federal government plans to introduce a Corona immunity card, which, similar to the 
vaccination card, could prove that a Covid-19 disease has survived. This is the result of a bill 
passed in the Cabinet on Wednesday. However, the prerequisite for the introduction of such a 
document is that there is scientific evidence that people cannot re-infect themselves after a Corona 
disease, said federal health minister Jens Spahn (CDU). This one has not yet. The law was 
therefore a "precautionary regulation". 
If one comes to the conclusion that people are immune after a disease, however, an immunity 
document would make things easier "in many places," Spahn said. It was a "Chance" that citizens 
could pursue certain activities more "carefree". He cited healthcare workers as an example. The 
law states that "far-reaching conclusions can be drawn from an immunity for the further handling of 
protective measures and vulnerable groups of persons". 
Another Passage in the resolution shows how far-reaching these consequences could be. It refers 
to the infection Protection Act, which allows the state to require people who are contagious or even 
"suspected of disease" to go into quarantine or "not enter certain places or public places or only 
under certain conditions". In future, it should be possible to present the immunity passport in this 
case in order to obtain an exemption. In view of the far-reaching contact bans to curb the 
pandemic in recent months, this could be an indication that an ID card could entail special rights in 
the future. 
The federal data protection officer Ulrich Kelber (SPD) is sceptical about the regulations: "any form 
of proof of immunity is health data that must be protected in particular," he says: "under no 
circumstances should such data be misused or lead to discrimination."According to the World 
Health Organization, there is also no reliable proof of immunity. 
For employees of social and medical institutions, the new law could have a different consequence. 
According to the draft, employers should be allowed to know about all "communicable diseases" of 
their employees. Until now, this right only referred to "diseases that can be prevented by 
preventive vaccination". Now, even HIV infections or Hepatitis could fall under the new regulation. 
Green health politician Kordula Schulz-Asche therefore calls these plans "questionable". 
News about Coronavirus-twice a day by mail or Push message 
All news about the current situation in Germany and worldwide as well as the most important news 
of the day - twice a day with SZ Espresso. Our Newsletter brings you up to date morning and 
evening. Free registration: sz.de/espresso. in our news App (download here) you can also 
subscribe to Espresso or breaking news as a Push message. 
Meanwhile, in North Rhine-Westphalia, a digital immunity certificate is to be tested in two to three 
weeks. Test patients will then use an App to store a proof of their Corona test result encrypted in a 
database. Airports, infrastructure companies and authorities could then digitally check the Test 
status of the person, explains Stephan Noller, who heads the company Ubirch involved. In 
addition, other companies such as Lufthansa Industry Solutions, the University Hospital and the 
Health Office of the city of Cologne as well as the Bundesdruckerei are working on the immunity 
passport for smartphones. 
https://www.sueddeutsche.de/politik/coronavirus-immunitaetsausweis-regierung-
1.4892945?fbclid=IwAR1oF7QakPZoaUOiWm2yTXK6xn-
HC7PsMMPH_IApoh7uKsUqzXv9jkx8rZ0 
Dangerous bills of the federal government: special rights for Immune and endless state of 
emergency? 
1. May 2020 
 
New discrimination, by Corona 
 
Berlin-encouraged by the Parliamentary State of emergency as a result of the pandemic, the 
federal government feels obliged to introduce some more than questionable new legal regulations. 
Should they come into force, they would be tantamount to breaking taboos and dams: not only is 
the infection Protection Act equivalent to a new enabling Act; strict health data protection is also to 
be eliminated - and a two – class society between Corona Immunen and Nichtimmunen is to be 
established. 
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Up to now, Germany has always applied the unqualified principle of solidarity and equality before 
the law. Persons who have an increased risk of falling ill due to their lifestyle habits and thus to be 
a burden on the solidarity community must not be disadvantaged – and conversely also those who 
behave less risky should not be privileged. Otherwise, it would be a fine line to discriminate against 
socially undesirable behaviour, which would mean sensitive restrictions on freedom and would 
lead to Fatal Echoes of the social Darwinism of the Nazi era, if only physically healthy drivers were 
allowed to drive or certain leisure activities were only allowed with evidence of appropriate Fitness. 
Just the necessary identification of infirmities - or favorable characteristics - would generate a two-
class society, could promote a new racism. Dystopian science Fiction films have often addressed 
the ethical Problem of the subject, such as" Gattaca", where only genetically impeccable clones 
enjoy full civil rights. Whether the proof of the blemish or the selectivity is manifested visibly (in the 
form of badges) or hidden, via officially controllable proofs, does not matter. 
It is precisely this type of class division that the federal government is now seriously planning in the 
context of Corona: those who have recovered – and thus become Immune – could soon be 
granted special rights, provided that they are guaranteed not to be contagious. As the 
"Süddeutsche Zeitung" (SZ) reports, a kind of "Corona immunity certificate" similar to the 
vaccination certificate is supposed to document that its carrier has survived a Covid-19 disease. 
Dual-class justice and privilege? 
However, the prerequisite for the introduction of such a document is that scientific evidence is first 
provided that people cannot become infected again after a Corona disease, according to federal 
health minister Jens Spahn (CDU), who had tabled the draft law passed in the Cabinet on 
Wednesday. 
This proof is still pending; however, if those who have recovered are really permanently immune, 
they should in fact be granted a preference in the exercise of freedoms and fundamental rights, 
which is withheld from all others – sick or not yet infected. Individual countries are already pushing 
ahead significantly: North Rhine-Westphalia wants to test a digital immunity card in two to three 
weeks. 
SPD federal data protection officer Ulrich Kelber reports massive concerns: any form of immunity 
evidence is health data that must be "particularly protected". These should in no case lead to 
discrimination, especially since, according to the World Health Organization, there is no reliable 
proof of continued immunity. The federal government, unlike NRW, wants to wait for this proof first. 
After that, Spahn wants to break new ground:" in many places "this ID card can then" make things 
easier", he said according to SZ; the ID card is a " Chance "that citizens can pursue certain 
activities more" carefree". 
"Inferior" in quarantine 
And everyone else? These can be withdrawn from the market even more easily in the future. 
Another passage of the amendment refers to the infection Protection Act, which allows the state to 
oblige people who are contagious or even "suspected of disease" to go into quarantine or "not to 
enter certain places or public places or only under certain conditions," writes the Münchner 
Zeitung. 
It is precisely this point – regardless of the threatening two-class constitutional reality – that is 
causing more and more lawyers to shake their heads and worry. The fact that according to the 
infection Protection Act only the federal government – and not the Parliament – can decide when 
an epidemic or pandemic endangers public health and accordingly fundamental rights must be 
overridden is equivalent to an anti-democratic enabling article; who will protect us from the fact 
that, after SARS-CoV2, the next year or the year after next, the next impending wave of infection 
from a supposedly threatening strain of influenza will not occur – and the government, citing hand-
picked virologists, will again and again impose a Lockdown? 
It should therefore be urgently stipulated in the basic law that the proclamation of a state of 
emergency such as the present one in the future – as well as defense cases or theoretical 
declarations of war – only by parliament (and in full!), but cannot be proclaimed by the executive. 
Otherwise - at least formally-the path to the establishment of a de facto dictatorship would be open 
to this and all future governments. (DM) 
https://www.journalistenwatch.com/2020/05/01/brandgefaehrliche-gesetzesentwuerfe-
bundesregierung/ 
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APPENDIX 3: The Truth About Vaccines (TTAV2020) 
"Vaccine Roundtable" (Part 1) is immediately below this heading 
"Vaccine Roundtable" (Part 2): click here 
 
https://go2.thetruthaboutvaccines.com/docuseries/roundtable-1/ 
(With comments from the transcriber in square brackets) 
 
Presented by Ty and Charlene Bollinger, with participants Robert Kennedy, Andrew 
Wakefield, Del Bigtree, Judy Mikovits, Dr. Rashid Buttar, Dr Sherri Tenpenny 
 
Robert Kennedy 
Jake Tapper on CNN was saying there is no connection with the Wuhan lab. Very strong 
circumstantial evidence that this virus underwent evolutionary acceleration, people say not 
genetically engineered, but you can tell if genetics was attached to the virus, a neurologist could 
look at it and tell, so it probably was not GE'd. There's a process by which vaccines are made 
called accelerated evolution, they take a virus like coronavirus that cannot jump to humans and 
they grow it on pangolin tissue, then they take that and grow it on mouse brains, then they grow it 
on feral monkey kidneys, and ultimately they put it in a Petri dish with human lung tissue. In that 
process the virus is mutating at a super rate and its being taught to adapt to human tissue. Now 
why would anybody do that?  
 
There's two reasons - to invent a bioweapon, but the more common reason, something that has 
been funded by Tony Fauci for years, is to create vaccines and to create a virus that has the 
capacity to infect humans, to be transmissable. [hey that IS a bioweapon - make the problem so 
you can provide the solution! So in fact there is only one reason Robert] They're easily 
transmissable and super virulent. And they take mice or rats whose DNA has been altered to be 
human DNA, and they see if they can infect the rats with that virus, then once they have done that, 
they develop a vaccine to protect the rats from the virus and then they can see if it works. [Yeah - 
they want to protect themselves from their own evil, of course] 
 
Tony Fauci was experimenting with that technology for many years up until 2014. He was doing it 
at Fort Detrick, in Wisconsin, and at a lab in North Carolina. There was a series of mishaps in 2014 
where those viruses and some other viruses that were created, lab-generated, escaped from the 
lab because of poor safety quality control protocols. 
 
There was an outcry by scientists. 200 scientists signed a petition demanding that Fauci stop those 
experiments. Obama heard about it and ordered all the experiments stopped. [Now you need to 
know that Robert Kennedy actually supports the Clintons I heard so is it possible this guy is giving 
disinfo??] Instead Fauci transferred the experimentation into the Wuhan lab. Built by the French, I 
think 2002, it cost them 47 million but is not biosecure. It has a lot of problems with escapees. 
Fauci's experiments continued to occur at that lab. When Trump came into office there was a 
division of pandemic security inside the White House and Trump in his cost-cutting efforts 
liquidated that department. That funding ended on Sept 30th and a lot of those scientists that had 
been working with the coronavirus enhanced human transmissable viruses in the Wuhan lab had 
their jobs terminated on Sept 30th. It is a hypothesis, it is possible that when they were fired, they 
could have released these viruses because their jobs might have been restored. We don't know. 
It's rumour and speculation, but the timelines are there. No one can say it did happen and no one 
can say it didn't happen. It turns out that Wuhan wet market did not sell bats. There needs to be an 
investigation, and we need to know whether Tony Fauci was instrumental in precipitating this 
crisis. 
 
Dr Rashid Buttar 
These gain of function studies that were essentially the moratorium that the government passed in 
2014 was against chimeric research - that is when they change the structure of whatever the 
pathogen is, so it's like creating a Frankenstein version and its more resistant, its more virulent, 
and when you ask the question why would anyone make it damaging, the response is, so that we 
can study the potential for pandemic and then use that potential to prioritise where research should 
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be focussed. This is the thought process of those who promote the gain of function study within the 
biological community. There were many virologists that were against this. To study gain of function 
in order to prioritise research seems like utter madness to me [CORRECT]. If we want to prioritise, 
let’s not make it more resistant and more virulent and more damaging, let’s just stay away from 
there because it doesn't make any sense [unless of course you understand they have irrepressible 
genocidal tendencies] 
 
Andrew Wakefield 
I agree, and firstly I'd like to say the idea that some disgruntled employee at Wuhan might do such 
a thing, that's exactly what happened if you remember with anthrax. When anthrax research was 
threatened, then a disgruntled disenfranchised, disenchanted researcher released anthrax. [Note: 
This was later disproved.] It will happen. When Trump withdrew that funding from the Wuhan lab, 
did Tony Fauci inform him that this work had been going on there, that these gain of function, 
altered, highly virulent human infecting coronaviruses were being generated in that lab and 
therefore he should be aware of it in light of the fact that people who were about to lose their jobs 
were employed producing such a thing? That would be a very import question to pose to Dr Fauci 
(by Dr Fauci?) I think that what Rashid has picked up on that this kind of research should never be 
done. It was protested against, it was stopped, it should never be done. It reminds me of Jurassic 
Park when they're in the lab and the egg is hatching and Sam Mendes bred a Velociraptor and the 
Asian scientist said, “Don’t worry, they're all female - they can’t reproduce. And Jeff Goldblum, the 
chaos theory mathematician leans in and says you don't understand, nature will find a way - and 
that's exactly what happens, and they will escape and they will get out. This is proof of that if it 
turns out to be the case that that is correct, and that's what's happened and it's a disaster. It will 
happen again if people continue this kind of abhorrent science. 
 
Judy Mikovits 
To add to what Bobby was saying that Vero E6 cell line that was originally it says in the 2015 
nature med paper about the emergence, that cell line continuously growing to grow up large 
amounts of this virus is deficient in the type 1 interferon alpha pathway, so that's why it supports 
the growth of these viruses. And back in 1999 I did research in the Fort Detrick facility and my job 
was to find a cell line that Ebola could infect without killing, so that we could study the virus 
theoretically. I was told, I might have been, um, thirty, and I was told what I was doing was 
understanding the difference between the highly pathogenic Zaire strain, and the non pathogen 
rest in Virginia strain. So that research, at the time you think you're doing good, but what we knew 
in 2014 is that the contagious, the one you could aerosolise and cough Ebola virus that previously 
was only infectious in blood and body fluids, in fact had 300 mutations was now contagious, killed 
21,000 or so Liberians in 2014. 300 mutations just by accelerating it and growing it over and over 
in this immune-deficient cell line, particularly the type of immunity that does the first silencing of 
RNA viruses, so we knew this thing could happen and that's why virologists and those amongst my 
colleagues were saying this should never be done again. It's a gain of function even if you don't do 
any chimera, its called “pseudotyping” in molecular virology. You put a different body on the helmet 
on the guts of different viruses and allow them to infect other cells, but you don't have to do that if 
you passage it through these viral monkey kidney cells that have simian 40 viruses, retroviruses 
like mason pfizer monkey viruses that are very deadly to the spleen. And we see some of that in 
Covid-19, we're seeing splenomegalies, we're seeing cytopenias killing of cells that suggests that, 
and we know they were made in this cell line, and we know those can be passengers and carriers 
that make that more virulent. It's going to be in the mix because it's not a purified virus 
 
Dr Sherri Tenpenny 
I have a question about the serial passage through tissues. Isn’t that what is supposed to be the 
attenuation process, and isn't it supposed to weaken viruses and so how does that accelerate 
viruses? And this is just a personal question for me, it's not a gotcha, I really don't know the 
answer.  
 
Judy 
When you're doing it through tissues and not cell lines, continuously growing cell lines, that's what 
I've done my whole life, just try to immortalise or try to transform, make it grow outside the normal 
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tissue because of all the immune responses. [What kind of person does that kind of job anyway?] 
So for instance in 2009 when we isolated a virus that's not growing very fast in a tissue that has a 
lot of immune function. So when you find a cell line, this is how we grew the XMRVs, we grew it in 
a cell line called LNCP, lymph node cancer patient. It was a 62-year-old man who had an 
aggressive prostate cancer and this virus family was first associated with prostate cancer in people 
that didn't have a degradation enzyme, a pac-man enzyme called RNA cell. That's the whole 
subject of our first book. We found this in other families with other cancers, autism and chronic 
fatigue syndrome so it's the immune compromise. So in order for these cell lines to grow outside 
the lab, see they're not tissues; they're continuously growing cells that you can grow up in a 
ferment and they're lacking. LNRAP was lacking in RNA cell and it was still hormone responsive .. 
and on she goes. 
 
Del Bigtree 
I'd like to jump in here because people want to know how does this affect me and what can I do 
about it. Whether its a bioweapon, whether or not its escaped from a lab, etc, it’s not killing people 
in any sort of way that warrants the quarantine, it doesn't warrant the shift in our constitutional 
rights in ALL the nations that are going through this. We should not be having surveillance 
programs, we should not be having drones that follow us around, we don't need to have mandatory 
testing, um all of that when you hear that healthy people are having almost no symptoms at all, if 
you want to track that and work out how that virus is moving, go right ahead but do it while I'm back 
at work. Do it while we are no longer destroying the economies of the world. None of our scientific 
professionals have been driving the response or admitting that they overstepped and made a huge 
mistake and overreacted to something that will probably be a little more deadly than a flu.  
 
We are understanding now it’s less like a respiratory illness and more like a blood illness, where 
the oxygen is not being transferred correctly and everyone adjusting to that is now having amazing 
results using chloroquine to open up the cell and kill that virus with zinc or azithromycin or even 
intravenous Vitamin C. These are all things that are possible, but the death rate’s gonna be high 
because of the lousy way we approached it. I think Tony Fauci and Deborah Burks have failed us 
in an incredible way. There was a blindness, such a dream to make this about the forced 
vaccination program, something that every one of us here has been warning is coming. We said 
that the pharmaceutical industry is going to try and take over the world, the WHO has been stating 
that this is its goal for the last, you know very powerfully for the last couple of years, saying that 
vaccine hesitancy is the greatest risk to public health ... the human body is spectacular, even if this 
is man made, our bodies are handling it ... we should be demanding more from our scientific body 
to deal with treatments in the here and now, instead of making us wish on the vaccine unicorn in 
18 months from now because 18 months from now we will have no economies in the world, it will 
have been Armageddon.  
 
Herd immunity is imminent in nations that did not lock down. .... Not so long ago everyone on this 
panel was accused of being a conspiracy theorist, but now we have them saying we wanna track 
you, etc. It IS a conspiracy by a very small group of sick people, you know, Tony Fauci, Deborah 
Burks, Bill Gates, the WHO and a couple of other outliers. Besides that, the body of science, 
virologists, mathematicians, the modellers of this world, they totally disagree with this approach, 
they are totally against draconian measures. All we have to do is say is this the world we want, 
because they're laying it out for you, they want forced vaccinations for you, they want to microchip 
you so that they can make sure they know what your health status is wherever you go, they're 
going to track your cell phone to see how far apart you're standing, and they're probably going to 
have drones flying over you to check your temperature to see where you're going all the time. All 
you have to decide is that the world you wanna live in or not? Not whether its gonna happen. That 
is the plan by this group of people. But guess what, we outnumber them in a major way, and this is 
all that most of us here have been hoping for, that enough people would recognise that this sick, 
twisted group of very strange people, that see the world in a really dark way are trying to take over. 
All we have to do is say yeah, not today. We're all standing together whether you like vaccines or 
you don't like vaccines, I think we can all agree, you should have a choice what's injected into your 
body, and you should definitely have a choice whether you're microchipped and tracked in all of 
this. I don't think anyone in this world wants that, so let's stand together now and stop this now. 
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Sherri quotes some statistics. 
From CDC today the number of coronavirus deaths from 1/2 - 11/4 in USA: 11, 356. The number 
of deaths from pneumonia, influenza and possibly associated with coronavirus: 54,200. Added 
together, that's 65,000 deaths. Deaths from all other causes is 569,400. Not even 10 percent and 
we've decimated the world over that. 
 
Rashid 
Look at the incidence of cancer, heart disease, and trauma, oh the one thing that's good about this 
that nobody's talking about Covi-19 is that the death rate from cancer has gone down, the death 
rate from heart disease has gone down, the death rate of people falling out of planes without 
parachutes has gone down, the death rate of suicides ... 
 
Sherri 
And the incidence of SIDS has gone down because we're not vaccinating the kids. {Exactly]. Dr 
Anton said, head of public health department said if they don't want them in the clinic, vaccinate 
them in the parking lot! 
 
Rashid 
People are dying at home because they don't want to go to the supposedly overtaxed hospital, or 
don't want to catch Covid-19, more children are being sexually abused because the parents are 
staying at home, the rate of domestic violence, those statistics aren't being talked about, but those 
statistics are going up. 
 
Kennedy 
CNN keeps saying that Trump should do what the science says, the problem with that is the 
scientist is Tony Fauci who is a neurologist but Fauci does not have the training to do a risk 
assessment of the quarantine, which is what Rashid was talking about. He cannot tell us how 
many people the quarantine is going to kill. Kennedy goes on to talk about well recognised 
statistics (a book was written in 1992) on the expected number of deaths arising from 
unemployment, and the figures are staggering, including suicide, imprisonment, heart attacks, 
stress, etc., plus disruption of the supply chain for medications, the disruption of the supply chain 
for food and food production, the delayed non emergency medical care or cancers, or 
hypertension, that's going to kill a lot of people! Nobody has done that risk assessment. And when 
CNN says we need to follow what the scientists say, they're only asking one scientist and he's a 
virologist and he has no capacity to make a risk assessment of what unemployment and 
quarantine and disrupted food supplies will do to debt, mortality or morbidity data nationwide, and 
that is a critical question that has to be answered before we adopt a policy that is as cataclysmic 
as is putting everybody out of work in this country for three or four months! 
 
Sherri says 
This is economic warfare on the middle class. I can’t understand how people have rolled over and 
given up their liberties so quickly over nothing. People are so terrified by this, it's beyond me. The 
elite are sitting up there with their cigars saying we have eliminated whole industries in 6 weeks, 
hospitality cruises, airlines, restaurants, food supply chains ... wonder what we could do to them 
next? 
 
Andrew Wakefield 
Fear is the weapon they have employed every time. Now they have done that more than ever, 
Fauci denounced the Swedish herd immunity, because he wants to promote vaccines. Many 
people who had no opinion on the merits or safety of vaccines before, have now become so much 
more interested in the subject, one because it goes way beyond just vaccines but violation of 
bodily autonomy across the board, and the sense that we are being played like puppets as you 
say. And so I think the numbers that have come to be skeptical to the point of joining the ranks of 
people like us who are devoted to health freedom and to bodily autonomy is enormous, and I think 
they have played a huge cut with this and that they've blown it. That's my belief, that's my hope, it's 
our job to ram it down their throats and make it very obvious to the public what has happened. A 
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new film is coming out this month and it shows how history has repeated itself. A hungry lie is one 
that feasts on more lies to keep it going, its the only way it can be sustained, and ultimately it 
bursts wide open. In the end we will expose this for what it is, that's my hope and that's my belief - 
and it’s just a tragedy that there have been so many unnecessary victims along the way. 
 
Del Bigtree 
Addresses Sherri  
He makes excuses for the population being obedient etc. He says Fauci is atrocious at his job. 
Many people waking up, starting to march. 30,000 cars in Michigan. etc 
 
Rashid 
This is a war on consciousness. It blows my mind, everyone is wearing this mask, when we wear 
the mask in surgery it is to stop infecting the other person, but now it’s the other way around, and 
people wearing the masks to protect themselves don’t understand. They are increasing cortisol, 
because you have to suck oxygen through a mask, which is going to increase the sympathetic 
mimetic drive, its going to reduce the immune system because your cortisol levels are flying up, 
you stress the body increasing the virus load. This complete deviation from logic that the scientific 
and medical community is complicit with is what really blows my mind. 
 
Fauci stated three years ago at Georgetown University that there was going to be a surprise 
pandemic in 2020. Those type of things tells me that this has all been premeditated, pre-planned 
and because of censorship the world didn’t know about it. 
 
Del Bigtree 
I'm gonna do what my government tells me to do :-( He apologises for obedient people who trusted 
the government.) 
We are now seeing 30% of parents in America are now actively involved in delaying or changing 
their vaccine schedule. That means they're going against the CDC. More than 50% of parents 
since "Vaxxed". We've seen a gigantic change in these numbers. The WHO spent last December 
having a conversation for an entire two days on how do we stop this vaccine hesitancy. Not just in 
citizens but in doctors - our front line is falling apart. This gigantic mistake the authorities are 
making is the only way we are gonna stop the pharmaceutical machine! They were going to have 
to make a mistake so catastrophic that we could catch them off balance. It’s still going to be really 
hard, they have the money, they have all the advertising, but people are waking up, and my only 
point is, we cannot lose faith in the citizens, they are waking up and they need the truth right now. 
Think about the beauty of what's taking place, because of the hubris, because of the massive ego 
of this industry, that we've all known they wanted to have a forced vaccination program for the 
world, the way they're gonna do it we have a vaccine coming and the only way you're getting back 
to your life, is once we have this Covid-19 vaccine.  
 
Well the entire reason Bobby and I and Aaron Siri and those of us that are really involved in the 
legal side have been wanting to take away the 1986 Act, to be able to get rid of this liability 
protection, is so we could do what? Mostly see those phase one trials of all these vaccines. That's 
the part they keep hiding from us, right? We'd be able to see what happened in those early trials - 
how many people died, how many mistakes were made, what did we not see? Now, they're going 
to try and do phase one trials, 100 drug companies are out there doing really crappy studies, 
showing they're not going to use a placebo, and they're going to try and do phase one trials of one 
of the most dangerous vaccines ever attempted, that killed virtually - you know, animals died, had 
antibody immune enhancement issues - they've made a classic mistake, they've told the world 
watch us while we go through the most dangerous part of vaccine making. [However, Del does not 
seem to realise that it is highly likely they already have the vaccine and moreover don't care if it 
kills people, in fact, that would be a bonus for them] That's our job now, we are going to put a 
microscope on that now as Andy Wakefield just said, and we are going to expose them, this is a 
dream come true. I just want to get away from, yes there's a lot of bad guys, all of this is terrible 
what's going on, but all of this has worked into our favour. We were trying to get people to put their 
eyes on top of these people and now that is happening. 
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Judy 
There are coronaviruses in those latest two vaccines so you will test positive to Covid. Don’t get a 
vaccine ever again and don’t wear a mask! 
 
Rashid 
They tested cats that were given flu shots and they tested positive for Covid-19 despite never 
having been exposed to it, so there's only one way they could have been getting it because it was 
in those vaccines. 
 
Ty 
I'm glad you brought that up, yes the flu shot is actually driving Covid-19. We've got studies 
showing that it causes the rates of Covid to go up. 
 
Rashid 
That's the data we need to see, the people who supposedly died of Covid-19 - what was their 
vaccination history? How many of them had the H1N1, how many of them had the co-valent flu 
shot, how many of them had the tri-valent flu shot? And there's other things too, the Herpes Zoster 
vaccination, I'll bet you we would see a high correlation. 
 

__________________________ 
 
The Truth About Vaccines (TTAV2020) "Vaccine Roundtable" (Part 2 - 1hr 47mins) 
https://go2.thetruthaboutvaccines.com/docuseries/roundtable-2/ 
(With comments from the transcriber in square brackets) 
 
This transcript of a session organised by Ty and Charlene Bollinger is not word for word but 
contains the most important points, while the important parts are word for word with nothing added. 
 
The participants are the same as those in part one: Dr Andrew Wakefield, Dr Rashid Buttar, 
Dr Sherri Tenpenny, Del Bigtree, Bobby Kennedy, Judy Mikovits 
 
PREAMBLE: There is no end of dirt on the net about Andrew Wakefield, this shows how great an 
effect he had on people with his exposure of the harmful effects of vaccines. He was Director for 
the movie Vaxxed which exposed how vaccines cause autism. The disease cowboys hate him.  
Del Bigtree was one of the producers of the movie Vaxxed. www.watchonline.guide. You can 
watch by signing up for a free 30-day trial of 'prime video'. 
 
Robert F Kennedy [RFK or Robert Kennedy Jnr.] son of the late Robert Kennedy. As I looked on 
the net for details, I am astounded at the volume of hate and disinfo about him. This shows how 
very biased our search engines are (using Startpage not Google) He has been a well known 
attorney for environmental groups. In this short video he says that his children received vaccines 
so he was not always against them. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KzIgqQPrqpc] 
 
"The pharmaceutical companies give 5.4 million dollars a year to the media and they've gotten rid 
of the lawyers." Trump appointed Kennedy to investigate vaccines and autism, however the project 
has stalled, it is said, probably because of too much pressure from the vaccine lobby. 
 
Charlene 
Tucker Carlson (interviewer in the above short video) spoke of "Operation Warp Speed" - they are 
going to speed through the trials they should be doing, they're gonna skip through all this safety 
testing they have to do to get to this vaccine, they're gonna have a hundred million ready to go, so 
if it's good, it's ready to roll out which is such a massive concern of ours. The guest talked about 
this is if it were a good thing, and Tucker Carlson who has interviewed our good friend Bobby 
Kennedy - he shared the truth about vaccines a couple of years ago - did not dig into that issue. I 
was really let down.  
 
Kennedy 
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There's now 80 separate vaccine projects, Bill Gates has 8 of them, he is now the biggest vaccine 
producer in the world. One of his vaccines is the Moderna vaccine, which is the first one out of the 
gate. Moderna vaccine is a really dangerous human experiment, it's shockingly reckless, and 
particularly to go forward without any kind of animal test at all. They want to write the human phase 
one trials. The reason it was preferable - and by the way Tony Fauci has arranged for a company 
which has never produced a vaccine, which has never produced any project, which was on the 
verge of bankruptcy, it had 1.5 billion dollars of debt, lost 500 million dollars last year alone, was 
gonna go bankrupt and Gates has been funding it. Fauci rescued the company from bankruptcy by 
giving them the first of these projects. The project is an RNA vaccine, which has never been made 
before. 
 
Unlike most vaccines, which are injected with an antigen, which is a piece of the target virus, a 
disabled piece, and an adjuvant which shocks the body to increase the immune response, that's 
how every other vaccine works - what the RNA vaccine does, it is an experimental technology that 
has never been done before in history, and what it does is it injects a snippet of the virus which 
carries a genetic code in its RNA that is designed to alter the DNA, the code in every cell in your 
body, to get your body to start naturally producing those antigens. It is a form of genetic 
engineering - it IS genetic engineering. It has been condemned by the Geneva statement, 
because those genetic changes will survive in your sperm and they will live on in your children or in 
your ovaries. THEY ARE [proposing to] INJECTING HUMANS WITH AN UNTESTED GENE-
ALTERING TECHNOLOGY DESIGNED TO CHANGE THE HUMAN GENOME AND WITHOUT 
HAVING ANY PROOF THAT IT ACTUALLY WORKS.  
 
I want to say one other thing. There's a problem with Covid vaccines that requires that they have to 
be tested, and that problem is called the paradox immune enhancement. Here's what happened: 
after the SARS epidemic in 2002 - there were 3 SARS epidemics, first one was a natural one that 
began in China and there were two that were lab escapees. That's not controversial, people know 
that, acknowledge that. 
 
After that, the Chinese and the Western nations all got together and said, “We've got to develop a 
vaccine to treat coronavirus”, which SARS was, this kind of coronavirus - they developed about 30 
different vaccines and they chose the four most promising models. They tested them on ferrets, 
which is the animal most analagous to the human reaction to other respiratory infections, very 
similar to humans. In all four vaccines, the ferrets developed an admirable immune response. 
Scientists often hit the jackpot, the is the metric upon which the FDA bases vaccine approval. 
Vaccines are never tested in the field. The FDA never gives 2,000 people a vaccine and 2,000 
people a placebo and says go out in the world and see what happens. That never happens. The 
way the vaccines get a licence is the promoter of the vaccine injects a couple of thousand people 
with the vaccine and they test their blood to see if they developed an antibody response. Well, the 
ferrets developed a picture-perfect antibody response, so they all thought they hit the jackpot, but 
then something horrible happened. When those ferrets were later exposed to the wild virus, they 
all had body-wide inflammation in all their organs and they died. The scientists then remembered 
something, they remembered that in the 1960s, the FDA and the NIH had tested an RSV vaccine 
which is very similar to coronavirus, upper respiratory vaccine. They skipped animal studies and 
went right to humans - 35 human being kids. The kids again developed a sterling antibody 
response so they thought again they had hit the jackpot. When those children were exposed to the 
cloud [?] virus, instead of protecting them against it, the vaccine actually enhanced the pathways of 
the virus and two of those kids died - they all became horrendously sick. It became a scandal and 
they dropped it and they never touched it again. They realised when they .... those ferrets, that the 
coronavirus does something interesting when it provokes the antibody response. There's two kinds 
of antibodies - there's neutralising antibodies, which are the kind that defend you from disease, and 
there's another kind called the binding antibody that actually helps the virus stick to your receptors 
and makes it much more dangerous. And that's the kind that is produced by coronavirus vaccines. 
That was in 2012 and they completely terminated the program.  
 
But then in 2014, Tony Fauci had developed a dengue vaccine and in the clinical trials for the 
dengue vaccine, they saw some of the same signals and actually the people that got the vaccine 
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and that later were exposed were very sick. They glossed over that and they gave it to the 
Philippines - gave it to 100,000 kids and many of those kids, when they finally encountered the 
(anti)virus in the wild became horrendously sick and 600 of them died. The Philippine government 
today is criminally prosecuting the Philippine public health officials who waved that vaccine 
through, because they should have known that Fauci in his clinical trials had seen these signals 
previously.  
 
So today, the people who have been fighting all the people on this panel - Sherri and Andy and Del 
and Judy and me, the people who have been our loudest critics - Peter Hotez, Paul Offit, Ian 
Lipkin, all of our vaccine developers, all of them are bullhorns for the vaccine industry. All of them 
are the generals of the mercenary army that has been fighting us for years. And all of them aren't 
saying it is insanely dangerous for Tony Fauci to go ahead with these trials to inject human beings. 
He started on March 12 injecting human beings in Seattle, Washington - volunteers who, I'm sure, 
had no idea that their genes were being permanently altered for generations. There's no informed 
consent, because I guarantee you Tony Fauci didn't tell them that. He's testing his vaccine that he 
put almost half a billion dollars into, authorized taxpayer funds going into that which gives him 
control of the patent, of half the patent, and Bill Gates' vaccine to fast track this very dangerous 
vaccine without animal studies is reckless - and I would say it is criminal. 
 
Sherri Tenpenny 
And I would like to answer that, Bobby that is amazing ... we are now operating under the PREP 
Act, its a 2005 piece of legislation that stands for Public Readiness and Emergency Preparedness, 
that was tacked on to the tail end of a defense appropriation bill at 11:20 at night on a Friday night, 
December 17th after everybody in the House had already signed off and gone home. The Senate 
never read it, they passed it - even your uncle, Ted Kennedy said afterward, you know we judge 
how well the pharmaceutical company usually wins around here, and they usually get big wins, but 
no, they've never gotten a win this big. And you can't find any of those documents now, but I wrote 
in my book Fowl in real time about the bird flu and all of that is in my book. I've captured that, and if 
you go try to find that stuff on the Internet now, you can find about the PREP Act, all of it's been 
scrubbed, because what does the PREP Act actually do? It gives complete liability immunity for 
any covered countermeasure that's made. While it's in place you can't sue them, their products 
have complete liability immunity, the only way you can sue them is if a bunch of people get injured 
or killed. You have to go to the US Attorney General and prove wilful misconduct, that they were 
intentionally going to create a product to intentionally harm you and kill you. And it's like, good luck 
with that. Well, guess what, Alex Azar [Egzar] our great HHS secretary instituted the PREP Act, on 
February 4th he put it in there and he put it into the Federal Register on March 17th, so we are 
operating under that now. So I'd like you to expand on that more, I mean that's what I know about 
it, when I've read about it, and where we are operating now. What else can you let people know 
about this PREP Act? 
 
Bobby 
Bill Gates said from the beginning he was not going to allow any of these vaccines to be used 
unless he [unintelligible] all the governments and all the countries, because he knows he's gonna 
kill a lot of people, and he himself said, “Look, this vaccine is only going to be tested on maybe a 
thousand people”. But what if there's an injury rate of one in 10,000? You won't see that if you test 
a thousand people. Let's say it’s a death rate of one in 110,000, very possible and you'll never see 
it. If you give that vaccine to 7 billion people which is what he's intending, I mean 700,000 people 
are gonna die from it! And you'll get to a level with other injuries, etc. that you're causing more 
problems than you're averting, it's very possible if you're only testing that vaccine on 1,000 humans 
and no animals, plus there's no placebo! But they don't care because they're under the PREP Act, 
so they have complete blanket immunity from liability! They can end up killing every person they 
give this to in Seattle, what do they care? You know it's a gamble for them because if that Moderna 
vaccine works, Gates is gonna make a billion dollars. And if it doesn't work, he's got 8 other ones 
in the pipeline. They'll just say oh that was a bad experiment. The reason they're going forward so 
quickly with that is because there's no biological material, you don't have to manufacture anything.  
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With other vaccines you have to start a factory, and you have to grow the vaccine, the mould in the 
Petri dish, and you have to switch it from animal to animal to animal, and treat it, you have to add 
the adjuvant and it's a long process - but with the Moderna vaccine your body becomes the factory 
because you're altering the human DNA so that IT will produce the antibody and so they don't have 
to build any factory, they just take little snippets of the RNA and inject them into human beings and 
you do all the work! So they can fast-track it overnight, they can literally get it to market within 
months. And that's what they did, within weeks, all they needed was that genetic code from the 
Chinese and they can make this RNA virus and it is extraordinary. It's never been used, it's never 
been proven in any model and the company that's making it has never brought a product to 
market. They've never been through phase three trials and they were on the edge of bankruptcy. 
Oh, it is really, really, really crazy (Andrew interjects: What could possibly go wrong?) And how 
willing they are to play God with this vaccinology. And Gates has this megalomaniacal Messiah 
complex where he believes that he is up there and he can experiment with lesser beings and if 
there's collateral damage then so be it! He's well intentioned and he's gonna save the world. And 
you know those poor suckers who took this are heroes because they volunteered for a program. 
But it's like people volunteering in a war for an irresponsible generals who don't care what they do 
to their people and don't value them and - I don't know, anyway ... 
 
Rashid 
When you end up putting RNA, introduce it into the body, the implications aren't something that 
necessarily will be seen in a week or a month, or you know it could be a year or two years and 
then the generational component - because now it’s actually changing the genetic code, and it’s 
going to be something that's going to stay consistent and continue to propagate generation to 
generation, am I right Judy? (Yes.) 
 
Del 
So much so btw that I believe one of the studies we were looking at, I believe it was the Moderna 
study, they are forbidding sexual intercourse without full protection, meaning they are so 
concerned there can be no pregnancy allowed by anybody involved in this study meaning that they 
are so concerned that they may have a generational problem - they can't be working on a child or 
however you want to put that. I think one of my biggest concerns when I talk about this I believe 
this is the God vaccine. We're talking about not letting the body react to the antigen or something, 
we're talking about messaging RNS, we're talking about putting in man made messages that go to 
all your cells to make the cell think it's getting information from the DNA ... but here's my biggest 
concern. We do know that they're focussed on this antibody immune enhancement issue that you 
very well described. The animals all died in the trials and now we're going on to human 
beings. Now this is what Hotez sat before Congress and talked about. Even Tony Fauci said on 
TV that this vaccine could make people more sick, we don't want to do that. But the most troubling 
thing about it that most people don't understand, is how little these virologists know about how a 
vaccine works, and even more so what Dr Peter Hotez said, we don't know why antibody immune 
enhancement happens. We don't know what's causing it. So my concern is that in these small test 
groups that they're doing, you know I agree, they might as well have just signed up to go to Mars 
for the first time, you know my hat's off to them. I don't know if they know what risks they've taken. 
But what happens, let's say they get around it, one of these vaccines gets to one of these small 
trials and for some reason antibody immunity doesn't happen - whatever virus they're working with, 
whatever mutation. Throughout time the history of mankind there's never been a bacteria or 
a virus outbreak that took out the species. We survive, we even get stronger as we go along, 
but we're talking about a vaccine that's being discussed by world leaders, being driven by Bill 
Gates, saying everyone in the world is going to get this vaccine. Can you imagine a vaccine that 
gets to the trials, looks like it's safe, then all of a sudden maybe the strain that they designed the 
vaccine around, it gets out and starts triggering antibody immune enhancement. Now we're not 
watching .1% of people die, .3% or 10%, say 30% of people coming in contact with what would 
have been a cold, like those ferrets, their bodies are overreacting to this, their bodies are having 
complete organ failure and shutdown. It could eradicate our species, that is how dangerous 
this vaccine is. "Rushed" and "science" in the same sentence is the most dangerous statement 
that can ever be made. THIS IS THE MESSAGE THAT EVERYONE NEEDS TO SHARE WITH 
EVERYONE THEY KNOW. This is not a joke. This thing is coming for us and I can't imagine 
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anything more ridiculous than a life-threatening vaccine that has an issue that they don't even 
understand why it happens, for an illness that kills .1 to .3% of the world. 
 
Bobby 
The CNN today in a really interesting article that appeared this morning about Moderna, a very 
long article, the last couple of paragraphs they interviewed two of the four officials, people who had 
worked on Moderna till 2018, and one of them was I think the CEO of the company, he said "I was 
shocked when I read that the Federal government had given that company 438 million dollars." 
The other guy said, I don't know what they were thinking of, this is the guy who worked at the 
company. The other guy was their chief chemist, and he said "There is nothing that could make me 
put that vaccine in my body". 
 
Andrew 
You're right Dell, the end of the extraordinary interview by Peter RB, Arby, I've known him for many 
years, a very good vaccinologist, works for a vaccine maker ... he said in that interview, we think 
we know what our vaccines are doing. We don't. He's a very honest man and he went up against 
the system and then demonstrated clearly looking at the non-specific effects of vaccines, the TTP 
vaccine had killed more children in West Africa than it had saved from the target diseases 
diptheria, tetanus and pertussis. And that is the most widely used vaccine historically in the world. 
[“That's Gates' vaccine”, says Bobby]. It was an astonishing admission and it was completely 
ignored. I think the only response of the authorities was to remove his funding. But we really live in 
an era where we know so little and we assume so much. Same thing happened with pertussis. I 
remember that Salzberg wrote an article blaming anti-vaxxers for the outbreak of whooping cough, 
and then there was an admission by Christopher Gill from Boston University that we've made 
assumptions upon assumptions. We're in the embarrassing position to have to admit we've made 
some serious mistakes! That's the truth. It's not the anti-vaxxers, it's the hubris as someone 
pointed out, of the pharmaceutical industry and the vaccinologist. The idea that you can exert 
dominion, you can mutate, you can adapt, you can change these things, you can give them back 
by a different route, a strain, and you can assume dominion over organisms, and that you will 
master them. No you won't. WE FACE A SIXTH EXTINCTION AND IT'S THE ONLY ONE IN THE 
GEOLOGICAL HISTORY OF THIS PLANET THAT'S BEEN MAN MADE. And it's the only one 
actually that we can avert, and I believe that we will avert. 
 
Sherri Tenpenny 
... Maybe people will start to understand our relationship with microbes and it's not all bad ... 
 
Rashid 
We need to be asking why this information is being censored.... a lot of doctors don't know how to 
deal with this because it's not how a virus normally presents itself. (talks about altitude sickness, 
i.e. hypoxia etc., intubation and so on). But now the political aspects, and nurses are coming out 
syaing that people are being murdered, respiratory therapists aren't being allowed to respond to 
the codes, doctors that come out and speak about this are being removed from those places, their 
videos are being censored. All sorts of different censorship is going on. Our fundamental rights are 
being questioned and is this how you cook a frog, you don't throw it into boiling water, you slowly 
turn up the heat. I see this as a great opportunity, this is an evolutionary process we are gonna go 
through as human beings and it’s up to us to rise to that occasion. The most important question to 
me is why is information being censored? [I'm sure he knows the answer.] 
 
Andrew 
Del gave an outstanding interview on this issue of censorship ... extraordinary levels of censorship. 
All these traditional platforms are disappearing for the kind of story we're telling. We are going out 
on a new censorship-free platform https://www.sphir.io/, which provides a specific platform for this 
very conversation. I would strongly recommend to people that we focus on a platform such as this 
to bring all of this information. I make a plea to people for that, https://www.sphir.io/, a censorship-
free, blockchain-encrypted platform that will by virtue of censorship on all other mainstream 
platforms, be a place to go in the future. 
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Charlene 
The pharmaceutical industry spends more money than any other buying off our politicians. Vimeo 
also, Charlene talks about heavy censorship, shadow banned on Twitter, they took Vaxxed down 
as well. 38 minutes approx. You cannot find "The Truth About Cancer" any more, you cannot find 
our website now, so this is a problem. Google took us completely off their platform. Coming 
together like this as a panel is critical to fight censorship and fake news, as is the platform that 
Andy was talking about.  
 
Ty comes in and talks about censorship also. All we want is to be able to have a discussion about 
it, or debate, but they won't allow it. And all we want is to be able to say I don’t want to take that 
vaccine, the right to choose, that's really all we want, etc. 
 
Sherri 
The provaccine people, if they really believe what they're talking about and they have faith in what 
they're doing and they trust their science, they're missing a great opportunity to put all of us on a 
stage somewhere ...  
 
Rashid 
Rashid says if they have already been vaccinated, then what are they worried about ? EXACTLY I 
SAY, but no one seems to talk about this! If vaccines work, what's your problem with wanting or 
making everyone have them? Rashid says, “I'm not anti vaccine, but I've always been anti-
stupidity”. 
 
Bobby 
One of the primary tools of our opponents is to characterise us as anti-vax. Mainstream of our 
country, of the world believes all of the propaganda about vaccines, and so if New York Times or 
CNN can convince somebody that you're anti-vax, they then have a license to shut you up and to 
marginalise you, and to discredit you. I'm for good science and honest regulators, but we don’t 
have any of those things and I'm all for good vaccines if they're effective and safe, problem is, 
nobody's ever done that.  
 
Del 
The truth is, one of our biggest complaints is that the pro-vaxxers keep saying "The science is 
settled", and anyone that's been through a high school science class knows that's the least 
scientific statement you could possibly make! And that's why I don't say I'm anti-vaccine. It's the 
same as saying MY science is settled, and that nothing will ever happen in the future that could 
change my mind. That makes you an idiot and unscientific. That's what having a scientific mind is 
all about. It's not about closing doors - it's understanding what you're looking at. 
 
Charlene 
Around the table we want to know what you're doing and how people can find you. 
Lets start with Andy Wakefield 
 
Andrew 
A new film coming out, its called “1986: The Act” [1986-The Act (National Childhood Vaccine 
Injury Act) www.youtube.com/watch?v=mlsOWNi81L4]. How did this come to pass? What was the 
catalyst that drove this pro-vax agenda worldwide? And a push for mandates. It was in large part 
the 1986 Act signed in by Ronald Reagan that gave liability protection to the vaccine makers. At 
the time, it was a limited liability. It has since become a liability protection for all damage done for 
all vaccines on the childhood schedule. And what it did was give the pharmaceutical industry the 
perfect business model of a mandatory market and what it did was give no liability and that was a 
profit machine. That profit machine allowed them to buy the politicians, buy the media, buy the 
medical profession, buy public opinion, and that has made them extremely powerful.  
 
What circumvents this Act is fraud. If they can be shown to have committed fraud, if they 
deliberately put people in harms way, if they know they could make vaccines safer and they chose 
not to, and hid that fact then they are liable and it’s one way of bringing this Act to its knees. IT’S 
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NO EXAGGERATION TO SAY THAT, IN MY OPINION, WHAT THE FILM REVEALS IS 
PREMEDITATED, FIRST-DEGREE MURDER. That is something that will come to people's 
screens very soon. I urge people to watch it because, like Vaxxed, it will shift the paradigm 
considerably. 
 
Judy 
Our book Plague of Corruption which is what Covid-19 is. The subtitle is Restoring Faith in the 
Promise of Science. Our website is http://plaguethebook.com/. 
 
Del 
First of all you can always find me at https://thehighwire.com/. I do a weekly show. My non-profit 
website is https://www.icandecide.org/ if you want to read about the lawsuits many that Bobby has 
helped me with. This is a time of hope. Fear is what they're trying to sell us, more than a vaccine 
program, more than tracking, it's fear. If you're experiencing fear right now, you've got to shift that 
energy. [Del is giving a great inspiring speech at around 1:20 that I couldn't write it all down.] None 
of us want what they're trying to create so why don’t we come together, and flip on the light switch? 
He says this is our time, the light will prevail ... 
 
Bobby 
Such an amazing group. These people are my friends, my comrades-in-arms, people that I trust, 
people that I call regularly. He praises his friends. Pharmaceutical companies have subverted our 
democracy, have victimised our children. They have captured the agencies that are supposed to 
protect American citizens, they have corrupted the political process, they have subverted the 
press, they have really a complete control and now they're using this pandemic, some people call it 
a plandemic because it feels so much like there was a plan behind this that we saw coming for 
years ... turning America into a surveillance state ... these satellites and a million antennas that are 
currently being put up ... Bill Gates and Elon Musk have become the instruments of total tyranny, 
total control, and all these things are now fitting together. You know the 5G is gonna allow them to 
follow us when we leave our house, because you know their plan is to put chips in us - we know 
the patents, we see the investments, we see Bill Gates and these 6 different chip systems - tattoo 
chips, subdermal biometric chips - Microsoft just patented another technology, not only a chip, but 
sensors that will measure your brain waves, your EEG, your body rate, your heart rate, your 
adrenaline, all of these different things. You can look this patent up. The system is a system where 
they will send you a duty, you perform that duty and then you will be paid in crytocurrency .. And 
they'll say we want you to sing this song, we want you to walk down this aisle at a grocery store ... 
[and on he goes.] 
 
5G is not about quicker downloads for your video games or your movies. It's about data and 
control, it's about taking all the data from your devices, from your Apple watch, from the Alexis in 
your home, eavesdropping on you all day, from your Siri to your microwave oven, garage door 
opener, and from your Paypal and from your venmo [??], so that they know what you're doing, 
what you're buying, everything, so that they know everything about you, and that data is the new 
oil rush of the 21st century, the gold rush data that is the biggest value entity now on earth. These 
companies are going to be harvesting how you feel, what you do, what's going on [...?..] as a chip 
that will turn on and off a woman's menstrual process so that she cannot have babies, it will 
administer drugs inside of your body for years, thousands of doses - and every part of our lives can 
be subject to control. This [Covid] disease is about engineering compliance, as Del said, it's about 
training us to do what we're told - to not go to the beach unless we're told, to not kiss our girlfriend 
unless we're given permission. The other day in Malibu, police were out on the beach giving 
thousand-dollar tickets to surfers for using the ocean, and people are putting up with this!! And 
when they get this 5G system in place, you won't even see that, because they'll know when you 
were at the beach by looking at your cellphone, by looking at your GPS, tracing you by your chips, 
and they'll just withdraw one thousand dollars from your payroll account with cryptocurrency. [Ed. 
This is already happening in China.]. That's one of Gates' major things: to get rid of the cash 
economy, that way they can monitor and scrutinize every transaction that you make, and if they 
don't like you and you mislead them they can shut it all off. [1:26:36]  
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And we need to understand that is what's happening here. They are going to rob us not only of our 
democracy and our liberties, but they're going to rob us of our souls - and they inject the medicines 
that they want, and they're gonna charge us for the diseases that they give us. They are gonna 
control our populations, they're gonna control our movements, they're gonna control every part of 
our lives, so if you are not part of this battle, and you are lost, we are the only things left for all of 
the things we value in our lives, all of the things that our country stood for. This is it!  
 
And what we're doing, what Children's Health Defense [https://childrenshealthdefense.org/] is 
doing, is we're suing them, we're using the last instruments of our democracy that are left, we're 
end running, we're running the blockade of censorship, Del and all of my friends here and we're 
litigating, we're suing Merck, the HPV vaccine, we are already in discovery, we are in their wheel 
house, we are looking at their internal papers and they are terrified. We are filing more lawsuits on 
the censorship. I'm gonna give you a spoiler, I'm gonna tell you that that's coming within a month, 
again some of the major platforms for censoring us. We are suing to protect doctors who are being 
harassed and intimidated in California, to protect families who are being abused in New York. 
We're litigating all over the country because the courts are one of the few places left where we can 
still make a difference, we can still change policies. THEY'VE NEUTRALIZED AND CO-OPTED 
AND INFILTRATED ALL OF THE OTHER INSTITUTIONS OF OUR DEMOCRACY, and [..?..] 
between a vulnerable little child and a greedy corporation they're gone, and it is us today who are 
standing between them.  
 
We have a very important job to inform our public, to organize our public, to strategize with each 
other, which we do. I'm so grateful that the people that I'm working with, all the major leaders who 
are here are people that I respect, and I love my brothers, my sisters and I'm so glad that all of you 
are in the Vauxhall [?] with me. YOU KNOW WE ARE IN THE LAST BATTLE, THIS IS THE 
APOCALYPSE, WE ARE FIGHTING FOR THE SALVATION OF HUMANITY, and you know, we 
all knew this was coming at some point. I never believed it would come in my lifetime but here it is. 
AND YOU KNOW WE'RE LUCKY, WE'RE THE HAPPY FEW, THE BAND OF BROTHERS AND 
SISTERS, WE KNOW WHAT OUR JOB IS IN THIS LIFE, WE HAVE TO FIGHT AND WE HAVE 
TO DIE WITH OUR BOOTS ON IF NECESSARY. Everybody here I'm confident knows what their 
duty is, I'm going to be standing beside you when you do it, and I know you're going to be standing 
beside me. Thank you Ty, thank you Charlene, and let's keep fighting. 
 
Charlene 
Thank you Bobby, we sure do love you and you're beyond inspiring, you're not just talking about it 
you are doing it, you're making it happen and Children’s Health Defence is something we're proud 
to contribute to and to stand with you. Your team is tremendous, Laura Bono, Lyn Moran, and all of 
the people who work with you behind the scenes, they're working night and day and we all love 
you Bobby. You're a special man, and we are so grateful that you're using this amazing platform. 
The Kennedy name, your name, who you are, your heritage to save the world, thank you so much. 
[He leaves "it's four o'clock, people are screaming at me right now"] 
 
Sherri  
One of the things I've done is talks and lots of interviews over the last month. .. maybe with this 
shutdown God put the world on full stop so that we can take advantage of this time. Maybe every 
one of us could say, if I only had the time I would ... then fill in the blank. Well guess what, you've 
got some time now, so maybe that means clean out your closet, clean out your garage and your 
cupboards, get into your geneaology or tell your kids stories about when you were growing up. Get 
your physical house in shape now. The second thing you should do is get your physical body in 
order, the place that you actually live [and she goes on about all of the things we 'never have time 
to do']. Thirdly and most importantly get your spiritual house in order. We've got some pretty big 
battles coming up and we can be as optimistic or as pessimistic as we wanna be about what the 
next 3 to 6 years .. most of us Christians kind of know what the endgame is .. God put you on full 
stop so that you can get your spiritual house in order. People can find out about me at 
https://www.drtenpenny.com/. Where we do our news site https://vaxxter.com/. You can sign up for 
our newsletter. Sherri describes how long she has known others on this panel and gives great 
thanks to Ty and Charlene. You've given us a platform, you've given us a voice to get our 
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messages out. It's great to know we are teammates, just as Bobby said. The general community 
doesn't know that we all know each other and work together. 
 
Charlene then gives lots of strokes to Rashid for the popularity of his videos. 
 
Rashid 
I just want to say very briefly, fear is an illusion, it exists only in our mind, and this is one of the 
places they're trying to take humanity down. Fear is not real. Danger is real but fear is not. And so 
when I'm talking about fear and danger, I want you to be aware that danger is real and you need to 
be cognizant of it. But what they are painting right now is that this Covid-19 is the danger, and 
they're trying to make you fearful of it, whereas in fact the danger is not the coronavirus, the 
danger is exactly what Bobby talked about, what Del talked about, ... - taking away our rights, 
taking away our fundamental autonomy over our own bodies, over our own children, and truly this 
is not an exaggeration with Bob saying it IS a fight for humanity. People have given me all sorts 
of accolades and said I'm so brave and so this and that. THEY DON'T SEEM TO UNDERSTAND, 
IF I DON'T FIGHT, AND IF THE REST OF US DON'T FIGHT, MY CHILDREN WILL NOT HAVE 
CHILDREN, AND THAT'S WHAT MOTIVATES ME. My life - if I die today, I've lived a wonderful 
life, I've lived three wonderful lives, the Creator has truly blessed me, but I want to make sure that 
my children have the same opportunity and that mankind, humanity has the possibility of a future. I 
am so excited to be alive right now because I believe that we are writing history here, and that we 
will be remembered - kids, grandkids and great grandkids will say my grandmother, my grandfather 
was involved with that battle when humanity almost became extinct. So I'm excited, I'm resonating 
in that frequency. 
 
Del, I know of everybody that I know you're one of the few people that has that fire and just can't 
keep it back, and almost like you verbally vomit on people a lot more eloquently than I do (Del is 
laughing), but I do appreciate everybody's energy. As far as people can reach us, I had a 
conversation with Ty ... we're announcing that all of those videos we put together, once they're 
finished airing that will be put on advanced medicine and all those things are free. But basically if 
you go to http://www.askdrbuttar.com/TTAV/ for the truth about vaccines. If you go there and 
just follow the links you will get to the part where you can access the dashboard, and you'll be able 
to see all these videos, and you can download them. My strategy after talking with Ty, give it to 
everybody, it's not going to cost you a single dime. They may be able to censor from YouTube and 
Facebook, but they can't censor from your own devices. And then pay it forward, PASS IT ON, 
because the most important thing we can do is empower people with knowledge, because once 
you've been empowered, nobody can victimize you. Then it doesn't make any difference what they 
try to do, because now you know what the facts are, you know where the real danger is, and you 
won't be fearful any more. 
 
Charlene 
Wow! That was a great summation and presentation .. she thanks him and everybody. She thanks 
the viewers too. 
The Bible says in Hosea 8:12 that my people perish for lack of knowledge, and we're here to give 
you the truth and in John 8:32 it says "and ye shall know the truth and the truth shall set you free". 
We have given you the truth - SHARE IT! Thank you everybody. 
 
https://shop.thetruthaboutcancer.com/a/secure/checkout/0Qxqlg4g4LJuddGf055B?racart=chMzQx
OTUzNzA 
 
USD $197 [AUD $305} for full 50 hours truth about vaccines talks on physical dvds, online access, 
transcripts and audio files to listen to while driving or walking. This is a 60% discount zero hours 
left to use. 
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	Demos all over Germany on 9 May 2020.
	… 5G & IoT

	6.5.20 – NEW SITE - excellent, full of info about COVID. This article is 'how the death stats are misinformation' Many other articles about COVID
	FROM A CORRESPONDENT
	Did not know that the gospels were reduced to four in exchange for turning pagan temples into churches. That's very interesting...I wonder if that applied to England as well.
	The so-called Mary and Michael ley lines run diagonally from Bury St Edmunds down to Land's End. This was called the pilgrim's way. Pagan sites were built along the way and were later taken over by the Christian church. Every church was called either ...
	power. But the world lost their wisdom, intuition, medicine/healing etc.  The Yin element was removed which why we have way too much Yang energy on the planet today. Yin, the female element is  a gentle healing energy, closely connected to nature, the...
	call this the Goddess.
	The world is out of balance because there is too much Yang energy and too many patriarchal religions, based on a belief in a male God and too many male dominated institutions, politicians and world leaders.
	FROM A CORRESPONDENT
	5.5.20 – Just Like 9/11 did, covid-19 is shifting human consciousness in a major way: https://www.collective-evolution.com/2020/05/03/just-like-9-11-did-covid-19-is-shifting-human-consciousness-in-a-major-way/
	Dark Winter (June 2001)

	1.5.20 – MUST SEE: How Bill Gates Monopolized Global Health: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wQSYdAX_9JY&feature=emb_logo
	30.4.20 - ‘Safe Distancing’ Portland Will Ban Cars On 100 Miles Of Roads: https://www.technocracy.news/safe-distancing-portland-will-ban-cars-on-100-miles-of-roads/
	5.5.20 - 666 and Bill Gates together again. Shocking right!?!?: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=652aWqs6sfE
	4.5.20 - Plandemic Documentary: The Hidden Agenda Behind Covid-19: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EK-PNrrKwTY&fbclid=IwAR0fNuY_GrwzLOurzm4dP41VoPRYUoJTiCgcOY67NF5GjZGp8nLJwfmSEPg
	DELETED WITHIN HOURS; DOWNLOAD FROM HERE: https://player.vimeo.com/external/414798216.hd.mp4?s=b09bcd1b067d262866281c407a353696d40d6416&profile_id=175&download=1 NOW ALSO DELETED
	WATCH HERE: https://www.bitchute.com/video/aNjeT1G6iGTh/?eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=ca08d0ed-03bf-4482-97f3-f540d3f5666d
	More on the documentary here: https://plandemicmovie.com/
	Hospitals in the US receive $13,000 for each Covid-19 patient they admit, and 39,000 if they put them on a ventilator, which kills them.
	The flu vaccines increase the odds by 36% of getting Covid-19 (US military study).
	Dr. Kyle-Siddell: “We are operating under a medical paradigm that is untrue and I fear that this misguided treatment will lead to a tremendous amount of harm to a great number of people in a very short time.”
	Dr. Mykovits: Italy has a very old population. They're very sick with inflammatory disorders. They got at the beginning of 2019 an untested new form of influenza vaccine that had four different strains of influenza including the highly pathogenic H1N1...
	FROM FORBIDDEN KNOWLEDGE:
	PLANDEMIC Part 1: Shut Down WHO, FDA, CDC, AMA and we've got a healthy world again
	The Big Pharma global coup d'état that we're experiencing right now is a scaled-up version of what Anthony Fauci did to Dr Judy Mikovits repeatedly over the course of decades, while they were colleagues at the NIH.
	We've run a few videos with Mikovits over the past month but this one is very important, not only because of how her story crystallizes the situation of the entire human race at this moment, at the hands of a medical establishment that can only be des...
	Incredibly, Mikovits survived her ordeal. I feel very strongly that she represents a major turning point in the history of the West and that we are at the precipice of a transformative moment that is very positive for humanity.
	This is Part 1 of the documentary, 'PLANDEMIC', coming out this summer. The producers will be releasing a series of these vignettes prior to the film's completion.
	Filmmaker Mikki Willis, interviewing Dr Judy Mikovits here says that most people in her situation would have taken an early retirement and laid low, "But you decided to come forth when your gag order was released to write a book called 'Plague of Corr...
	Apparently, their attempt to silence you has failed and I have to ask, how do you sit here with confidence to call out these great forces and not fear for your life, as you leave this building?"
	She replies, "Because, if we don't stop this now, we can not only forget our Republic and our freedom, but we can forget humanity, because we'll be killed by this agenda."
	HIV/AIDS
	Mikovits describes how Fauci held up for several months the publication of the paper on her work with Dr Frank Ruscetti that confirmed the findings of French virologist, Luc Montagnier, who'd isolated HIV from saliva and blood. Fauci's associate, alow...
	"Of course, patents were involved," she says. "This delay of the confirmation literally led to spreading the virus around, killing millions...
	"Think of how many people. The entire continent of Africa lost a generation, as that virus was spread through, because of the arrogance of a group of people - and it includes Robert Redfield, who's now the head of the CDC, right along with Tony Fauci....
	"And had that not happened, millions wouldn't have died from HIV."
	CONFLICTS OF INTEREST: REPEAL THE BAYH-DOLE ACT
	Mikki Willis asks, "How can a man...who's giving global advice for health own a patent in the solution, in the vaccine? Isn't that a conflict of interest - or shouldn't it be?"
	She says, "It is a conflict of interest and in fact, this is one of the things that I've been saying and would like to say to President Trump: Repeal the Bayh-Dole Act. That Act gave government workers the right to patent their discoveries. To claim i...
	Mikki Willis says, "If we activate mandatory vaccines globally, I imagine these people stand to make hundreds of billions of dollars, that own the vaccines."
	"And they'll kill millions," she says, "as they already have with their vaccines. There is no vaccine currently on the schedule for any RNA virus that works."
	Mikovits says she's not an anti-vaxxer and she endorses immune therapies, like Interferon-alpha. "My job is to develop immune therapies but that's what vaccines are."
	WAS THE CORONAVIRUS CREATED IN A LAB?
	When asked whether the virus was created in a laboratory, she responds, "I wouldn't use the word 'created' but you can't say 'naturally-occurring'... Somebody didn't go to a market, get a bat - the virus didn't jump directly to humans that's not how i...
	She describes the occurrence of the novel coronavirus (SARS-CoV2) as accelerated viral evolution. "If it was a natural occurrence, it would take it up to 800 years to occur. This occurred from SARS-CoV1, within a decade. That's not naturally-occurring."
	Mikovits is positive that the SARS-CoV2 virus was developed, "Between the North Carolina Laboratories, Fort Detrick US Army Research Institute of Infectious Disease and the Wuhan Laboratory."
	As we all now know, $3.7 million flowed from the National Institutes of Health to the Wuhan lab in China, the same lab where many people have said that this corona virus infection first originated. We also now know that NIAID, the NIH department of wh...
	If Anthony Fauci cannot be honest with the public about his connection to the Wuhan lab, then Fauci is probably lying about everything.
	In 1999, Mikovits was working in Fort Detrick, where she says, "My job was to teach Ebola how to infect human cells without killing them. Ebola couldn't infect human cells until we took it in the laboratories and taught them."
	MURDEROUS MEDICARE FRAUD
	Willis and Mikovits then turn to the discussion of the inflated numbers of cases and deaths attributed to COVID-19, citing the many doctors and nurses who have taken to social media to voice their concern about the protocols that the CDC had given them.
	She says, "Medicare has been paying hospitals $13,000 for every COVID-19 admission. If that COVID-19 patient goes on a ventilator, they get $39,000.
	"And you've killed them with the ventilator, because you gave them the wrong treatment.”
	With hospitals prohibited from treating anything except for emergencies and COVID-19 cases, they're being incentivized to murder their patients with the "approved" modalities in order to stay afloat. This horrible bind crystallizes the complete evil o...
	ITALY
	Willis then asks her what happened in Italy, that they were so hard-hit?
	"Italy has a very old population, they're very sick, with inflammatory disorders. They got, at the beginning of 2019 an untested new form of influenza vaccine that had four different strains of influenza, including the highly-pathogenic H1N1.
	"That vaccine was grown in a cell line, a dog cell line. Dogs have lots of coronaviruses and that's why they're not testing there. You could just say, 'Oh, it was that.'"
	CHLOROQUINES
	In a survey polling nearly 2,300 doctors in some 30 countries, hydroxychloroquine was ranked as the most effective medication to treat the virus.
	Yet, the Governors of Michigan, Nevada and Arizona enacted executive orders to prohibit its prescription to COVID-19 patients and the AMA threatened doctors with the loss of their licenses if they prescribe this class of drug, that's been on the list ...
	As for Fauci, he has called the real-time results of hydroxy-chloroquine treatment "anecdotal", this, despite the fact that the NIH published a study in 2005 that said, "concentrations of 10 μM [of hydroxychloroquine] completely abolished SARS-CoV inf...
	Furthermore, in March 2020, the International Journal of Antimicrobial Agents published an article that said:
	"In vitro, chloroquine appears as a versatile bioactive agent reported to possess antiviral activity against RNA viruses as diverse as rabies, poliovirus, HIV, hepatitis A, hepatitis C, influenza A and B, influenza A H5N1, Chikungunya, Dengue, Zika, L...
	Mikovits says, "It's not 'storytelling' if we have thousands of pages of data saying it's effective against these families of viruses.
	"For 50 cents a dose, we could protect a thousand people for seven days, two doses a day with one $600 vial and that hasn't been done.
	PATENTED MEDICINE
	"This is essential medicine and they keep it from the people - not only now, but back in autism, with our discovery [of] an old antiviral drug, a hundred-year-old drug called Suramin, on the WHO list of essential medicine. It literally gave kids with ...
	"What did Bayer and Monsanto do? They took it away from everybody. You couldn't get it to save your life and we tried, believe me - every way we could.
	"So, when you take away a medicine - and not just the WHO, the FDA, the CDC, Tony Fauci…"
	Mikovits believes these agencies all need to be shut down. "Close everything. Just end it all and we've got a healthy world again - and we’ve got tons of money, because we can take all that money they're making on their patents and we can give it to t...
	Willis then asks, "Is it safe to say that anything that cannot be patented has been shut down intentionally, because there's no way to profit from it? All these natural remedies that we have had forever?”
	"Absolutely, that's fair to say and that's exactly what's going on in COVID-19. The game is to prevent the therapies till everyone is infected and push the vaccines, knowing that the flu vaccines increase the odds by 36% of getting COVID-19."
	Willis asks, "Where does that data come from?"
	"A publication last year, where the military who had been vaccinated with influenza were more susceptible to coronaviruses. Coronaviruses are in every animal, so if you've ever had a flu vaccine, you were injected with coronaviruses…
	MASKS MAKE NO SENSE
	"And then to put on a mask - it doesn’t make sense. Wearing the mask literally activates your own virus. You're getting sick from your own reactivated coronavirus expressions and if it happens to be SARS-CoV2, then you've got a big problem.”
	Willis says, "You're not the first biologists who has told me that we're doing the exact opposite of what we should be doing to contain and to create immunity from this virus."
	Mikovits says, "Why would you close the beach? You've got sequences in the soil, in the sand. You've got healing microbes in the ocean, in the salt water. That's insanity!
	Willis comments, "These institutions that are polluting our environment and our bodies, there was a time when they actually had to fight their own battles. But they've done such a great job at manipulating the masses...and the Big Tech platforms follo...
	"Nor would I, except what I've experienced since 2011. It's beyond comprehension, how a society can be so fooled, that the types of propaganda continue, to where they're just driving us to hate each other.
	"This is the wake-up call, for all America to realize this makes no sense and we win, because it will take down the whole program, with information like this and and for me, it's the great news that the doctors are waking up and saying, 'Wait a minute…'
	"So, it's not the scientists who are in any way dishonest, they're listening to people who for more than 40 years have controlled who gets funded, what gets published. And I'm sorry to say, many, many people will simply take the money and the fame and...
	A MESSAGE TO DOCTORS
	Willis asks, "What do you say to the medical professionals that are just beginning to get a glimpse of the depth to which they have been misled and steered away from their oath to do no harm?"
	"I say forgive yourselves. It's the hardest thing to realize - for all of us, is that, with all the best intention, we studied, we learned what we thought was the truth. We had no idea that the data that we were being told was true was not true.
	"We've been taught now, in our schools a very different science. You don't get funded if you don't speak the party line. You don't get published. That was probably the hardest thing for me to take, is understanding that scientific journals would twist...
	"So, what we did, ever since I got out of jail, we started an education company. We wake up doctors and it's very difficult, but every doctor who realized they may have been part of the problem has now turned that around to march toward a better socie...
	"Well, Dr Mikovits, thank you so much for your time it's been a real honor to sit here with you and particularly, thank you for your courage."
	"Thank You Mikki, I appreciate a lot."
	2.5.20 - Crop circle blames genocidist Gates for coronavirus: https://m.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=3094950137191849&id=100000306805706&set=a.105472049473021&refid=52&__ccr=ARbj8-_jAx7QQnzfflKYppDfrm-LxjVMPE2adhweSDyJzg&__tn__=EH-R
	1.5.20 - Whistleblower claims hospitals are still deliberately sending elderly patients to care homes 'to die' by discharging them before Covid-19 test results come through - as part of 'soul destroying' culture of freeing up beds: https://www.dailyma...
	 Source claims government strategies have led to a culture of 'freeing up beds'
	 Argues hospital bosses are 'basically accountants' treating people like numbers
	 Admits it's 'soul destroying' watching people being sent to care homes to die
	 Says it's against human rights as denied hospital treatment they're entitled to
	 Told anecdotally 50% of Covid-19 patients sent to care homes expected to die
	6.5.20 - Should Fauci face the death penalty if guilty of building weapons against humanity: https://www.naturalnews.com/2020-05-05-should-death-science-operatives-like-dr-fauci-face-the-death-sentence-if-found-guilty-of-collaborating-to-build-the-wuh...
	After learning that Dr. Fauci funneled money into the communist Wuhan virology lab to build a biological weapon that was specifically designed via "gain-of-function" research to target human physiology, we ask the question that's on everyone's mind: S...
	Today the world is at 262,000 deaths from the coronavirus, which means the virus is doing precisely what it was engineered to accomplish: Mass death and depopulation. It was built with that purpose in mind. Shouldn't the people who built it be held ac...
	GERMANY faced chaos on Friday as hundreds of angry protestors defied a ban on public gatherings in Berlin to mark a national holiday, with roughly 5,000 police officers deployed to break up the disorder: https://www.express.co.uk/news/world/1276879/Ge...

	What is dirty electricity?: https://greenwavefilters.com/dirty-electricity/
	2.5.20 - Cruise Ships add 1700 WIFI Hotspots: http://emrabc.ca/?p=17235
	7.5.20 - Dr. Rowen: Ozone REVERSES Critically Ill COVID Patients in China, and VERY RAPIDLY: https://healthimpactnews.com/2020/dr-rowen-ozone-reverses-critically-ill-covid-patients-in-china-and-very-rapidly/
	24.4.20 – UK Daily Star (tabloid) - Coronavirus: Activists in bizarre claim 5G could be acting as 'accelerator' for disease: https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/coronavirus-fears-5g-wifi-networks-21728189
	UPDATE: This article was originally headlined "Coronavirus: Fears 5G wifi networks could be acting as 'accelerator' for disease" and reported on the claims of a group of 5G sceptics regarding Covid-19. The UK government has stated there is "no convinc...
	26.4.20 - A WARNING TO THE WORLD. VIRAL Information #OperationRadiation: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DvQMIzV-07U&feature=share&fbclid=IwAR0DgzTDCAx9tl0tQCewZNk6-KskT6kSJGu_jnBz7Z59eeGhde6HY_Yo5Ds
	This is about the conspiracy of coronavirus, the Spanish flu of 1918 and exposes the fact that the grandchildren of the very same people are involved, as well as the very same insitutions … A MUST-WATCH.
	SPAIN is gearing up for a "mass exodus" today as millions of people of ALL ages are allowed back on to the streets as part of the government's coronavirus de-escalation plan.

	28.10.18 - Biofield Tuning Demo and Q & A: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FpGOsC4xx3o
	20.9.18 - Eileen McKusick Overview of Past and Future Research (on biofields): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nF-NzMVenN8&list=PLWepc5i8FizjgAtz-FgeLGRb_-kVaMJUS
	3.5.20 - Navigating the Matrix with Natural Law Principles (Episode 5) - Decoding the Mind-Trix of the Matrix: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Sy_A0Mq2pM&t=613s
	This Special Episode of Navigating the Matrix with Natural Law Principles picks up on the Themes of Episode 4, but due to the bad Audio-Quality I decided to do another, even deeper Episode on the Topic of the Mind-Matrix. Everything has its reason for...
	Free video event: Explore scientifically proven studies, clinically based herbal practices, and antiviral formulas to help you think like a clinician –– and address viral conditions to create your healthiest life: https://theshiftnetwork.com/DiscoverP...
	Discover Qi Gung practices: https://theshiftnetwork.com/BuildYourSuperchargedImmuneSystem?&utm_medium=affiliate&utm_source=infusionsoft&utm_source=Waking+Times+Newsletter&utm_campaign=249dbe85a3-RSS_EMAIL_CAMPAIGN&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_25f1e048c...
	5.5.20 – Instead of dumping out their milk, dairy farmers bottle it themselves—sell out in hours: https://www.wakingtimes.com/2020/05/05/instead-of-dumping-out-their-milk-dairy-farmers-bottle-it-themselves-sell-out-in-hours/?utm_source=Waking+Times+Ne...
	The American spirit lives on at a 300-year-old, cream-line dairy farm, where a farmer is working around the clock to bottle his own milk after his processor told him to dump it. Locals are lining up to support him.When Ben Brown’s dairy processor told...
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